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Summary 

This thesis investigates the hydraulic transient analysis of hydro 

-power plants. with particular emphasis being placed on the turbine and 
pump-turbine boundary conditions. A lack of suitable data, in the form of 
the machine performance characteristics, during the early stages of a 
hydro-power station's development led to the investigation of alternative 
sources of. -performance characteristics, not based on the testing of. a 
hydraulically similar model turbine. Two methods of obtaining turbine 
performance characteristics were: _developed,. one based on the published 
performance characteristics of typical reaction turbines and the second 
based on performance characteristics from a turbine of similar specific 
speed. 

The problems particular to the unit parameter representation of 
four quadrant reversible pump-turbine performance characteristics for use in 
hydraulic transient analyses were investigated. A review of alternative 
forms of representation led to the solution of the pump-turbine boundary 
based on a modified unit parameter representation. The method reduces the 
multi-variable problem of the pump-turbine boundary condition to that of 
a single variable. The solution algorithm is equally successful for use 
with standard turbines. 

A computer program for the analysis of hydraulic transients in hydro 

-power plants was developed and comparisons with site recordings, taken 
during'a full load rejection at a typical pumped storage scheme, made, 
in order to verify the operation of the computer program. Further simulations 
demonstrate the combined boundary condition of turbine and relief valve. 
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NOTATION 

a wavespeed (m/s2) 

A = cross-sectional area of pipe (m2) 

D = turbine throat diameter (m) 

f = friction coefficient 

g = gravitational constant (m/s2) 

gvo = guide vane opening 

GD2 = flywheel effect of rotating masses (kg. m2) 

h = normalised net head across turbine 

H = net head across turbine (m) 

H = head at spiral inlet (m) 
s 

Hd = head at draft tube outlet (m) 

I moment of inertia of turbine runner (kg. m/s2) 

M = out of balance torque (N. m) 

M11 
= unit torque 

n rotational speed of turbine (r. p. m. ) 

n specific speed of turbine (m-kW) 
s 

n11 unit speed 

p = power output of turbine (kW) 

Q discharge through turbine (m3/s) 

Q11 = unit discharge 

t = time (s) 

At specified time interval (s) 

v average fluid velocity (m/s) 

v average fluid velocity at spiral inlet (m/s) 
s 

vd average fluid velocity at draft tube outlet (m/s) 

x = distance (m) 

AX mesh length (m) 

z = guide vane opening 

Zf = maximum guide vane opening 
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NOTATION (continued) 

a= normalised speed 

ß= normalised torque 

n= normalised head 

v= normalised discharge 

p= fluid density (kg/m3) 

&= hydraulic efficiency 

&maj = efficiency majoration 

B= runner blade angle (rad) 

= inclination of pipe to horizontal (rad) 

Subscripts 

m= model parameter 

p prototype parameter 

r- parameter value at rated conditions 
Superscripts 

t-At = parameter value at time t-pt 

t= parameter value at time t 

t+At = parameter value at time t+tt 
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rutPTVU i 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic transients are used to describe the disturbances in a 

fluid caused during a change from one steady state to another. The 

principal components of the disturbances are pressure changes which result 

from the propagation of pressure waves throughout the hydraulic system. 

The study of these disturbances and the factors that effect them is a 

subject of international interest. 

Any system containing a fluid in motion is susceptible to hydraulic 

transients. These include many types of industrial installations such as 

water distribution systems, liquid cooling systems, pumping pipelines and 

hydro-power plants. Extreme caution is required in the design stage and 

subsequent operation of these installations to ensure that they are 

adequately protected against the adverse effects of hydraulic transients. 

Hydro-power plants are particularly susceptible to the effects of 

hydraulic transients. Common causes of hydraulic transients in hydro-power 

plants are; changes in valve settings, starting or stopping of turbines 

or pump-turbines and changes in load requirements of the generators. These 

changes may be planned or accidental.. All. conceivable changes of 

operation must be analysed to predict the severity of the resulting 

pressure changes. Measures can then be taken to protect the plant and its 

equipment from their adverse effects. 

In the 1960s computer based solutions for the solution of hydraulic 

transient problems in hydro-power plants were developed. The most commonly 

used numerical solution, to date, is the method of characteristics. The 

characteristic method converts the two partial differential equations of 
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motion and continuity into four total differential equations. These 

equations are then expressed in a finite difference form, using the 

method of specified time intervals, and their solution carried out on 

digital computers. In addition to the equations of motion and continuity 

the characteristic method requires the governing equations or performance 

characteristics of each mechanical component in the system in order to 

solve the boundary conditions. 

The majority of data required for a hydraulic transient analysis are 

available during the early design stages. However, a notable exception are 

the turbine or pump-turbine data. The turbine or pump-turbine is the most 

complex boundary condition to be found in a hydro-power plant and it plays 

a leading role in the overall transient response of the installation. An 

accurate modelling of the boundary is therefore necessary in the hydraulic 

transient analysis. 

The data governing the operation of a turbine or pump-turbine are 

its performance characteristics. Performance characteristics are obtained 

from studies of a hydraulically similar turbine and give the net head, 

discharge, rotational speed and torque relationships for a discrete range 

of guide vane openings. The performance characteristics are generally 

presented in a graphical form in terms of the unit parameters; unit speed, 

unit discharge and unit torque. The model test studies, however, are not 

performed until the final stages of a hydro-power plant's design. Alternative 

sources of performance characteristics must be used prior to the model 

test studies. 

This research investigates the possibility of obtaining turbine 

performance characteristics from alternative sources. Published performance 

characteristics for typical turbines and performance characteristics from 

turbines of a similar specific speed are used as the source material of 

these investigations. 
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Hydraulic transient analyses of hydro-power plants requires an 

accurate mathematical modelling of each mechanical component within the 

hydraulic system. These components, or boundary conditions, include; main 

inlet valves, surge tanks, pipe branches, reservoirs, pipe junctions, 

relief valves and turbines or pump-turbines. The majority of boundary 

conditions are well documented in the literature. However, a notable 

exception is the pump-turbine boundary condition. Although solutions for 

a turbine boundary have been published these are not applicable to a 

pump-turbine. 

A generalised solution algorithm is developed in this thesis which 

is able to handle turbine and pump-turbine boundary conditions. The 

specialised problems associated with a pump-turbine, particularly relating 

to the representation of their performance characteristics and interpolation 

within the performance characteristics, are investigated and incorporated 

into the solution algorithm. 

A computer program for the analysis of hydraulic transients in 

hydro-power plants is developed, based on the method of characteristics, 

which incorporates the turbine and pump-turbine solution algorithm. A 

novel method of representing the many varied layouts of hydro-power plants 

is also included in the program's development. The method is based on a 

numerical coding system which can be easily interpreted within the program. 

The operation of the computer program is verified by comparison 

with recordings taken during a full load rejection of a typical pumped 

storage installation. Further simulations are undertaken to demonstrate 

the alternative modes of operation the computer program is capable of 

handling. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL REVIEW 

2.1 EARLY HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT STUDIES 

The theory behind hydraulic transient analysis was being 

investigated during the late nineteenth century but it was not until the 

turn of the century that it gained widespread acknowledgement. In 1904 

Joukowski's [1] classical paper on hydraulic transients was published. 

He conducted a series of large scale experiments and correlated the 

results to his analytical treatment of the phenomenon. Working 

independently of Joukowski, the Italian engineer Allievi developed a 

comprehensive treatise on hydraulic transients. His work was published 

in a number of papers between 1902-1913. An English translation was made in 

1925 [2]. Allievi's method of analysis, the solution of a series of 

interlocking algebraic equations, continued to be used throughout the 

early 1900's for hydraulic transient studies. However, the method could 

only be applied to simple frictionless hydraulic systems and it was soon 

superseded by the more versatile graphical methods of solution. 

A graphical method for the solution of hydraulic transients was 

first proposed by Allievi [2] but it was found to be cumbersome and 

impractical. In 1928 a superior method was developed by Lowy [3] which 

he used to study resonance and the effects of valve openings in simple 

pipelines. During the 1930's the method was extended by Schnyder [4] and 

Bergeron [5] and their method is now internationally recognised, hence 

the Schnyder-Bergeron graphical solution of hydraulic transients. 

Although these two authors received much credit for the development of 

the graphical technique significant contributions were made by others, 
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the most notable of which was Angus [6,7]. He was the first to outline 

the lumped friction approximation in hydraulic transient studies and 

this treatment of the frictional losses later became widely accepted. 

During the 1930's and 1940's the application of the Schnyder-Bergeron 

method was demonstrated in many publications. Complex hydraulic systems, 

together with a variety of differing boundary conditions, were being 

analysed [8,9]. However, the introduction of digital computers in the 

early 1960's led to the graphical method of solution being replaced by 

numerical methods. 
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2.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

2.2.1 Numerical Techniques 

The introduction of digital computers enabled numerical techniques 

to be developed for the solution of hydraulic transient problems. These 

proved to be superior to the graphical methods, being able to handle 

complex hydraulic systems and components, giving greater accuracy whilst 

making considerable savings in terms of man-hours. 

In 1953 Gray [10] advocated a computer based solution for the 

analysis of hydraulic transients known as the method of characteristics. 

This approach was subsequently adopted by Streeter [11,12,13] and 

through his numerous papers the method of characteristics became widely 

publicised. Much of Streeter's earlier work has since been summarised 

in a joint publication with Wylie [14]. Their work on the method of 

characteristics was inspired by Courant and Friedrich [15], who applied 

a similar technique to supersonic flow in 1948, and by Lister [16], who 

suggested that the method was suitable for the solution of partial 

differential equations of the hyperbolic type. In the 1960's and 1970's 

the application of the method of characteristics was demonstrated by 

many authors [17,18,19,20]. In the latter years much of the research 

concentrated on the generalisation of the boundary conditions and its 

application to more complex hydraulic systems. Despite the recent 

advancement of other numerical techniques, the implicit finite difference and 

finite element schemes, the method of characteristics has remained the 

the most popular method of solution of hydraulic transients. 

The implicit finite difference scheme has been used extensively in 

the solution of free surface transients [21] and gas transients [14] but 
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it has remained unpopular for the analysis of internal transient 

flows . However, in 1964 Perkins et al [22] selected this method of 

solution to compute hydraulic transients in hydro-power stations. Their 

justification in choosing this method lay in its non-dependence on the 

Courant condition, which is a time step restriction limiting the method of 

characteristics. A larger time step, -therefore; could be selected between 

successive calculations and this leads to considerable savings in 

computer processor times. Streeter and Wylie [14], however, concluded 

that this was a false economy as it resulted in a smoothing out of the 

pressure peaks unless the implicit finite difference scheme did in fact 

adhere to the Courant condition. 

The implicit finite difference scheme requires the simultaneous 

solution of the governing equations and the performance characteristics of 

each element within the hydraulic system. The method of characteristics, 

on the other hand, allows each element to be analysed separately. 

This has led to the latter method gaining popularity as complex boundaries 

can be solved independently, without the need to solve for the entire 

hydraulic system. After the work of Perkins et al [22] the implicit 

finite difference scheme, therefore, has received little attention in 

conjunction with hydro-power station transients. However, its use in 

Conjunction with the method of characteristics was proposed by 

Streeter [13] which allowed the Courant condition to be relaxed over 

selected short pipe reaches whilst retaining a larger time step for the 

remaining hydraulic system. This reduces the number of calculation steps 

needed over a given time period and leads to a reduction in the computer 

processor time for the simulation run. 

An alternative numerical method of solution was developed by 

Watt [23] in 1982. A finite element approach was used to solve hydraulic 
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transient problems in simple pipelines and a good correlation was 

achieved with his experimental results and solutions using the method of 

characteristics and an implicit finite difference scheme. Despite the 

success of the method it was concluded that it would be unsuitable for 

the more complex hydraulic systems and boundary conditions which are 

found in a typical hydro-power station. 

The study of hydraulic resonance in hydro-power plants has become a 

major field of research during the last twenty years. Hydraulic resonance 

has been the cause of a number of incidents [24] which have resulted in 

the damage or complete failure of conduits and mechanical components. 

Analytical methods of analysis to predict the frequency response of a 

hydraulic system have in the main been based on the concept of impedance. 

A major contributor to development of the impedance method is Wylie [25] 

who used'it to analyse the experimental data from an incident at the 

Bersimis II power plant. [26]. An alternative method of predicting the 

frequency response of hydraulic systems was developed by Chaudhry [27] in 

1970. Chaudhry used the same basic equations for unsteady flow as Wylie 

but manipulated them by a transfer matrix method. The early work by Wylie 

and Chaudhry has continued to be developed and the analysis of hydraulic 

resonance has become a research area in its own right. 
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2.2.2 Hydraulic Machinery 

In the early hydraulic transient studies of hydro-power stations 

the inertial effects of the turbine were neglected, the turbine was 

generally represented as an inline valve. Strowger and Kerr [281, in the 

mid 1920's, were the first to rectify this situation. They considered 

speed changes and variations in turbine efficiency due to sudden changes 

in the load. In order to include these variables it was necessary to 

utilise the turbine performance characteristics. These give the 

relationships of turbine head, speed, discharge and torque for a range of 

guide vane openings. Unfortunately, there is a dearth of literature on 

turbine performance characteristics; manufacturers are reluctant to 

publish such information, so much of the earlier work on hydraulic 

machinery was concentrated on pumping installations as pump 'performance 

characteristics are more readily available. 

In 1931 Kitteridge [29) reported a number of studies he made 

related to pumps operating under normal and abnormal hydraulic 

conditions. He summarised his findings by plotting the results in 

graphical form on a pair of diagrams. One depicted the head, power and 

discharge relationships for a constant speed whilst the other depicted 

the head, power and speed relationships for a constant discharge. This 

early work on pump performance characteristics was extended in 1937 by 

Knapp [30] who condensed the information onto a single diagram commonly 

known as the Karman-Knapp circle diagram. Donsky [31] and Parmakian [32] 

used Knapp's pump performance characteristics, but expressed in a more 

convenient non-dimensional form, and demonstrated their use with the 

graphical method of solution. In this form of representation they 

proved ideal for use with the graphical method but were cumbersome for 

the computer orientated solutions developed in the 1960's. In 1964 
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Streeter [12] adopted a homologous non-dimensional representation for 

use with the method of characteristics. This reduced the number of 

performance curves to two and was, therefore, particularly suitable for 

computer storage. He choose to store the data as a set of discrete 

points whereas Harding [33] advocated the representation of the pump 

performance characteristics in a polynomial form. The major drawback of 

Streeter's representation was that it relied upon a dual co-ordinate 

system in order to keep the parameter values within finite bounds, 

infinite values being undesirable in digital computation. In 1966 

Suter [34] overcame this problem by introducing a trigonometrical 

function into his representation. This brought the parameter values to 

within finite limits and produced a smooth and continuous performance 

characteristic curve which lent itself easily to computer storage. 

Suter's method of representation has remained popular throughout the 

years since its introduction and is still used extensively for the 

hydraulic transient analysis of pumping installations. 

The vast experience gained in the pumping field has enabled rapid 

progress to be made in the hydraulic transient analysis of hydro-power 

stations. The basic handling routine of a pump boundary is effectively 

the same as that for a turbine boundary except that its -performance 

characteristics take a slightly different form. In general, pumps 

operate under a fixed guide vane opening whereas turbines have moveable 

guide vanes. The performance characteristics of a turbine, therefore, 

need to specify the relationships between the turbine head, discharge, 

speed and torque for each guide vane position. In theory., an infinite 

number of guide vane positions are possible but in practice only a 

limited number of the guide vane openings are depicted on the 

performance characteristics. 
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Turbine manufacturers generally present their performance 

characteristics on the unit parameter plane, see Section 4.3. The unit 

speed versus unit discharge and unit speed versus unit torque relationships 

are given for a range of discrete guide vane openings. The analysis of 

hydraulic transients in hydro-power stations requires these relationships 

to be known at all guide vane openings, not just the discrete guide vane 

openings shown on the performance characteristics. A method of interpolating 

the intermediate guide vane curves was demonstrated by Chaudhry [35] for 

use with turbine performance characteristics, their guide vane curves being 

predominately parallel to the the unit speed axes. Boldy [361 showed that 

Chaudhry's method was unsuitable for use with pump-turbine performance 

characteristics, where the guide vane curves can become perpendicular 

to the unit speed axes under certain operating conditions, and developed 

an alternative method. An orthogonal curvilinear mesh was superimposed on 

the performance characteristics and linear interpolation along the mesh 

lengths gives the intermediate guide vane curves. This method was found to 

be suitable for turbine and pump-turbine performance charcateristics. In 

1983 Enever [37] proposed an alternative solution to the problem based on 

piece-wise Lagrangian polynomials and demonstrated its use with turbines 

operating under governor control. 

Although turbine performance characteristics have remained unpublished 

a number of researchers have published comparisons of hydraulic transient 

simulations with on-site recordings.. [35,38]. The results showed a good 

correlation with the on-site recordings and demonstrated the viability of 

the method of characteristics for use with hydro-power plant transients. 

The comparisons also demonstrated that the the method could be applied to 

a variety of hydraulic systems and hydraulic components, or boundary 

conditions. 
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The rapid development of pumped storage schemes in the early 1960's 

led to considerable research being focussed on their specific problems. 

Transient conditions resulting from rapid change over from pumping to 

turbining needed investigation in addition to those resulting from load 

rejection, variations in load and pump failure. In 1965 a symposium devoted 

to hydraulic transients in pumped storage schemes produced a number of 

papers relating to these problems. Hornberger and Rodriguez [39) described 

their studies for the Taum Sauk pumped storage plant drawing attention to 

the lack of model performance characteristics available during the studies. 

The published performance characteristics of a machine of similar specific 

speed were used but they felt these were only suitable for preliminary 

studies. A recommendation that performance characteristics derived from 

a hydraulically similar model pump-turbine be used for the final design 

stages was emphasised strongly. Bovet and Schaum [40] reported the 

development of a generalised computer program which was able to handle the 

specialised operating conditions of a pump-turbine. An analytical treatment 

of the problem was given by Borel and Mamin [41] which could be readily 

adapted for use with digital computers. In addition, a procedure to obtain 

the optimum guide vane closure following a turbining load rejection was 

included. Other contributers dealt with undesirable vibrations [42] and 

the problems associated with converting a machine to run in spinning 

reserve whilst on standby [43]. 

The advancement of pumped storage technology increased rapidly in 

throughout the 1970's. Design heads in excess of 600 metres are in use at 

present and power outputs are approaching 400 megawatts for a single 

pump-turbine. The requirement of close correlation between hydraulic 

transient analyses and prototype performance under differing hydraulic 

conditions is essential for the safe operation of pumped storage schemes. 
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Due to the nature of the operation of pumped storage installations the 

pump-turbine is required, under a constantly changing net head, to achieve a 

high efficiency over a wide range of hydraulic conditions,. This led to 

greater interest being directed towards the performance characteristics 

of pump-turbines. 

In 1971 Yamabe [44] performed a series of model test studies on 

pump-turbines. operating in the turbining mode. A region of operation in 

which hysteresis was evident was identified. He further showed that the 

hysteresis phenomenon could be predicted as a function of the cavitation 

number, the guide vane opening and the specific speed. In a second paper 

Yamabe [45] suggested ways of improving the hysteresis characteristics 

of pump-turbines. Whippen et al [46] also identified this phenomenon and 

proposed that it could be utilised - advantageously as an aid to 

hydraulic braking during runaway conditions. Attention was also being 

focussed on an unstable region of pump-turbine performance characteristics 

known as the 'S' or re-entrant characteristic. Taulan [47] described the 

mechanism which caused the re-entrant characteristic and Pejovic et al [48] 

demostrated how it could cause large pressure fluctuations in asymmetrical 

hydraulic layouts. Boldy and Walmsley [491 showed that incorrect simulation 

results could arise from improper handling of the pump-turbine boundary 

condition when passing through the re-entrant characteristic. An algorithm 

to eliminate these problems was demonstrated but the re-entrant 

characteristic and its associated problems have remained the subject of 

considerable research. 

The re-entrant characteristic of pump-turbines renders the guide 

vane curves multi-valued. For a. given unit speed there can be up to three 

corresponding values of unit discharge or unit torque. The location of the 

operating point in such cases must be selected with care if the correct 
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operating condition is to be identified. However, the multi-valued nature 

of the unit parameter performance characteristics can be eradicated if 

they are mapped onto alternative planes. One alternative plane of 

representation was proposed by Martin [50] in 1981. Although the plane of 

representation led to single valued guide vane curves it was not without 

other set backs when considering its use in hydraulic transient simulations. 

The fully closed guide vane curve cannot be represented on the plane. and 

during the final closure of the guide vanes Martin suggested modelling 

the pump-turbine as though it was an in-line valve. In view of this added 

complication Boldy and Walmsley [51] reviewed a number of different planes 

of representation . This research has been continued and is: reported in 

this thesis. 
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ruAPTPP 'A 

HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF HYDRO-POWER PLANTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Computer simulations of hydraulic transients in hydro-power stations 

form an integral part of their design stages. Simulations of differing 

plant designs and their associated equipment can be performed both 

quickly and efficiently. They provide a suitable alternative to physical 

model testing which is extremely expensive and restrictive. Computer 

simulations allow a whole range of layouts to be investigated by simply 

altering the input data. Changes in the input data also allow the sizing of 

the mechanical components within the system to be investigated in order to 

arrive at at an optimum arrangement for the whole plant. An individual 

physical model would be required for each of these arrangements. Computer 

simulations, therefore, are more versatile and relatively cheap compared 

with physical models. 

Hydraulic transient analyses of hydro-power stations predict the 

magnitudes of the pressure waves resulting from a change in operation. 

These changes can be planned or accidental and all conceivable situations 

must be analysed so the plant and its equipment can be protected from the 

adverse pressures. Various methods of surge protection are available and 

their individual merits and drawbacks must be assessed. One of the prime 

advantages of computer modelling is that these can performed well in 

advance of the final design being selected. 
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3.2 DESCRIPTION AND CAUSES OF HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS 

Hydraulic transients occur in closed conduit flow systems when 

there is either an acceleration or deceleration of the fluid. Within 

hydro-power plants these flow variations result from changes in the 

system components which alter the steady state conditions. In going from 

one steady state to another the system passes through a transient state 

in which large pressure waves are produced. The pressure waves propagate 

throughout the entire system. The system only returns to a steady state, 

once more, when the pressure waves become damped out and all other factors 

remain constant. During the design and subsequent operation of a hydro- 

power station measures must be taken to ensure that the system and its 

components are adequately protected against these adverse pressures. 

The common causes of hydraulic transients in hydro-power plants 

are :- 

(a) changes in valve settings, particularly rapid 

changes, 

(b) the starting or stopping of turbines or pump- 

turbines, 

(c) changes in load requirements, 

(d) the vibration of valves, valve seals and 

guide vane apparatus, 

(e) draft tube instabilities due to vortexing, and 

(f) unstable machine performance characteristics. 

The severity of the hydraulic transients is dependent on many factors 

which must be thoroughly investigated in the design stages of a hydro- 

power plantb development. Despite the many precautions taken to protect 

against adverse pressure waves a number of accidents attributable to 

hydraulic transients have occurred. 
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Manufacturers and clients are reluctant to widely publicise damage 

or complete failures due to hydraulic transients. However, a number of 

incidents have been reported in the literature. The first case to be 

generally publicised for hydro-engineers was an accident at the Lac Blanc 

-Lac Noir pumping-station in 1933 [24]. A number of deaths resulted 

from a pipe rupture, -. the cause of which was investigated by Bergeron [24]. 

He concluded that the pipe failure was attributable to the vibration of 

the guide vanes at the pump. Resonance developed in the water column and 

the resulting pressures were sufficient to rupture the pipe. Bergeron 

suspected a resonance of the fundamental although the possibility of an 

odd harmonic causing the damage has since been considered [24]. Resonance 

was also attributed to the cause of an incident at Kandergrund hydro-power 

station [24]. Large fissures appeared in the upstream tunnel and despite 

measures to rectify the situation, including the relining of the tunnel, 

these fissures appeared repeatedly. Eventually the fissures opened up to 

such a degree that water seeped into the surrounding pervious rock causing 

a landslide. Initially investigators attributed the fissures to exceptionally 

large transient pressure waves, despite there being a large surge tank at 

the downstream end of the tunnel. Jaeger [24], however, revealed that in 

all probability they were due resonance of an odd harmonic. It was not 

until the Bersimis II incident [24] that the importance and dangers of 

vibrations due to the higher harmonics was revealed. In 1961 large 

vibrations in valve number one were recorded during a routine load 

rejection of machine number one. The vibrations continued for several 

minutes and were only halted after the opening of a bypass valve. Later 

that year large vibrations were recorded at valve number three despite it 

being in the fully closed position. Investigations showed that the leakage 

past the valve was sufficient to initiate large resonant pressures 

throughout the hydraulic system. It was also found that the frequencies 

of the vibrations were those of the higher odd harmonics. 
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The incidents described thus far were due to a cyclic or resonant 

phenomena but failures due to non-resonant transient pressures have occurred. 

In 1960 sections of the Oigawa Power Station ruptured as a direct result of 

adverse pressure waves. The cause of the pressure waves was a combination 

of malfunctioning equipment and operating errors. Problems were also 

recorded at the Jordan River Redevelopment hydro-power station. The 

pipeline was dimensioned for a ten percent pressure rise but under certain 

operating conditions the pressure rise was found to be in excess of the 

design pressure. Appropriate measures had then to be introduced to prevent 

any damage due to the over-pressure. Reverse waterhammer is the cause of 

many incidents in hydro-power plants. In 1980 Pejovic et al [52] reported 

the substantial damage inflicted on a Kaplan turbine due to reverse 

waterhammer. During a rapid shutdown of the machine one of the blades was 

broken away from the runner and this inflicted further damage to other 

parts of the runner. 
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3.3 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF A HYDRO-POWER PLANT 

Modern hydro-power plants are required to undertake a variety of 

standard operational mode changes. These must be performed quickly and 

efficiently in order not to lose valuable generating capacity. In 

addition, these mode changes must not result in the production of 

excessive transient pressures. Modern technology and greater experience 

have led to hydro-power plants operating under increased heads and flow 

velocities and this has led to greater dangers from hydraulic transients. 

The prediction of hydraulic transients, using computer simulations, plays 

an increasingly important role in the design of a safe but efficient 

hydro-power plant. 

The standard operational mode changes of a hydro-power plant are as 

follows : - 

(a) standstill to generation, 

(b) generation to standstill, and 

(c) adjustments to meet load requirements. 

In addition to these basic mode changes a reversible pump-turbine must 

also meet the following additional requirements :- 

(d) standstill to pumping, 

(e) generation to pumping, 

(f) pumping to generation, and 

(g) pumping to standstill. 

The basic sequencies involved in each of these mode changes are : - 

(a) Standstill to generation. The main inlet valve or main gate is opened 

to pressurise the spiral casing. The governor then takes control to 

achieve a gradual opening of the guide vanes. As the machine speed 

increases the excitation is switched in. When the machine speed and 

voltage are within prescribed limits the generator is synchronised, either 

manually or more usually automatically, and the load applied. 
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(b) Generation to standstill. The load is removed from the generating set 

and the unit isolated from the electrical system. The unit is then tripped 

causing de-excitation of the generator and the guide vanes brought to the 

fully closed position. Depending on the type of trip the main inlet valve 

may or may not be closed. When natural retardation has brought the unit 

speed down to a preset level, usually 25%-30% of the synchronous speed, 

mechanical braking is applied to bring the set to a standstill. 

(c) Adjustments in load requirements. The guide vanes are automatically 

adjusted by the governor in order to match the operating conditions to 

the load requirements, to preset active or reactive loading limits. 

(d) Standstill to pumping. With the pump-turbine runner-dewatered the 

unit is motored up to synchronous speed before water is re-admitted in to 

the runner. The discharge valve or discharge gate is opened and pumping 

commences with the opening of the guide vanes. 

(e) Generation to pumping. The pump-turbine is taken off load and brought 

to rest as for (b). Pumping then commences as described in (d). 

(f) Pumping to generation. In general, the guide vanes are closed, 

followed by the main inlet valve, once the driving load has been removed. 

The set is then brought to a standstill by natural retardation and 

mechanical breaking. The set is then re-started from standstill as given 

in (a). Alternatively, hydraulic reversal can be achieved through a 

partial closure of the guide vanes before tripping the set. The flow 

reversal rapidly deccelerates the runner causing a reversal of the runner 

rotation. As the speed increases in the generation direction the set is 

synchronised and the load applied. 

(g) Pumping to standstill. With the driving load removed the guide vanes 

and discharge valve, or discharge gate, are closed. When natural retardation 

has lowered the speed to within a preset limit mechanical braking is applied 

bringing the the set to rest. 
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In order to reduce the sequence times of the mode changes the 

machine sets are often held in spinning reserve rather than at standstill. 

This eliminates the need to accelerate the machine set from rest to 

synchronous speed and therefore reduces the time taken for the mode 

change. This is applicable for both the generating and pumping modes. When 

held in spinning reserve the runner is dewatered, or blown-down, but water 

is re-admitted before proceeding with the mode change. However, one of the 

major factors in determining the sequence times of-the mode changes, which 

result in the acceleration or deceleration of the water column, is the 

need to limit the transient pressure waves to within prescribed safety 

limits. 

The operation requirements described previously are all for planned 

procedures. Some of the most severe transient conditions result from 

unplanned changes in operation. For example, if a machine is tripped by 

one of its many protective devices it is automatically disconnected from 

the electrical system. Alternatively the unit, or multiple units, may 

reject load as a result of electrical disconnection occurring at some 

remote point. In these events the guide vanes must be closed, or in some 

instances partially closed, such as to :- 

(a) minimise the hydraulic pressure rise resulting 

from the guide vane closure, and 

(b) control the overspeed of the unit to within 

acceptable design limits. 

These are contradictory constraints and require a detailed optimisation 

of the guide vane closing time including cushioned final closure, generator 

inertia and, where applicable, pressure relief valve operating times. 
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3.4 HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS DATA REQUIREMENTS 

Computer simulations of hydraulic transients in hydro-power plants 

are dependent on accurate mathematical modelling of the physical system 

together with accurate data input. The data input covers both the fluid 

within the hydraulic system and its mechanical components. Inaccuracies 

in the input data will lead to inaccuracies in the simulation results. 

The input data must therefore be selected with care in order to avoid this 

problem. 

The majority of the data required for a hydraulic transient analysis 

is available even during the early design stages. These include minimum 

and maximum reservoir levels, tunnel and pipe dimensions, valve, and where 

applicable surge tank, dimensions and locations, and the specifications of 

the turbine or pump-turbine. Although there may be more than one proposed 

layout for the scheme the majority of the required data will again be 

available. However, the most important piece of plant equipment is the 

turbine or pump-turbine and it is this which often suffers from a lack of 

the necessary input detain early studies. 

A hydro-power plant operates over a range of hydraulic conditions 

under which it must produce a specific output. A turbine or pump-turbine 

of the appropriate specific speed and type is selected to meet these 

needs. This basic data is insufficient for use in hydraulic transient 

studies, where much more comprehensive information is neededLin the form 

of the turbine or pump-turbine performance characteristics. 

Prototype performance charcateristics are obtained from model test 

studies of a hydraulically similar machine. These tests are not generally 

carried out until the final stages of a hydro-power plants development. 

Therefore in order to perform preliminary hydraulic transient studies a 
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representative machine performance characteristic must be obtained from 

alternative sources. Turbine and pump-turbine performance characteristics, 

and their use in hydraulic transient simulations, are discussed in 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

I 

N 
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ruAPTPR A 

TURBINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Computer simulations of hydraulic transients in hydro-power 

stations rely upon the simultaneous consideration of two factors :- 

(a) the equations of motion and continuity of the 

fluid within the hydraulic system and 

(b) the performance characteristics, or 

governing equations, of each component 

within the system. 

Accurate computer simulations are, therefore, heavily dependent upon 

the input data of-the individual components, or boundary conditions. 

In practice this data is readily available for the majority of the 

components to be found in a hydro-power station such as pipe reaches, 

reservoirs, surge tanks, inlet valves and relief valves. However, 

accurate data for the turbine, or pump-turbine, may not be readily 

obtainable, particularly during the initial stages of a hydro-power 

plants inception. 

The data required for. -computer simulations of stations which 

include turbines, or pump-turbines, are their performance characteristics. 

These are obtained from tests performed on a hydraulically similar model 

turbine and whenever available these should be used in hydraulic 

transient simulations. However, simulations are often required prior to 

the testing of a model turbine and in such cases alternative sources of 

their performance characteristics must be found. 
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4.2 CLASSIFICATION AND SELECTION OF TURBINES 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The classification of turbines for hydro-power stations falls into 

four main categories. These are :- 

(a) Pelton wheels, 

(b) Kaplan turbines, 

(c) Francis turbines and 

(d) reversible, Francis-type, pump-turbines. 

The selection of a turbine for a particular hydro-power plant is 

dependent upon a variety of factors. These include physical factors 

such as head variations , power capability, water release capability, 

efficiency and cost of maintainance, together with the economic 

viability of the plant and its overall role within the generation grid. 

4.2.2 Pelton Turbines 

The Pelton wheel is the only turbine in general use of the impulse 

type. It is best suited to high heads, above 90 metres, and has a moderate 

peak efficiency. The Pelton wheel is a simple and robust machine consisting 

of a circular wheel with a number of buckets, usually twenty or more, 

placed around its outer edge. Water jets are directed onto the buckets, 

tangentially to the wheel's radials, via nozzles to give the driving 

force of the turbine. The conversion of static to dynamic head takes 

place within the anchored nozzles. The rate of discharge through the 

nozzles is controlled by the use of spear valves which in turn regulate 

the power output of the turbine. At the peak efficiency point the buckets 

travel at about half the speed of the water jet. The absolute water 

velocity as it leaves the buckets is therefore very small and results in 

a relatively low kinetic energy wastage. 
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Pelton wheels are generally mounted with their shafts horizontal 

and have no more than two jets per wheel. The jets are positioned such 

that they do not interfere with each other under any circumstances. Pelton 

wheels mounted on vertical shafts are in use but these are uncommon. One 

of the advantages of this arrangement is that it allows a greater number 

of jets to be used. Up to six jets can be positioned around each wheel 

without fear of interference with one another as the water jet leaves the 

buckets in a downward direction, away from the other water jets. 

4.2.3 Kaplan Turbines 

Kaplan turbines are a development of the fixed blade propellor 

turbines. The latter display a very peaked efficiency curve but it was 

found that if the pitch of the blades was altered a much flatter efficiency 

curve was possible. Turbines such as these, variable pitch propellor 

turbines, are known as Kaplan turbines. 

Kaplan turbines are suited to low heads, generally below 50 metres. 

The flow enters the runner via the spiral casing and the guide vane 

apparatus, passing over the turbine blades, before being discharged 

downwards and out through the draft tube. As the flow moves across the 

turbine blades it is accelerated, relative to the turbine blades, which 

results in a pressure differential across the blade which produces the 

rotation. The pressure at the blade surface can, under certain conditions, 

fall below atmospheric pressure which produces cavitation. In order to 

avoid this the submergence of the turbine is chosen such that excessive 

cavitation is eradicated. 

A dual control system is required for a Kaplan turbine, one for the 

guide vane apparatus and one for the pitch of the blades. Combinations of 

these two factors result in differing efficiency curves for a given 
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hydraulic situation. The best efficiency curve, therefore, is achieved by 

an optimum combination of the two factors which will also vary as the 

hydraulic conditions vary. The control of the relationship between the 

guide vane apparatus and blade angle is maintained automatically by a 

device known as the combinator. 

4.2.4 Francis Turbines 

Francis turbines are inward flowing reaction turbines for use in 

the medium head range, 18 to 600 metres. The water enters the turbine 

runner at all points on its periphery having first passed through the 

spiral casing and guide vane apparatus. The guide vanes are adjustable 

to allow the angle of entry of the water to be varied with respect to the 

runner blades. The guide vane adjustment allows the turbine to operate 

with a high efficiency over a wide range of operating conditions. 

The Francis turbine is a reaction turbine. As the water passes 

through the runner it is accelerated and directed downwards. A pressure 

differential is created between the runner inlet and runner outlet which 

causes the runner to rotate. At the design conditions, point of maximum 

efficiency, the flow leaves the runner with a low axial velocity and very 

little swirl. Under these conditions the kinetic energy of the fluid is 

almost entirely converted into rotational energy of the runner. 

Francis turbines are generally mounted with their axles vertical, 

although horizontally mounted machines are also in use. A common problem 

with all Francis turbines is cavitation. The pressure within the runner 

can fall below atmospheric pressure causing the formation of air bubbles; 

on collapsing these cause erosion of the mechanical parts. The 

submergence of the turbine must therefore be such that excessive cavitation 

is avoided. 
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4.2.5 Reversible Pump-Turbines 

Reversible, Francis-type, pump-turbines are similar in basic design 

and operation to a standard Francis turbine. However, the reversible 

machines are designed to operate in a pumping mode as well as in a turbining 

mode. These single runner machines have come to replace the individual 

pump and turbine systems previously used. The replacement of two hydraulic 

machines with a single pump-turbine is not achieved without technical 

problems. The operational requirements are: high efficiency in two flow 

directions, a high ratio of turbine output power to pump input power, 

and reasonably free cavitational operations. These requirements have been 

satisfied but not without much ingenuity and expenditure. 

Pump-turbines are nowadays in great demand throughout the world. 

The number of sites available for standard hydro-power installations is 

decreasing yearly as the suitable, natural, locations are developed. Pumped 

storage installations provide a viable alternative to an otherwise 

unsuitable site. for the generation of power. Pumped storage installations 

can provide the peak power requirements in a generation grid and provide 

a means of utilising excess power, during the off peak periods. 
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Figure 4.1 : Guide lines for turbine selection based on specific speed 

and design head. 
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4.2.6 Selection of Turbines 

Hydraulic turbines are subjected to a wide variety of hydraulic 

conditions. Heads range from 10 metres to over 600 metres with power 

outputs ranging from a fraction of a megawatt to over 600 megawatts are 

in use at present. The number of combinations of head, power output and 

rotational speed is enormous. In order to summarise the hydraulic 

characteristics of a turbine reference is made to an index known as the 

specific speed, ns , of the turbine. 

The specific speed of a turbine is defined as the speed, in 

revolutions per minute, at which the turbine would rotate if reduced 

homologically in size to produce unit power under unit head, at full 

guide vane opening. The specific speed is defined as :- 

nP0.5 
ns = 1.25 ............... 

(4.2.1) 

in which 

ns = specific speed (r. p. m. ) 

n= rotational speed (r. p. m. ) 

P= power output (kW) 

H= net head (m) 

Equation 4.2.1 is not satisfied dimensionally and the value of the specific 

speed, , is dependent on the units used for the variables of speed, 

power output and head. The specific speed given above is referred to as 

the metric specific speed, ns(m-kW). 

Experience has led to guide lines being established which relate 

the selection of a turbine to the specific speed of the turbine and the 

net head under which it will operate. Figure 4.1 gives these guide 

lines for the three main categories of turbines, Pelton, Kaplan and 
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Francis turbines. The diagram gives the recommended upper limits of 

specific speed for a given operating head. These are only guidelines 

and the selection of a turbine with a lower specific speed is common 

practice and equally valid. 

Each turbine category is best suited to a fixed range of operating 

heads with upper limits set on the specific speed. In general, Kaplan 

turbines are used for low heads, Francis turbines for medium heads and 

Pelton turbines for high heads. Under certain head ranges there occurs an 

overlap in the curves which leads to choice of two types of turbines. 

Within these head ranges the advantages and disadvantages of each turbine 

must be assessed and an optimum solution chosen. Of particular importance 

in such cases is the period of time under which the turbine is expected 

to operate at part loads. The hydraulic efficiency of the turbine over 

the full range of operating conditions plays an important role in the 

selection of the turbine type in these situations. 

The percentage efficiency versus percentage load curves differ for 

each type of turbine. Some typical examples are shown in Figure 4.2 . 

Adjustable blade Kaplan turbines display the flattest efficiency curves. 

A high hydraulic efficiency is achieved over a wide range of operating 

loads. Pelton turbines also show a relatively flat efficiency curve for 

loads above the half-load mark. The most marked peak efficiency curve is 

that for a Francis turbine. Relatively high efficiencies are possible 

for loads above the three-quarters mark but the efficiency decreases 

rapidly as the load is reduced. If a case arose where there were a choice 

between a Francis turbine and a Kaplan turbine and the station is required 

to operate for long periods under part loads the Kaplan turbine has a 

distinct advantage in terms of efficiency. This would then be considered 

against the plant and power house costs for the two installations before 
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making the final selection. Similarly, in the medium to high head range, 

there is an overlap between the selection of a Francis turbine and a 

Pelton turbine. Although the Pelton turbine gives a flatter efficiency 

curve all other considerations must be taken into account before a final 

selection can be made. 
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4.3 MODEL TURBINE TEST STUDIES 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Prototype turbine performance characteristics are obtained from 

tests performed on hydraulically similar model turbines. There are two 

basic criteria which the model turbines must adhere to :- 

(a) geometrical similarity and 

(b) geometrical similarity of their velocity 

vector diagrams at the runner entrance and 

exit. 

In order to achieve complete similarity the same Reynolds number for the 

flow through both the model and prototype turbines should also be used. 

In practice, however, the latter condition cannot be met if the former 

two constraints are to be adhered to. This discrepancy in the Reynolds 

numbers means that viscous effects in the model-prototype correlation 

must be neglected. However, these are included by employing a 

majoration factor between the model and prototype performance 

characteristic conversion, see Section 4.3.3 
. 

The model test studies enable the relationships between the following 

parameters :- 

(a) net head, defined as the difference in total 

pressure head between the spiral inlet and 

the draft tube outlet, (H), 

(b) discharge through the runner (Q), 

(c) rotational speed of the runner (n) and 

(d) out of balance torque (M) 

to be established for a fixed guide vane opening (gvo) and runner blade 

angle (0). 
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Model test studies are performed under strict codes of practice 

laid down by the International Electromechanical Commission (I. E. C), 

153]" This aims to eliminate any discrepancies which may otherwise occur 

between the various test laboratories. The code outlines the object and 

scope of the model test studies and defines the appropriate terms, units 

and symbols. The nature. and extent of technical guarantees such as 

maximum output efficiencies, overspeeding and cavitation are discussed 

and recommendations laid down. The report presents a standard test 

procedure,. together with the test conditions to be fulfilled, and 

includes methods of measurement, the computation of results and their 

respective errors. Guidelines to. the preparation and contents of a final 

model test report are also included in the code. 

h 

4.3.2 Model Turbine Performance Characteristics 

Model turbine test studies are performed for a wide range of 

operating conditions for differing turbine heads, discharges, speeds, 

power outputs and guide vane openings. Once the numerical data has been 

collated from these numerous tests it becomes necessary to present this 

data in a convenient form. Turbine manufacturers generally adopt a 

graphical method of presentation, based on the unit parameter 

relationships. The use of unit parameters is universally accepted where 

these are defined as :- 

nD 
unit speed nil = ............... - (4.3.1) 

�H 

Q 
unit discharge Q11 =2............... (4.3.2) 

D �H 
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Figure 4.4 : Unit discharge versus unit speed performance characteristics, 

normalised. 
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M 
unit torque M11 3 .............. (4.3.3) 

DH 

where n= rotational speed (r. p. m. ) 

H= net head (m) 

Q= discharge (m3/s) 

M= torque (N. m) 

D= runner diameter (m) 

Two graphical forms of turbine performance characteristics are 

commonly found which use the unit parameters. Firstly, there is the 

mussel curve or hill chart. Axes of unit speed versus unit dicharge 

depict the guide vane relationships for a number of discrete guide vane 

openings. Superimposed. upon these curves are a set of efficiency 

contours, shown in Figure 4.3 
. In general, the mussel curve only gives 

the turbine performance characteristics for a single quadrant, the 

turbining quadrant. The second form of representation is as a pair of 

complementary curves. One set of curves (opposite) gives the unit speed versus un: 

discharge relationship and the other gives the unit speed versus unit 

torque relationship, each for a discrete range of guide vane openings. 

A typical set of performance characteristics in this form is, shown in 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 
. These are for a reversible, Francis-type, pump 

-turbine and cover the full four quadrants of operation, pumping, 

braking, turbining and reverse pumping. To depict the full four quadrants 

on a mussel curve diagram proves to be cumbersome so the mussel curve is 

only used for turbines which are designed to operate exclusively in the 

turbining mode. 



nil 

nllr 

Figure 4.5 : Unit torque versus unit speed performance characteristics, 

normalised. 
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The information given by the two forms of representation of the 

turbine characteristics are identical and conversion from one to the 

other is easily achieved. The hydraulic power of a turbine is defined 

as :- 

P=CpgQH............... (4.3.4) 

where P= power (W) 

H= net head (m) 

Q= discharge (m3/s) 

g= gravitational constant (m/s2) 

p= fluid density (kg/m3) 

= hydraulic efficiency 

therefore 

MW 
_ ............... 

(4.3.5) 
pgQH 

where M= torque (N. m) 

w= rotational speed (rad/s) 

From the definition of unit parameters, Equations 4.3.1,4.3.2 and 

4.3.3, the turbine speed (n), discharge (Q) and torque (M) are re-writen 

in terms of the unit parameters as : - 

n11 �H 
n=-.. ............. 

(4.3.6) 
D 

Q= Q11 D2� H ............... 
(4.3.7) 

M= M11 D3 H ............... 
(4.3.8) 

Substituting Equations 4.3.6,4.3.7 and 4.3.8 into Equation 4.3.2 

gives :- 

_ 

M11 n11 27T 

............... 
(4.3.9) 

Pg Q11 60 

Q11 60 
or mil =&Pg............... (4.3.10) 

n11 27r 
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Equations 4.3.9 and 4.3.10 provide the necessary conversions between the 

two forms of representation of the turbine performance characteristics. 

Model test studies provide the most comprehensive information of 

prototype turbine performance characteristics. However, these quasi-steady 

state performance characteristics may not correspond exactly with those 

followed during rapidly changing transient conditions. Although some 

research has been undertaken on transient performance characteristics 

there is, at present, very little literature on the subject. Engineers, 

therefore, continue to use the quasi-steady state turbine performance 

characteristics in hydraulic transient simulations. 

4.3.3 Efficiency Majoration 

The viscous effects in the model-prototype correlation are neglected 

during the model testing of a turbine, Section 4.3.1. The associated 

frictional losses of the turbines, due to differing surface finishes and 

dimensional tolerances, are not included in the model turbine performance 

characteristics. These losses directly effect the relative efficiencies 

of the model and prototype turbines and must be corrected for when 

deriving the prototype performance characteristics. 

In order to compensate for the-differing frictional losses it is 

necessary to introduce an efficiency majoration factor when converting 

from the model to prototype performance characteristics. The efficiency 

majoration factor is simply a constant efficiency factor which is added 

to the model efficiency to give that of the prototype. A number of 

efficiency majoration formulae are available but no all-purpose formulae 

has yet been adopted internationally. Two of the more prominent formulae 

to be used were developed by Moody, the latter in 1942, where the 
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efficiency majorations are given by : - 

-ý 1- 
m 

(Dm)O. 2 
............... (4.3.11) 

P 

and 

(D025(Hm) 0.01- 
m 

m) ....... (4.3.12) 
PP 

in which 

D= model runner diameter 
m 

Dp = prototype runner diameter 

H= model net head 
m 

Hp = prototype net head 

Em = model efficiency 

Aý = efficiency majoration 

The relationship between the model and prototype efficiencies, m and gyp, 

becomes :- 

m+ 
A& ............... 

(4.3.13) 

The efficiency majorations given above are strictly applicable to the 

point of best efficiency. For practical purposes the step-up formula, 

calculated at the point of best efficiency, is applied to all operating 

conditions. The majoration efficiency, therefore, is applied throughout 

as shown in Figure 4.6 . 
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4.4 ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF TURBINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The use of turbine performance characteristics, obtained from 

model test studies, is universally adopted for analysing hydraulic 

transients in hydro-power stations. However, situations often arise 

where the studies are required prior to the model testing of the 

turbine. In such cases, the turbine performance characteristics have to 

be obtained from alternative sources. There are two methods of obtaining 

the information required. Firstly, if the turbine performance 

characteristics are available for a turbine of similar specific speed 

these can be adapted for use with the turbine in question. Secondly, the 

publication 'Selecting Hydraulic Reaction Turbines' issued by the 

United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (BUREC), 

[54], gives example turbine performance characteristics which again can 

be adapted for use in hydraulic transient simulations. 

4.4.2 BUREC Curves 

The BUREC publication [54] presents a series of typical turbine 

performance characteristics each for a given range of spcific speeds. 

The curves are in the form of mussel curves but with their axes being 

given as percentages of the design conditions. Each range of specific 

speeds comprises two sets of complementary curves, shown schematically 

in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 
. Figure 4.7 depicts the relationship of percent 

design power versus percent design head with the efficiency contours 

superimposed. Figure 4.8 depicts the relationship of percent discharge 

versus percent design head with the efficiency contours, once again, 

superimposed. Each set of curves gives the information f.. 
-r a range of 
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guide vane openings where the design guide vane opening is taken as 65% 

of the maximum guide vane opening. The point of maximum efficiency, 

therefore, corresponds to the operating conditions which are defined as 

those at 100% design head with a 65% guide vane opening. 

In this generalised form the BUREC curves are unsuitable for use in 

hydraulic transient simulations. However, they can be transformed to 

represent the turbine performance characteristics of a specific, individual, 

turbine. 

4.4.3 Conversion of BUREC Curves onto the Unit Parameter Plane 

During the initial design stages of a hydro-power station the 

hydraulic conditions under which the turbine is to operate will be known. 

The known design parameters are :- 

(a) the design net head (H) 

(b) the design power output (P) and 

(c) the rotational speed (n). 

Given these parameters the specific speed, ns, of the turbine is defined 

as :- 

n P0.5 
ns = 

H1.25 
0 ... 0.0.. 0.. 

(4 
. 

4.1 ) 

from which the appropriate set of BUREC curves is selected for use in 

the conversion. The hydraulic power of a turbine is defined as :- 

P= &PgQH ... 0.. 0.00.. 0.. (4.4.2) 

and at the point of maximum efficiency is given by :- 

P cmax pgQ ............... (4.4.3) 

The point of maximum efficiency is shown as point A in Figure 4.7 and 

fligure 4.8 
. From Figure 4.8 the percent disharge at point A is QA% and 
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from Figure 4.7 the percent power output at point A is PA7. . The actual 

discharge at the point of maximum efficiency, "QA , is calculated from 

equation 4.4.3 giving :- 

P 
QA = ............... 

(4.4.4) 
AmaxpgH 

The 100% discharge follows from :- 

Q100% 
QA 

= ............... 
(4.4.5) 

QA% 

From the definition of the unit discharge, equation 4.3.2, the unit 

discharge can be written in terms of the 100% head, the known design head, 

and the 100% discharge, calculated from equation 4.4.5, to give :- 

_ 
(Q% Q100%) 

............... 11 D2�(H7H100%) 

in which 

H7 = percent of the 100% head 

Q% = percent of the 100% discharge 

Similarly, the unit speed, equation 4.3.1, is given by :- 

nD 
11 - � (H% H100%) 

in terms of percent of the 100% head. 

(4.4.6) 

(4.4.7) 

The unit discharge versus unit speed curves are constucted by 

firstly selecting a percent head, H% , and percent guide vane opening, gvo% 

The corresponding percent discharge, Q7 , is found from Figure 4.8 

Substituting these values into equations 4.4.6 and 4.4.7 will give the 

corresponding unit discharge and unit speed values, -Q11 and n11, for the 

selected percent head and guide vane opening, H7 and gvo7. Repeating this 

procedure to cover a full range of heads and guide vane openings gives a 

full set of unit discharge versus unit speed performance characteristics. 
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A similar approach is adopted to transform Figure 4.7 onto the unit 

torque versus unit speed plane. At the point of maximum efficiency the 

power output is the design power output, P. This corresponds to point A 

in Figure 4.7 . The percent power output at this point is given by PA%. 

The 100% power output follows from :- 

P 

100% PA% 
............... 

(4.4.8) 

The power output of the turbine is equivalent to :- 

P= Mw 

where 

M= out of balance torque 

w= angular velocity of the turbine 

(4.4.9) 

In terms of the rotational speed, in r. p. m. , equation 4.4.9 becomes :- 

2Trn 
P=M 

60 ............... 
(4.4.10) 

From the definition of unit torque, equation 4.3.3, the unit torque can 

be written in terms of the 100% power output and the 100% head, or design 

head, with the out of balance torque term, M, being replaced from, 

equation 4.4.10"to give :- 

M 
(P% P100%) 60 

............... 
(4.4.11) 

11 D3 (H% H100%) 2 7r n 

in which 

H% = percent of the 100% head 

P% = percent of the 100% power output 

The corresponding unit speed value is given by equation 4.4.7. 

The unit torque versus unit speed curves are constructed by selecting 

a percent head, H7, and a percent guide vane opening, gvo%. From Figure 4.7 

the associated percent power output, P7, is identified. Substituting these 
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parameters into equations 4.4.11 and 4.4.7 gives the unit torque and unit 

speed values, M11 and nil, respectively. Repeating the procedure over the 

full range of heads and guide vane openings gives the full set of unit 

torque versus unit speed performance characteristics. 

One of the problems in using the BUREC curves in hydraulic transient 

studies is that they only provide a limited -amount of information. The 

BUREC curves only provide peformance characteristics in the turbining 

quadrant. During a full load rejection of a turbine the locus of the 

operating point is likely to enter the reverse pumping quadrant if the guide 

vanes close rapidly. The only means of generating the required range of 

the performance characteristics from the BUREC curves is to use 

extrapolation. Having made the conversion onto the unit parameter planes 

the guide vane curves can be extrapolated by hand into the reverse 

pumping quadrant. This extrapolation, however, is open to interpretation 

and may clearly result in errors. For this reason, it is recommended that the 

BUREC curves are only used during early design studies. 
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Figure 4.9 : Model turbine performance characteristic given as a mussel 

curve. 
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4.4.4 Turbine Performance Characteristics of Similar Specific Speed 

Hydraulic transient studies are frequently required prior to the 

testing of a model turbine. Section 4.4.2 describes how this problem can 

be overcome by utilising the'typirdl performance characteristics given in 

the BUREC publication. An alternative solution to the problem is to adapt 

the performance characteristics of a turbine with a similar specific 

speed to approximate those of the proposed turbine. 

Consider a model turbine performance characteristic, of similar 

specific speed, presented as a mussel curve as shown in Figure 4.9 . At 

the point of maximum efficiency , point A in Figure 4.9 , the unit speed 

and unit discharge values are n11A and Q11A respectively. For the 

prototype turbine let the unit speed and unit discharge values at the 

point of maximum efficiency, calculated from the known design conditions, 

be n11B and Q11B respectively and correspond to point B when plotted on 

the model turbine performance charcateristics, Figure 4.9 . It is clear 

that point B does not lie at the point of maximum efficiency if the model 

co-ordinate system of axes, denoted by n11m and Q11m' is used. In order 

to bring point B to the point of maximum efficiency a linear multiplying 

factor is applied to each of the axes. The factors required are the ratios 

of the prototype unit parameter values to the model unit parameter values, 

each taken at the point of maximum efficiency, which gives :- 

s_ 
n11B 

n ............... 
(4.4.12) 

n11A 

and 

a_ 
4118 

q ............... 
(4.4.13) 

Q1 1A 

where 

an = unit speed factor 

dq = unit discharge factor 
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By replacing the model performance characteristic axes, n11m and Q11m' by 

a new set of factored axes point B can be brought to the point of maximum 

efficiency. The new axes are denoted by nlip and Q11 which are calculated 

from :- 

nllp --n nllm ............... (4.4.14) 

and 

Qllp = aq 411m ............... (4.4.15) 

Applying these factored axes to the model performance charcateristics maps 

point B onto the point of maximum efficiency as shown in Figure 4.10. 

The model performance characteristics require a majoration factor 

to be applied before they fully represent those of the prototype turbine, 

see Section 4.3.3. The relationship between the model and prototype 

efficiencies, from equation 4.3.13, gives :- 

m+Aý ............... 
(4.4.16) 

In terms of the prototype unit parameters, see equation 4.3.9, the 

efficiency majoration formula can be re-written as :- 

. 11p nlip 2Tr 
= m+ 

0 ............... 
(4.4.17) 

pgQ11p60 

Re-arranging and replacing the prototype unit speed and unit discharge 

using equations 4.4.14 and 4.4.15, respectively, leads to :- 

Sq Q1 lm 60 pg 
(4.4.18) ( +o) .............. P 11 Sn nllm 2n m 

Equations 4.4.14,4.4.15 and 4.4.18 give the prototype unit parameters as 

functions of the the model efficiency, unit speed, unit discharge and 

efficiency majoration factor. A model turbine performance characteristic, 

given as a mussel curve, of a similar specific speed can be utilised to 

represent those of a prototype turbine by using these three conversion 

formulae. 
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The model turbine performance characteristics in some cases may be 

given as a pair of complementary sets of curves; one giving the unit speed 

versus unit discharge relationship; the other giving the unit speed versus 

unit torque relationship. The method of transforming these curves to 

represent those of a prototype turbine of similar specific speed needs 

only slight modification from that described previously. 

The unit speed and unit discharge axes are factored such that the 

prototype point of maximum efficiency corresponds to that of the model 

turbine by applying equations 4.4.12 and 4.4.13. The modified axes, n UP 

and Qllp, are given in equations 4.4.14 and 4.4.15. Again, an efficiency 

majoration factor is required between the model and prototype efficiencies, 

equation 4.4.16. Re-writing the majoration formula in terms of both the 

model and prototype unit parameters leads to :- 

Mllp nllp 27r Mllm nl1m 2Tr 
4.4.19 _+<............ 

A9Q11P60 AgQ11m60 

The prototype unit torque , Mllp 
, therefore, is given by : - 

Mllp _ 
nlim 411p 

Mllm + 
4P 60 pg 

"""""" 
(4.4.20) 

nllp Rum nllp 27r 

Using equations 4.4.14 and 4.4.15 the prototype unit speed and unit 

discharge, nllp and Qllp, are eliminated to give : - 

M6 Qllm 60pgA' 
"" 

llp =SM llm + ...... 
(4.4.21) 

an nllm 21T 

The prototype unit torque is given as a function of the model turbine 

unit parameters and the efficiency majoration. The prototype unit speed 

and unit discharge are obtained from equations 4.4.14 and 4.4.15 

respectively. 
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Two methods of utilising the performance characteristics of a model 

turbine of a similar specific speed have been demonstrated. The first 

method is applicable to performance characteristics given as a mussel 

curve and the second applies to the performance characteristics given as 

a pair of complementary unit parameter curves. These methods can also be 

applied to a prototype performance characteristic of similar specific 

speed. Under these circumstances the efficiency majoration factor is in 

general not required. The conversion formulae presented are still valid, 

therefore, if the efficiency majoration factor, Aý, is set to zero. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REPRESENTATION OF TURBINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

FOR USE IN HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In hydraulic transient simulations of hydro-power stations the 

turbine or pump-turbine boundary is the most complex boundary condition 

to be encountered. Despite this there is a dearth of literature relating 

to methods of handling this boundary condition. This is particularly 

evident for the case of a reversible pump-turbine. 

The primary input data for a turbine boundary are its performance 

characteristics. For use in a generalised hydraulic transient simulation 

program these must fulfil three main criteria :- 

(a) they must be represented in a manner which 

is suitable for computer storage, 

(b) their representation and storage must allow 

for the interpolation of the intermediate 

guide vane curves and 

(c) the handling routine must be accurate whilst 

not being over complicated. 

These criteria are discussed in detail in the following sections, 

with particular reference being made to the performance characteristics 

of a reversible pump-turbine. 
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5.2 INDIVIDUAL GUIDE VANE CURVE REPRESENTATION 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Turbine performance characteristics are constructed from a set of 

discrete operating conditions obtained from model turbine test studies. 

The complete performance characteristics are generally presented in 

graphical form but this does not provide a convenient method of storage 

in a digital computer. This is more readily achieved by reducing the 

graphical data to a set of discrete operating points, or co-ordinates, 

between which the graphical curves can be re-constructed or approximated. 

Hydraulic transient simulations require the location of the operating 

point within the performance characteristics to be identifiable for the 

full range of the turbines operating regions. Interpolation along each 

guide vane curve and between-the guide vane curves themselves is, 

therefore, necessary. The method of representation of the individual guide 

vane curves must, therefore, be chosen to allow for this criterion. 

Let the discrete operating points along a fixed guide vane curve be 

denoted by a set of co-ordinates (xi, yi) on the x-y plane. When referring 

to a turbine these would relate to either the unit speed versus unit 

discharge or unit speed versus unit torque planes. However, 

generalising the planes in this manner avoids the need to refer to 

these planes individually. 
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5.2.2 Polynomial Curve Fitting 

Given a set of n+l data points (xi, yi) where 05ina unique 

polynomial p(x) can be fitted to the points [55] such that :- 

P(xi) = y. 

given that 

x0 < x1 < x2 < ...... < xn-1 < xn 

The polynomial, p(x), takes the form :- 

P(x) = an xn + an-1 xn-1 + ...... + al x+ aO .... (5.2.2) 

For a given value of x, within the range x0 to xn, a corresponding 

value of p(x) can be interpolated by substitution in equation 5.2.2. 

This interpolation polynomial can also be written in its more usual 

form as a Lagrangian polynomial where the polynomial p(x) is given by :- 

n 
P(X) _x 1"(X) Y" ............... 

(5.2.3) 
i=0 

ii (x) 

where 

(x-x0).... (x-xi-1)(x-xi+1).... (x-xn) 
1i(x) = 

(xi - x0) ... (xi - xi-1) (xi - xi+1) ... (xi - xn) 

Again, fora given value of xa corresponding value of p(x) can be found 

by substitution in equation 5.2.3. 

It must be noted that the polynomial, p(x), is an approximation to 

the actual relationship. At each of the discrete points the polynomial 

gives an exact value of yi, equation 5.2.1, but at the intermediate points 

errors may occur. Also, if the guide vane curve is represented by a large 

number of data points an interpolating polynomial of a high degree will 

result. 
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p(x) = a33 x3 +a 32 x` +a 31 x+ a30 

(x9, Yq) 

x 

Figure 5.1 : Piecewise interpolation polynomials. 
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5.2.3 Piecewise Interpolation Polynomials 

To avoid the need of high degree polynomials the guide vane curve 

can be separated into a number of sub-sections. A relatively low degree 

polynomial is then used to represent each sub-section. For example, if 

four data points are selected along each sub-section a cubic polynomial 

can be fitted to each of these. Referring to Figure 5.1 
, an approximation 

of the guide vane relationship is given by :- 

a13 x3+a12 x2+a11 x+a10 

p(x) =i a23 x3 +a 22 x2 +a 21 x+ a20 

etc. 

x05xäx3 

x3 5x 5x6 (5.2.4) 

Piecewise polynomials can be used as an effective alternative to global 

polynomials. One of their advantages is that for a given value of x only 

four polynomial constants, assuming a cubic is being used, need to be 

calculated to obtain the interpolating polynomial. This compares 

favourably with a global polynomial in which n+1, generally much greater 

than four, polynomial constants need to be found. 

5.2.4 Cubic Splines 

Cubic splines fitted between the discrete data points give a good 

approximation to the guide vane relationship with the following four 

conditions being met. The cubic spline must [, 56] :- 

(a) pass through the data point at the start of 

the interval, 

(b) pass through the data point at the end of 

the interval, 

(c) agree with the previous spline in slope at 

the start of the interval, and 

(d) agree with the previous spline in curvature 

at the start of the interval. 
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Since there are four constraints placed on the polynomial the lowest 

degree polynomial which will satisfy these constraints is a cubic 

polynomial, or cubic spline. Given a set of n+l data points, (xi'yi), 

a cubic spline is fitted between each sub-interval, i to i+l, which gives 

continuity of smoothness. The full guide vane relationship, p(x), is 

given by :- 

3 2 
a13 x +a12 x +a11 x+a10 x0 sx Sx1 

3 2 
a23 x +a22 x +a21 x+a20 x1 äx 5x2 

P(x) (5.2.5) 

2 
an3 x +a nt x +a 

nd x +a 
n0 xn-1 °x° xn 

Given a value of x the interpolated value of p(x) is found by firstly 

identifying the sub-interval then substituting the x value into the 

appropriate cubic spline from equation 5.2.5. 

5.2.5 Linear Approximation 

The simplest method of interpolating intermediate values along a 

guide vane relationship is found using linear approximation. The guide 

vane relationship is assumed to be linear between adjacent data points. 

The interpolating polynomial, p(x), is given by :- 

P(X) _ 
(x - xi+1) 

yl + 
(x - Xi) 

Yi+l (5.2.6) 
(xi-Xi+1) (xi+l-Xi) 

between the ith and i+1th data points. The linear approximation is 

effectively the piecewise interpolation polynomials taken to their 

extreme, a polynomial fitted between only two data points which gives 

the equation of a straight line. 



Qil 

nil 

Figure 5.2 : Sub-division of the re-entant region of the performance 

characteristics for polynomial representation. 
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5.2.6 Selection of Guide Vane Representation 

The different methods of representing the individual guide vane 

curves are assessed within their use in hydraulic transient simulations. 

The chosen method is required in a form suitable for storage in a 

computer data file and must allow for the solution of the machine boundary. 

In addition, it is desirable to have a representation which can be 

used for turbine and pump-turbine performance characteristics and which 

could have a generalised form that is independent of the performance 

characteristics in question. 

Polynomial curve fitting, or Lagrangian polynomials, is based upon the 

assumption that the x values are unique and form a continuously increasing 

series. For a set of n+l data points this requires that :- 

x0<X1<...... <X 
n-1 

<xn............... (5.2.7) 

Turbine performance characteristics generally adhere to this assumption but 

this is not necessarily true for pump-turbines. Pump-turbine performance 

characteristics can display guide vane curves which involve re-entrants, 

this is discussed further in section 5.3.5 . Figure 5.2 gives a schematic 

view of a re-entrant guide vane curve. It is clear from this diagram that the 

x values are neither unique nor adhere to equation 5.2.7 . For a given 

abscissa value there may be as many as three corresponding ordinate 

values. In cases where a re-entrant is present in the performance 

characteristics, therefore, a single polynomial cannot be fitted through 

the entire guide vane curve. One method of alleviating this problem is 

by using piecewise polynomials. 

The re-entrant region of the guide vane curve is bounded at the 

extremeties by x values at points B and C, shown in Figure 5.2 
. By 

dividing the curve into three distinct sections, A-B, B-C and C-D, an 
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individual polynomial can be derived for each section. Along each section 

there are no re-entrants and equation 5.2.7 is satisfied throughout. In 

fact, each section can be further subdivided without negating equation 5.2.7. 

Subdivision into these shorter sections reduces the number of data points 

along each section and, therefore, reduces the degree of the polynomial 

required to fit each section. The underlying problem in using piecewise 

polynomials is in trying to generalise the method. To stipulate a fixed 

number of data points along each sub-section could lead to a sub-section 

which lies partly within region B-C and partly outside. As already stated, 

this cannot be allowed as equation 5.2.7 is contravened. In the data input 

for such a method information would be required as to the number of points 

along each sub-section, the location of points B and C, and the total 

number of sub-sections. To generalise this approach, for use with turbines 

and pump-turbines, proves cumbersome as special cases are required to 

handle the re-entrants whereas other methods of representation do not 

need to distinquish between re-entrants and non re-entrants. 

The use of cubic splines to represent the guide vane curve is 

similar to the piecewise polynomial approach. A spline is applied between 

each pair of adjacent data points. The slope and curvature of the curve 

is continuous, not the case for piecewise polynomials, and a good range of 

data points will give a good correlation to the curve. However, cubic 

splines are normally applied to data points which are separated by a 

fixed x interval [56]. This would lead to an unsatisfactory spread of data 

points along a guide vane curve for a pump-turbine, where the curves 

become predominately perpendicular to the x axis in certain regions. Their 

use with pump-turbine characteristics is therefore limited. The 

establishment of the spline equations is also relatively complex and 

whilst a good correlation can be achieved this must be considered against 

the accuracy of the performance characteristics themselves. 
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The simplest method of representing the guide vane curves is by 

linear approximation. For any pair of adjacent data points the guide 

vane relationship is approximated to the straight line joining the two 

points. The accuracy of the representation is dependent on the number of 

data points selected and the smoothness of the curves. Turbine performance 

characteristics are smooth and slow varying whereas pump-turbine 

performance characteristics show much more marked variations in slope. 

The latter will require a relatively greater number of data points in order 

to achieve a satisfactory correlation. A concentration of data points 

is needed in the areas where the slope of the curve varies rapidly if the 

true shape of the curve is to be depicted. A major advantage of this 

representation is that a fixed interval between the data points is not 

necessary. The data points, therefore, can be selected to suit the shape 

of the guide vane curve. A further advantage is also gained as the 

re-entrants do not form a special case. Since only two points are to be 

considered for each section of the curve the re-entrant merely manifests 

itself as a change in sign of the slope of the straight line. Linear 

approximation, therefore, can be used for both turbines and pump-turbines 

without the need to distinquish between them. 

The most appropriate method of representing the guide vane curves, 

and the simplest, is by linear approximation. This method is independent 

of the shape of the performance characteristics and allows the data points 

to be selected by the user to suit their needs. Linear approximation, 

therefore, was selected as a basis for the guide vane represenation 

throughout the research. 
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Figure 5.3 : Mesh generation with mesh lines parallel to y axis and the 

interpolation grid. 
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5.3 COMPLETE UNIT PARAMETER PERFOMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The individual guide vane curves are represented by a series of 

linear approximations between the adjacent tabulated points, see Section 

5.2.6. In hydraulic transient simulations it is necessary to define both 

the tabulated and intermediate guide vane curves. For example, during a 

load rejection the turbine governor is designed to close the guide vanes 

at a predetermined rate. In terms of a computer simulation the guide 

vanes are assigned a specific opening for each time step of the -- 

calculation procedure. Invariably these openings do not correspond to one 

of the tabulated openings and the interpolation of the intermediate 

curves is required. 

The method of representing the individual guide vane curves allows 

the tabulated data points to be selected by the user, providing a 

sufficient number of points are used to give a good approximation to the 

manufacturer's curve. Selecting the data points such that a mesh is 

formed enables the intermediate guide vane curves to be interpolated 

whilst ordering the data points into a convenient form for storage in a 

computer. 

5.3.2 Curvilinear Mesh 

One method of obtaining the intermediate guide vane curves was 

demonstrated by Chaudhry [35]. The turbine performance characteristics 

were divided into a mesh, using mesh lines perpendicular to the abscissa 

as shown in Figure 5.3 . Linear interpolation along the mesh lengths gave 

the points through which the intermediate guide vane curve would pass and 

a linear approximation between adjacent points was used t, -ý define the 

curve. The tabulated data points were selected at the _n: --^section of 
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Figure 5.4 : Linear interpolation of an intermediate guide vane curve 

with mesh lines parallel to the y axis 
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each mesh line and guide vane curve. 

Consider the mesh given by'a, b, c and d in Figure 5.3 . The 

intermediate guide vane curve is defined as the straight line which 

passes through points e and f, these being located by linear interpolation 

along the mesh lengths a-c and b-d, respectively. Linear interpolation 

gives :- 

a ye gvoi+l gvoint 
(5"3.1) 

ya - yc gvoi+l - gvoi 

therefore, 

[gvoi+l - gvointI 
Y=Y- [Y -Y1...... (5.3.2) 

eaac 
gvoi+1 - gvoi 

along mesh length a-c. Similarly, along mesh length b-d the y co-ordinate 

of f is given by :- 

Yf _ yb- yb- yd 
[gvoi 1- gvoint] 

........ 
(5.3.3) 

gvoi+1 - gvoi I 

As the mesh lines are perpendicular to the x-axis the x co-ordinates of 

points e and f are :- 

_=x (5.3.4) 

and 

xf =- xb =xd...... (5.3.5) 
......... 

respectively. The intermediate guide vane curve, gvoint' within the mesh 

is given by the straight line joining these two points, that is : - 

y=mx+c............... (5.3.6) 

where 

Ye - Yf 
m= 

xe-xf 

and 

= Ye-mxe = Yf-mxf 
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Figure 5.5 : Interpolation of intermediate guide vane curve based on an 

orthogonal curvilinear mesh. 
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This method of mesh generation and interpolation of the intermediate 

guide vane curves is acceptable for turbine performance characteristics 

which are predominately parallel to the x-axis, the unit speed axis. Its 

use with Francis and Kaplan turbines, therefore, presents no problems. 

However, pump-turbine performance characteristics do not adhere to this 

generalised rule. Their performance characteristics are more complex and 

contain regions where the guide vane curves become predominately 

perpendicular to the x-axis. This is demonstrated in the transition region 

between the turbining and reverse-pumping quadrants as shown schematically 

in Figure 5.4" Linear interpolations of the intermediate guide vane curves 

based upon mesh lines perpendicular to the x-axis produce unsatisfactory 

results, Figure 5.4. Boldy [36] overcame this problem by proposing that 

the mesh lines should intersect the guide vane curves orthogonally. An 

approximate curvilinear mesh is formed which gives a much more accurate 

representation of the intermediate guide vane curves, Figure 5.5 

The simplest method of generating the approximate curvilinear, mesh 

is by hand. With the turbine performance characteristics in a graphical 

form, as presented by the manufacturers, a series of mesh lines is 

superimposed manually. The mesh lines cut the guide vane curves at right 

angles to form an approximate curvilinear mesh. The points of intersection 

of the mesh lines and guide vane curves are then digitised and stored in 

a computer data file for use in the hydraulic transient studies. This 

method of generating the mesh is often laborious,. particularly for 

complex performance'characteristics, and is open to human errors. In order 

to alleviate these problems an automatic mesh generation algorithm has 

been developed as part of the research undertaken for this thesis. The 

algorithm is described in detail in Section 6.2 together with an example 

of its use with performance characteristics. 



n11(1,1) ' n1 (1,2) , ...... . n11(1, J) . ...... , n11(1, J) 

Q11(1,1) . Q11(1,2) , ...... , Q11(1, J) 9 ...... , Q11(1, J) 

n11(2,1) ' nl1(2,2) ' ...... ' nll(2, j) . ...... , n11(2, J) 

Q11(2,1) . Q11(2,2) . ...... , Q11(2, j) . ...... , Q11(2, J) 

n11(i, 1) ' n11(i, 2) . ...... , n11(i, J) , ...... , n11(i, J) 

Q11(i, 1) . Q11(i, 2) 9 ...... , Q11(i, j) . ...... , Q11(i, J) 

n11(I, 1) , n11(I, 2) . ...... . nll(I. J) . ...... , nll(I, J) 

Q11(I, 1) , Q11(I, 2) , ...... , Q11(I, j) . ...... , Q11(I, J) 

n11(1,1) , nl1(1,2) , ...... , nj1(1. J) . ...... , n1'1(1, J) 

M11(1,1) , M11(1,2) 9 ...... , M11(1, j) 9 ...... 9 M11(1, J) 

nl1(2'1) ' nl1(2,2) , ...... , n11(2, j) . ...... , n11(2, J) 

M11(2,1) ' M11(2,2) , ...... , M11(2, J) , ...... , M11(2, J) 

nl1(i 1) ' n11(i, 2) , ...... , ni1(i, j) . ...... ni1(i, J) 

M11(i, 1) ' M11(i, 2) , ...... , M11(i, j) I ...... , M11(i, J) 

n11(I'1) ' °11(I2) , ...... . ni1(I, J) 9 ...... , n11(I, J) 

M11(I'1) ' M11(I'2) , ...... ' M11(I, i) , ...... , M11(Ili) 

Figure 5.6 : Data matrix for turbine performance characteristics. 
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Figure 5,7 : Selection of data points for correlation with manufacturers 

curves. 
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The digitised turbine performance characteristics are stored in a 

two dimensional array. Given a set of J guide vane curves superimposed 

with I mesh lines the points of intersection are given by :- 

[n11(i, j), R11(i, j)] 

at the intersection of the ith mesh line with the jth guide vane curve. on 

the unit speed versus unit discharge plane. Similarly, the co-ordinates 

on the unit speed versus unit torque plane are given by :- 

[n11(i, j), M11(j, j)] 

where 

1 äi=I 

and 

1sjäJ 

The complete turbine performance characteristics are stored in array as 

shown in Figure 5.6 . It must be noted that the unit speed values for the 

unit discharge and unit torque curves do not correspond, as the mesh lines 

are superimposed independently for each set of curves, and are denoted as 

nll(i, j) and nil(i, j) respectively. 

The number of mesh lines selected to create the approximate 

curvilinear mesh is dependent on the shape of the guide vane curves. If 

the curves display only slight variations in slope, as for a Francis 

turbine , relatively few mesh lines are required. However, a sufficient 

number must be selected to ensure an acceptable correlation with the 

manufacturers curves, Figure 5.7 . The more complex the performance 

characteristics, as for a pump-turbine, the greater the number of mesh 

lines that are required to obtain an acceptable correlation, Figure 5.5 . 

A close correlation to the manufacturers curves makes possible an accurate 

linear interpolation of the intermediate guide vane curves. 
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Figure 5.8 : Interpolation of intermediate guide vane curves within 

curvilinear mesh. 
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5.3.3 Interpolation of Intermediate Guide Vane Curves 

An approximate curvilinear mesh superimposed on the turbine 

performance characteristics allows the intermediate guide vane curves to 

be interpolated. Linear interpolation along the mesh lengths between 

adjacent, tabulated, guide vane curves is used. Consider the mesh given 

by a, b, c and d in Figure 5.8 
. Points a and b lie on the ith guide vane 

curve and points c and d lie on the (i+1) th 
guide vane curve. The 

intermediate guide vane curve, gvoint, "passes through points e and f 

which are found by linear, interpolation along the mesh lengths a-c and 

b-d respectively. The co-ordinates of these points are given by :- 

[gvoi - gvoint 
xe = xa - xa - xe 

[gvoi - gvoi+ll 

Ye Ya - [Ya - Yc] 
[gvoi - gvoint] 

- 
[gvoi - gvoi+l] 

and 

Xfxb- [Xb - XdJ 
[gvoi - gvointl 

- 
[gvoi - gvointI 

Yf = yb- [yb yd 
[gvoi - gvoint] 

[gvoi - gvoi+l] 

.......... 

(5.3.7) 

........... 

(5.3.8) 

The intermediate guide vane curve, gvoint' within the mesh is given by 

the straight line joining points e and f, that is :- 

y= mx+c 

where 

ye - yf 
m= 

x 
e-xf 

and 

c= ye-mxe = yf-mxf 

............... (5.3.9) 



(tailrace) (penstock) 

Figure 5.9 : Turbine or pump-turbine boundary condition 
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The advantages of linearly interpolating the intermediate guide 

vane curves are, firstly, its ease of application and secondly, the 

resulting linear equation can be utilised in the turbine solution algorithm. 

The interpolation algorithm is simple and involves only a few calculation 

steps. This helps to restrict overall computer program processor 

times for the complete hydraulic transient analysis as the procedure is 

performed at each calculation time step. The interpolation routine 

results in a pair of linear equations, one for the unit speed versus unit 

discharge relationship and one for the unit speed versus unit torque 

relationship. These have been fully utilised in the turbine solution 

algorithm such that the problem is reduced to a single variable, the net 

head, which is solved using a standard Newton-Raphson technique. 

5.3.4 Turbine Boundary Solution Algorithm For Unit Parameter Representation 

During the period of research an algorithm for the solution of the 

turbine boundary, using the unit parameter representation of the turbine 

performance characteristics, was developed. This was first reported in 

1982 [491 and its use in hydraulic transient studies demonstrated. 

The solution of the turbine boundary requires the simultaneous 

solution of the characteristic equations, one either side of the turbine, 

together with the turbine performance characteristics, Figure 5.9 . This 

is a multi-variable problem involving the turbine rotational speed, 

discharge, outof balance torque, net head, spiral entry head and draft 

tube exit head. The solution of such a problem generally requires a 

complex iterative procedure. However, by reducing the number of variables 

involved to one a standard Newton-Raphson technique can be used. Solution 

of this variable then leads to the solution of the other variables involved 

in the problem. 



nll = mgQ11+cq 

Q11 
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Figure 5.10: Linear equation of guide vane section on the unit speed 

versus unit discharge plane. 
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On the unit speed versus unit discharge plane any section of a 

guide vane curve, tabulated or interpolated, is approximated by a 

straight line, Figure 5.10. The guide vane relationship is represented by 

the linear equation : - 

n11 = mq Q11 + cq ............... (5.3.10) 

where 

nil = unit speed 

Q11 = unit discharge 

mq = gradient 

cq = constant 

therefore 

nD mQ 

�H D2 �H 
+ cq ............... (5.3.11) 

where 

n= rotational speed 

Q= discharge 

H= net head 

D= runner diameter 

The net head across the turbine at time t+Ot is given by : - 
t+At 2 t+Et 12 

Ht+At = Ht+At + 
ývs 

- Hd+At -avd .... 
(5.3.12) 

2g 2g 

where 

Hs = spiral inlet head 

vs = velocity at spiral inlet 

Hd = draft tube exit head 

vd = velocity at draft tube exit 

Equation 5.3.12 can be re-writen in terms of the velocity head across the 

turbine, -AVH, to give : - 

Ht+At _ Hs+At - Hä+At + OVHt+At ............... 
(5.3.13) 
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The velocity head across the turbine is a second order term which only 

varies slightly from one time step to the next. The net head across the 

turbine, therefore, can be approximated to 

Ht+At = Hs+At - Hä+At + 1VHt' ............... 
(5.3.14) 

where AVHt is the known velocity head across the turbine at time t. 

The characteristic equations either side of the turbine boundary are in 

the form :- 

Ht+At _a 
t+tt 

s1 
Qs + a2 ............... 

(5.3.15) 

and 

t+Lt t+ot Hd = a3 Qd + a4 ............... (5.3.16) 

where 

Qs = discharge at spiral inlet 

Qd = discharge at draft tube outlet 

From continuity it is known that these two discharges are equal, that is 

t+At 
= -Qä+At = Qt+At (say) ............... 

(5.3.17) 

where - 

Q= discharge through the turbine, positive 

in the turbining mode 

Combining equations 5.3.14,5.3.15,5.3.16 and 5.3.17 gives a linear 

relationship between the net head across the turbine and the discharge 

through the turbine of the form :- 

Ht+At _ a5 Qt+Ot+ a6 ............... (5.3.18) 

with the known constants, a5 and a6, given by 

as al+a3 

a6 = a2 - a4 + AVHt 

0 
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Figure 5.11 : Linear equation of guide vane section on the unit speed 

versus unit torque plane. 
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Eliminating the turbine discharge, Q, from equations 5.3.11 and 5.3.18 

and re-arranging gives a relationship between the turbine speed, n, and 

net head, H, of the form :- 

nt+0t _a7 Ht+Ot +a8 �Ht+At +a 9 

where 

m 

_ 
__ 

aý 
D3 a5 

C 

a= -g- 8D 

mg a 6 
a9 

D3 a5 

............... (5.3.19) 

Adopting a similar approach for the unit speed versus unit torque 

curves a second relationship between the turbine speed and net head is 

established. On the unit speed versus unit torque plane any section of a 

guide vane curve is approximated by a straight line, Figure 5.11. This 

can be writen as :- 

nll = mmM11+cm 

where 

nil = unit speed 

M1, = unit torque 

mm = gradient 

cm = constant 

therefore 

nD mM 
_m +c 

�H D3 Hm 

where 

............... (5.3.20) 

............... 
(5.3.21) 

M= out of balance torque 
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Since there is no external torque acting on the turbine following a load 

rejection the decelerating torque is the turbine torque, hence : - 

dw 
m= -I - ............... 

(5.3.22) 
dt 

where 

I= polar moment of inertia of rotating parts 

w= angular velocity 

By using an average value of the out of balance torque during the time 

step, equation 5.3.22 becomes :- 

Mt+At + Mt 
_ b1[nt+At _ nt] ............... (5.3.23) 

2 

where 
ir GD2 

bl = 
120 g At 

GD2 = 4g I 

Re-writing equation 5.3.23 gives : - 

Mt+At _2 b1 nt+0t -2 b1 nt - Mt ............. 
(5.3.24) 

Applying equation 5.3.21 at time t+At and substituting for Mt+At from 

equation 5.3.24 gives : - 

nt+At D mm [2b1 nt+At - 2b1 n 
t- Mt] 

�Ht+yt D3 Ht+ At m ...... 
(5.3.25) 

which is re-arranged to give a function of the turbine speed and net head 

in the form : - 

nt+At[ t+At+b2] 
+b3Ht+At+b4 =0...... (5.3.26) 

in which 

2blmm 
b2 =- 

D4 
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b3 
D 

[2 b1nt+Mt]mm 
b4 = 

D4 

Two equations, 5.3.19 and 5.3.26, have been derived which are functions 

of the turbine speed and net head at time t+Lt. By eliminating the 

turbine speed from these a function in a single variable, the net head, 

is established for the solution of the turbine boundary. This function is 

given by :- 

[a 7 Ht+ot +a8 , /Ht+ot +a9 [t+ot +b 23 

+b3Ht+At+b4 _. 0= f(Ht+At) (5.3.27) 

A standard Newton-Raphson technique is used to solve for the net head, 

Ht4-At, to within an acceptable tolerance. The remaining turbine parameters, 

speed, discharge and torque, are calculated by substituting the solution 

for the net head into equations 5.3.19,5.3.18 and 5.3.24 respectively. 

The head and discharge at the spiral entry and draft tube outlet follow 

from equations. 5.3.17,5.3.15 and 5.3.16 . 

The solution of equation 5.3.27 by a Newton-Raphson method relies 

on a good first estimate of the net head, H, for a rapid convergence to 

its solution. This first estimate is found 
. 
by extrapolating values of 

the unit discharge from previous time intervals in order to get a good 

estimate of the discharge, at time t+Lt, and substitution into equation 5.3.18 

leads to an estimate of the net head, at time t+At. Linear extrapolation 

of the discharge and unit discharge gives :- 

Qt+ot _2 Qt - Qt-Lt e 

and 

t+At t t-pt 
' 11e =2 Q11 - Q11 

.............. 
(5.3.28) 

.............. (5.3.29) 
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Figure 5.12 : Re-entrant guide vane curve 
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From the definition of unit discharge :- 

t+At Qt+ot 
............. (5.3.30) Qlle - D2 vt+At 

Replacing the net head term, using equation 5.3.18, and : rearranging gives 

a function in terms of the discharge, Q, where :- 

Qt+ßt2 _ 
t+At D4 ßa5Q t+Ot + a61 _0= f(Qt+Lt) (5.3.31) 

This function of the discharge, f(Qt+Et), is solved using a Newton-Raphson 

t+At from technique with the initial estimate of the discharge being Qe 

equation 5.3.28. The solution of the function leads to a refined estimate 

of the discharge, rt+ýt Qe and substitution into equation 5.3.18 gives an 

estimate of the net head, t+At 
where :- 

t+At , t+0t He = a5 Qe + a6 .............. 
(5.3.32) 

It was found from experience that obtaining the initial estimate of the 

net head in this manner created a rapid convergence towards the solution 

of the function given in equation 5.3.27-when compared to using an estimate 

found directly from equation 5.3.18. 

5.3.5 Re-entrant Guide Vane Curves 

An important feature of pump-turbine performance characteristics is 

the possible re-entrant, or 'S' shaped, guide vane curve. This may be 

found as the guide vane curves pass through the turbining quadrant and 

into the reverse pumping quadrant. A schematic view of this region is 

shown in Figure 5.12 on the unit discharge versus unit speed plane. The 

degree to which the re-entrants occur varies from one pump-turbine to 

another and not all pump-turbines display this feature. In general, however, 

where the re-entrant does occur in the performance characteristics it is 

much more marked in a pump-turbine of a low specific . -? I-ed than one of a 

high specific speed. 
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Figure 5.13 : Modification of guide vane curve, resulting in the 
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guide vane curve being single valued. 
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The re-entrant of a guide vane curve is due to a recirculation of 

the flow at the runner crown which creates a vortex. This flow reversal 

is mainly due to centrifugal forces acting on the fluid ring at the 

runner crown. It is also aided by a poor angle of attack of the fluid as 

it enters the runner. The vortexing at the runner entrance acts as a 

partial blockage to the flow through the runner and this. causes a 

reduction to the flow. 

During the research described in this thesis an investigation of 

the re-entrant region of pump-turbine performance characteristics was 

undertaken and the interim results were published in 1982 [49]. The paper 

considered two hydraulic transient simulations of a typical pumped storage 

scheme. Each simulation modelled an identical pump-turbine trip, whilst 

operating in the turbining mode, with the only variation in the data being 

that for the performance characteristics. The initial simulation had the 

re-entrant regions of the guide vane curves replaced by a mean curve. This 

rendered the curves single valued,. Figure"5.13, for a given unit speed 

value. The second simulation included the performance characteristics in 

their original form, as provided by the manufacturers. The results showed 

that for a given installation the re-entrant guide vane curves should be 

included in the performance characteristics and that any modification to 

the guide vane curves in this region had a marked effect on the simulation 

results. 

The turbine or pump-turbine solution algorithm presented in 

Section 5.3.4 relies on the location of the guide vane sections within 

the vicinity of the operating point. Chaudhry [35] based the location of 

the appropriate guide vane section on an estimated unit speed value. His 

method of location, however, is based on the premise that the guide vane 

curves are single valued throughout. Pump-turbine performance characteristics 
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Figure 5.14 : Corresponding unit discharge values for a given unit speed 

value. 
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Figure 5.15 : Corresponding unit speed value for a given unit discharge 

value. 
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with re-entrant guide vane curves are multi-valued and a search procedure 

based purely on an estimated unit speed value will not suffice. 

Figure 5.14 shows a re-entrant t+At guide vane curve, gvo on the 

unit speed versus unit discharge plane. For a given estimate of the unit 

speed, nt+et, at time t+At there are three lle possible solutions for the 

unit discharge, iiýt 
. Q The guide vane sections along which the solutions 

lie are a-b, c-d and e-f. The location of the correct guide vane section, 

therefore, cannot be based purely on the estimated unit speed. This problem 

is overcome if the location of the sections is based on an estimated unit 

discharge value, 
t+ft QH 

e as opposed to an estimated unit speed value. For 

a given unit discharge value, in the re-entrant region of the guide vane 

curves, there is a single corresponding guide vane section, Figure 5.15. 

The estimate of the unit discharge is based on a linear extrapolation of 

those at the previous two time intervals, to give :- 

t+ot Qt t-At Ql He 2 Q11 - Q11 .............. (5.3.33) 

An additional constraint is also required to uniquely define the required 

guide vane section. The guide vane curves are not single valued for a 

given unit discharge value, see Figure 5.16, but the corresponding unit 

speed values, in general, are of opposite sign. By introducing a constraint 

on the unit speed value, based on an estimated unit speed, the guide vane 

section is uniquely defined. An estimate of the unit speed at time t+At 

is given by :- 

t+ot t t-Lt nIle 2 n11 - n11 .............. (5.3.34) 

and the guide vane section located from the estimated unit discharge is 

bounded by an upper and lower limit of unit speed. If the estimated unit 

speed lies within these bounds then this corresponds to the correct guide 

vane section. Figure 5.17 shows the upper and lower limits, including an 

error margin, to which the estimated unit speed must correspond. The error 
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Figure 5.16 : Possible unit speed values for a given unit discharge 

value for four quadrant performance characteristics. 
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Figure 5.17 : Selection of guide vane section based on estimates of 

unit discharge and unit speed. 
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margins are introduced to allow for the error in the estimation of the 

unit speed. For any section of guide vane curve, x-y-say, the estimated 

unit speed value must satisfy the following condition :- 

nllx - 6n11 <n t+ot 
lle `= nlly + 6n11 ....... (5.3.35) 

for a guide vane section with a negative slope, or 

dn t+At 
....... (5.3.36) rally 11 nlle = n11x + sn11 

for a guide vane section with a positive slope, in which 

nllx = unit speed at point x 

n11y = unit speed at point y 

önll = error margin 

A similar approach is adopted for the unit speed versus unit torque 

performance characteristics. The guide vane sections are located using an 

estimated unit torque value with the constraints applied to the unit speed, 

equation 5.3.35 or 5.3.36 still being applied. 
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5.4 ALTERNATIVE TURBINE PERFOMANCE CHARACTERISTIC REPRESENTATIONS 

5.4.1 Introduction 

It has been shown that the unit parameter representation of the 

turbine performance characteristics suffer from a number of drawbacks for 

use in hydraulic transient simulations. The multi-valued re-entrant, or 

'S' characteristic, region of the performance characteristics must be 

handled with great care in order to correctly locate the operating point. 

An investigation of alternative representations was, therefore, undertaken 

to see if there was a viable alternative to the use of the unit parameter 

representation. The investigation concentrated on three main areas in 

assessing the alternative representations. These were the formation of a 

curvilinear mesh and the interpolation of the intermediate guide vane 

curves, the re-entrant region of the performance characteristics and 

whether the representation allowed the full range of operating conditions 

to be identified. 

The operating range of a standard turbine is restricted to the 

turbining quadrant under normal modes of operation. During a load rejection 

the operating point may enter into the reverse pumping quadrant. These two 

quadrants provide the full operating range of a standard turbine needed 

for use in hydraulic transient studies. A reversible pump-turbine, however, 

operates over four quadrants. These are the pumping, braking or energy 

dissipation, turbining and reverse pumping quadrants which are defined 

as :- 

Quad 1n -ve Q -ve (pumping) 

Quad 2n -ve Q +ve (braking) 

Quad 3n +ve Q +ve (turbining) 

Quad 4n +ve Q -ve (reverse pumping) 



ß 

P, 

va 
-or- 
av 

Figure 5.18 : Dimensionless homologous plane. Speed, head and discharge 

relationship for the maximum guide vane opening. 
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The operating range of a reversible pump-turbine covers those of a 

standard turbine together with an additional two quadrants. A pump-turbine, 

therefore, is a more generalised boundary condition and should be used 

when considering the development of a generalised hydraulic transient 

computer program. In assessing the alternative turbine performance 

characteristics those from a typical pump-turbine were used. - 

5.4.2 Dimensionless Homologous Plane 

Dimensionless homologous relationships are used extensively for 

representing pump performance characteristics [57] and are given by : - 

vhv 
- versus 2 and - versus 2 (A) 
a a2 aa 

or 

ahaß 
- versus 2 and - versus 2 (B) 
V V2 VV 

where the dimensionless ratios are :- 

n 
a =- , normalised speed 

n r 

Q 
v _- , normalised discharge 

Qr 

H 
h normalised head 

H 
r 

M 
ß =- , normalised torque 

m 
r 

in which subscript 'r' refers to the parameter values at the rated 

conditions. 



LA 

Figure 5.19 : Dimensionless homologous plane (speed, head and discharge 

relationship). 
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The full four quadrants of the performance characteristics are 

to be considered which means the normalised parameters may all change 

sign and pass 'through zero. This forces the dimensionless homologous 

relationships to infinity which presents difficulties from a computational 

viewpoint. By suggesting a combination of the two co-ordinate systems, 

A and B, Defazio [58] overcame this problem for pump performance 

characteristics. Co-ordinate system A is used for -1 m a/, v-; 5 and 

co-ordinate system B is used for -1 ä v/a ä +1 . The absissa values each 

have limits of -1 and +1 imposed upon them, which correspond to the 

conditions where (a) equals 'VI. Figure 5.18 shows the dual co-ordinate 

system for a single, the fully opened, guide vane curve. The sections of 

curve labelled a-b, b-c-d, d-e-f and f-g represent the ranges of operation 

in quadrants 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. The guide vane curve is smooth 

and. continuous within the ranges of each abscissa but has a discontinuity 

of slope at the change over points of +1 and -1. Figure 5.19 gives the 

complete performance characteristics, minus the fully closed guide vane 

curve. This cannot be included as the ordinate values become infinite 

along this guide vane curve when both a and v equal zero. 

5.4.3 Suter Plane 

A method of representation which was developed from the dimensionless 

homologous relationships was proposed by Suter [341 in which the planes 

were given by :- 

h 
_1 

V 
versus an - 

a2+v2 a 

and 

V 
versus an 

1 

a2+v2 a 

which are commonly referred to as the Suter plane. 



h 

a2 + 

In 

1.4 1.1 I. 0 t. 7 I. ý 

-1 
V 

tan 
a 

X7T 

Figure 5.20 : Suter plane (speed, head and discharge relationship). 
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The use of a tan-1 function along the abscissa allows a single 

co-ordinate system to be used to represent the complete four quadrants 

of the performance characteristics. The function lies within finite 

bounds for all values of a and v. However, in order to individually 

define each of the four quadrants it is necessary to define the range of 

the tan-' function as follows :- 

-1 
v 3ir 

Quad 1nä tan -ä- 
a2 

Tr v 
Quad 2-ätan-ä 7r 

2a 

Quad 30 tan-1 -v 
Tr 
- 

a2 

Tr v 
Quad 4--s tan 

1-0 

2a 

in which the quadrants are as defined in Section 5.4.1. The head, speed 

and discharge relationship is shown in Figure 5.20. The guide vane curves 

are smooth and continuous throughout the four quadrants and there are no 

discontinuities in their slopes. The fully closed guide vane opening has 

been omitted from Figure 5.20. Given that both a and v can be equal to 

zero, simultaneously, along this curve means the corresponding ordinate 

value will reach infinity. and cannot, therefore, be depicted. 

5.4.4 Exploded Unit Parameter Plane 

In a discussion of DeFazio's paper [59] a method of opening out the 

unit parameter performance characteristics was proposed by Woznaik. A 

normalised guide vane factor was applied to the abscissa, or unit speed 

axes, which led to the following co-ordinate system :- 

2 
Q11 versus _ n1 

Zf 1 



1 
1AY 

-1. 
----I 1 

i. ox nllr 

ýnil 

Figure 5.21: Exploded unit parameter, normalised, plane (speed, head and 

discharge relationship). 
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and 

Z 

M11 versus - nil 
zf 

where 

z= actual guide vane opening 

zf = maximum guide vane opening 

The effect of introducing the normalised guide vane opening can be seen 

in Figure 5.21 which gives the head, speed and discharge relationships. 

In Figure 5.21 the unit parameters have also been normalised by dividing 

them by the unit parameter values at the rated, in., turbining mode, 

conditions. The subscript r is used to denote the parameter values at 

these conditions. 

The introduction of the normalised guide vane opening has the effect 

of opening out the individual guide vane curves such that they become 

easily distinquishable. The curves are smooth and continuous throughout 

the full four quadrants and there are no discontinuities in their slopes. 

The full range-of guide vane curves is depicted, including the fully 

closed guide vane curve. The normalised guide vane factor for this curve 

is equal to zero therefore, for the head, speed and discharge relationships 

this curve is reduced to a single point located at the origin. On the head, 

speed and torque realationships the fully closed guide vane curve forms 

part of the unit torque axis in the region of the. origin.. - 

5.4.5 Modified Suter Plane 

The final representation was proposed by Martin [50] which involves 

a combination of opening out the performance characteristics, by the 

introduction of a normalised guide vane factor, and a transformation 

onto a modified Suter plane. The pair of co-ordinate systems which resulted 



tan-' 
zfy 

za 
Figure 5.22: Modified Suter plane (speed, head and discharge relationship). 
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were given by : - 

h 

2 (? f V)2 versus 
a+ 

za 

and 

a2 +z v2 
versus 

zf 

-1 
zfV 

tan 
zct 

- 
zf V 

tan 
za 

A typical set of curves are shown in Figure 5.22 for the head, speed 

and discharge relationships. The curves are smooth and continuous with no 

discontinuities in their slopes being present. The curves are kept within 

finite bounds due to the tan 
1 function used on the abscissa axes. However, 

along the ordinate the values can be infinite for the fully closed guide 

vane curve. Along this curve the normalised speed, a, and discharge, V, 

can be zero, simultaneously, and the ordinate value becomes infinite. 

The fully closed guide vane curve, therefore, is not shown in Figure 5.22. 
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5.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.5.1 Selection Of Turbine Performance Characteristic Representation 

Five different planes for the representation of turbine performance 

characteristics were presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. These were the 

unit parameter plane, the dimensionless homologous plane, the Suter plane, 

the exploded unit parameter plane *and the modified Suter plane. Their 

individual merits and drawbacks, for use in hydraulic transient simulations, 

are to be discussed before a final recommendation is made. The principal 

areas of interest in their assessments are :- 

(a) the formation of a curvilinear mesh, 

(b) the interpolation of the intermediate guide 

vane curves, 

(c) the multivalued, re-entrant, region of the 

guide vane curves, and 

(d) the fully closed guide vane curve. 

Turbine manufacturers generally present turbine performance . 

characteristics on the unit parameter plane. If this plane'is being 

used. a curvilinear mesh can be superimposed directly. The other planes 

of representation each require a transformation onto their respective 

planes before the mesh is superimposed. This requires the digitisation of 

the curves on the unit parameter plane for purposes of the transformation, 

the superimposing of mesh lines to form the curvilinear mesh and a second 

digitisation of the curves, at the intersection of each guide vane curve 

and mesh line. The latter digitised points are then arranged into an input 

data file for use in the hydraulic transient simulations. This procedure 

is laborious, if done by a hand method, particularly for complex perform- 

ance characteristics such as those for a reversible pump-turbine. The 
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procedure can be considerably eased by using a computerised transformation 

and mesh generation algorithm. This is described in detail in Section 6.2. 

The turbine performance characteristics are digitised on the unit parameter 

plane and these points are used as the data input for the algorithm. The 

algorithm performs the necessary operations and produces an output file 

which is ready for use in the hydraulic transient simulations. The 

formation of a curvilinear mesh, therefore, presents no problems and is 

not dependent on the plane of representation. 

The interpolation of the intermediate guide vane curves is performed 

within the curvilinear mesh, as described in Section 5.3.3. Linear interpolation 

is used along the sections of the mesh lines, between adjacent 

guide vane curves. Linear interpolation gives accurate results provided that 

the spacing between tabulated guide vane curves is regular. A number of 

the representations presented do not satisfy this criterion, namely the 

dimensionless homologous plane and the Suter plane. Their ordinate values 

become one or two orders of magnitude greater for the lower guide vane 

openings. This is due to the normalised speed and discharge values, a and v, 

becoming relatively small in comparison with the normalised head and 

torque values, h and ß. Interpolation routines of a higher order would be 

required for these representations to achieve a comparable degree of 

accuracy. The unit parameter plane and the modified Suter plane have 

less marked variations in the spacing of their guide vane curves and 

linear interpolation of the intermediate guide vane curves would give only 

slight errors. However, the expoloded unit parameter plane gives the most 

regular spacing of the curves and is, therefore, the most compatible with 

linear interpolation. 
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The re-entrant region of pump-turbine performance characteristics 

was described in Section 5.3.5. On the unit parameter plane the guide 

vane curves become multivalued. Care must be taken when locating the 

operating point in this region in order to identify the correct operating 

point. Although these problems can be overcome it is possible to avoid a 

re-entrant, multivalued, region altogether if an alternative representation 

is selected. The re-entrant region on the unit parameter plane is found 

to be single valued on the dimensionless homologous plane, the Suter plane 

and the modified Suter plane. The location of the operating points in 

the formerly multivalued region is, therefore, straightforward on these 

planes. The multivalued nature of the guide vane curves is, however, 

present on the exploded unit parameter plane. The use of this representation 

would require the turbine boundary handling routine to take account of 

the multivalued region. 

When model testing turbines or pump-turbines data is recorded 

for the fully closed guide vane position. The fully closed guide vane 

curve is then presented on the performance characteristics together with 

the other tabulated openings. On transforming from the unit parameter 

plane to an alternative plane this information can be lost. The fully 

closed guide vane curve does not appear on the dimensioless homologous 

plane, the Suter plane or the modified Suter plane. The performance 

characteristics, therefore, cannot be used to simulate the final stages 

of a guide vane closure. Martin [501 noted this fact and suggested that 

the turbine or pump-turbine could be modelled as a valve during the 

final closure. In doing so, an additional boundary solution algorithm 

has to be used when the guide vane opening falls below its lowest 

tabulated value. 
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The five representations of turbine performance characteristics 

which have been discussed each have their merits and drawbacks for use in 

hydraulic transient studies. However, it is the exploded unit parameter 

representation which gives the most viable option. The formation of a 

curvilinear mesh can be achieved easily by using the automatic mesh 

generation algorithm, see Section 6.2 . The interpolation of the 

intermediate guide vane curves, 'within the curvilinear mesh, is 

particularly suited to the form the guide vane curves take in this plane. 

Their regular spacing means that linear interpolation along sections 

of the mesh lines will give accurate results in locating the intermediate 

curves. The exploded unit parameter plane also allows the full range of- 

guide vane openings to be depicted, including the fully closed position. 

An . alternative solution of the turbine boundary condition for 

the final closure of the guide vanes is not required. A single solution 

algorithm can, therefore, be used over the full range of guide vane 

movements. The main drawback of this representation is the re-entrant 

guide vane curves which can be present in pump-turbine performance 

characteristics. These render the curves multivalued and care must be 

exercised in order to locate the correct operating point in these regions. 

However, this problem is identical to that when using the unit parameter 

representation. The methods of alleviating this problem can, therefore, 

be taken directly from those discussed in Section 5.3.5 . In addition, 

the solution algorithm for use with the unit parameter plane, Section 5.3.4, 

can also be readily adapted for use with the exploded unit parameter plane. 



Y n11 ° mq Q11 + cq 

Q11 

Y nll 

Figure 5.23: Linear equation of guide vane section on the exploded 

unit speed versus unit discharge plane. 
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5.5.2 Turbine Boundary Solution Algorithm For Exploded Unit Parameter 

Representation 

Any section of guide vane curve, tabulated or interpolated, on the 

exploded unit speed versus unit discharge plane is given by :- 

-m 11 = mq Ql l+ cq ............... (5.5.1) 

in which 

y= noramalised guide vane opening (z/zf) 

and-is shown schematically in Figure 5.23. Re-writing equation 5.5.1 in 

terms of the turbine speed, head and discharge gives :- 

ynD mQ q+c............... (5.5.2) 
�H D2 Aq 

A relationship between the head across the turbine and the discharge 

through the turbine is given in equation 5.3.18, for time t+1t, which is :- 

Ht+At _ a5 Qt+6t + a6 ............... 
(5.5.3) 

where a5 and a6 are known constants. Eliminating the turbine discharge 

from equations 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 and re-arranging gives a relationship 

between the turbine speed and net head , at time t+At,, of the form :- 

Ynt+Lt =a7H 
t+At +a8 Ait+At +a9........... (5.5.4) 

in which the constants a7, a8 and a9 are as given in equation 5.3.19. 

On the exploded unit speed versus unit torque plane any section of a 

guide vane curve is approximated by a straight line, Figure 5.24, which 

can be written as :- 

In11 = mmMll+c m ............... (5.5.5) 

Therefore 

YnD mM 
m 

�H H+Cm ............... 
(5.5.6) 



mm M11 +c 

M11 

810 
Y °11 

Figure 5.24: Linear equation of guide vane section on the exploded 

unit speed versus unit torque plane. 
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From equation 5.3.24 the out of balance torque, at time t+Lt, is given 

by :- 

Mt+At =2 b1 nt+et -2 bl nt - Mt ............... (5.5.7) 

where bl is given in equation 5.3.23. Combining equations 5.5.6 and 5.5.7 

to eliminate Mt+At gives :- 

y nt+Ot D mm [2b1 nt+Ot -2b1 nt - Mt ) 

4It+ýt - 
D3 Ht+, 8t + cm .... (5.5.8) 

which is re-arranged to give a function of the turbine speed and net head 

of the form :- 

nt+At [Y VHt+At + b2 ]+ b3 Ht+At + b4 =0.... (5.5.9) 

in which b2, b3 and b4 are given in equation 5.3.26. 

Two equations, 5.5.4 and 5.5.9, have been derived as functions of 

the turbine speed and net head at time t+it. Multiplying equation 5.5.9 

t+At throughout by the normalised guide vane opening, y, and replacing Yn 

from equation 5.5.4 gives :- 

a7 Ht+ot+ag /Ht+ot+a9][Y�Ht+ot+b23 

+y b3 Ht+At +y b4 =0= f(Ht+Lt) (5.5.10) 

The solution of the turbine boundary has been reduced to that of a single 

variable, Ht+ft which is solved using a standard Newton-Raphson technique. 

The solution of the remaining variables, turbine speed, discharge, torque, 

spiral head and draft tube head, then follows as given in Section 5.3.4. 

This solution is applicable to turbine or pump-turbine boundaries where 

the connecting pipes at the spiral entry and draft tube exit have an 

equivalent cross-sectional area to the spiral entry and draft tube exit 

respectively. If there is an expansion or contraction at either, or both, 

of these joints the spiral head and draft tube heads require a slight 

modification. 



d 

x 
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Figure 5.25 : Turbine or pump-turbine boundary condition with contraction or 

expansion joints at the spiral inlet and draft tube outlet. 
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The solution of equation 5.5.10 yields the net head across the 

turbine or pump-turbine, H, at time t+At. From Figure 5,25 let : - 

As = cross-sectional area of pipe connected 

to the spiral entry 

Ad = cross-sectional area of pipe connected 

draft tube exit 

As, = cross-sectional area of the spiral 

entry 

Ad, = cross-sectional area of the draft 

tube outlet 

A common energy head exists at spiral entry and the draft tube exit which 

imnliPC -_ -"""r--_. 
V2V2 

Hs +S sý 
= Hsr+ 

.............. 
(5.5.11) 

2g 2g 

and 
22 

Hd + 
vd v dt 
2 

Hdý+ 
.............. 

(5.5.12) = 
g 2g 

From equation 5.5.3 the discharge at time t+At is given by : - 

t+At 
t+At 

H-a 
Q=6.............. (5.5.13) 

a5 

Continuity of flow gives : - 

t+1t t+At t+At t+At t+At Q= As vs = As, vs, =- Advd=- Ad, vdt (5.5.14) 

therefore the discharge velocities at 

be calculated. The characteristic equ, 

see equations 5.3.15 and 5.3.16, give 

sections s and d, that is : - 

Ht+Lt -a 
t+t t 

s1 
Qs + a2 

and 

cross-sections s, s', d and d' can 

3tions on either side of the boundary 

the solutions for the heads at 

.............. (5.5.15) 

t-f t t+ý t Hd = a3 Qd + a4 -" .............. 
(5.5.16) 



(penstock) 

Figure 5.26 ; Turbine or pump-turbine boundary condition for hydraulic 

system with no tailrace. 
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Therefore, rearranging equations 5.5.11 and 5.5.12, and taking all 

values to be at a time t+Lit, the heads at s' and d' are given by ; - 

Qt+nt2 11 t+At 
= Hs+At + .............. (5.5.17) 

2g 
JA 

s2 

_ 
Ast 

and 

r11l 
t+At 

_ 
t+At 

Qt+At2 {1.............. 
(5.5.18) Hdr - Hd + 

2g A2-A2 ddJ 

The turbine, or pump-turbine, boundary solution algorithm given at 

present is for a hydraulic system which has a tailrace section. This 

leads to two characteristic equations, one either side of the machine. 

Installations with no tailrace section, however, are common. The solution 

algorithm for this variation is given below. 

A single characteristic equation is available at. -the turbine boundary 

when there is no tailrace section, Figure 5.26, which is given by :- 

t+At 
_a 

t+Lt 
S1 

Qs +a2 .............. (5.5.19) 

and the net head across the turbine, the tailrace head is equivalent to 

the head imposed by the reservoir, Hres, is given by :- 

Ht+At _ Ht+At 
s- 

Hres + AVHt .............. (5.5.20) 

Combining equations 5.5.19 and 5.5.20 to eliminate the spiral head, Hs 9 

gives :- 

Ht+At = al Qt+At - Hres + AVHt+ a2 .............. (5.5.21) 
s 

The discharge through the spiral inlet, Qs, is equal to the discharge 

through the turbine, Q. Therefore :- 

Ht+At_ a1 Qt+At - Hres + AVHt+ a2 .............. (5.5.22) 
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This is in the same form as equation 5.5.3 : - 

Ht+At = a5 Qt+At + a6 .............. 
(5.5.23) 

providing 

a5 a1 

a6 = -Hres+OVHt+a2 

With the constants a5 and a6 established the solution of the turbine 

boundary for a hydraulic system with no tailrace section follows an 

identical algorithm to that given at the start of Section 5.5.2. 

5.5.3 Turbine Boundary Solution Algorithm Including Relief Valve 

Relief valves connected to the spiral casing are a common feature 

of turbines. The relief valves are used to control hydraulic transients 

and may also be used for irrigation purposes. Following a load rejection 

the relief valve is activated by the governor control. The relief valve 

opens at a predetermined rate whilst the the guide vanes are closing. Upon 

the full closure of the guide vanes the relief valve begin their closure. 

The advantages of using relief valves is that they allow a rapid closure 

of the guide vanes and this prevents damage to the turbine or generator 

due to over speeding. As the guide vanes close the discharge through the 

relief valve increases until the total discharge through the penstock is 

equivalent to the relief valve discharge. During the closure of the guide 

vanes a rapid deceleration, which would otherwise result in very large 

transient pressure waves being propagated, is avoided as the discharge is 

diverted through the relief valve. Once the turbine has been isolated 

from the rest of the system, by full closure of the guide vanes, the 

relief valve is used to arrest the flow through the penstock. The closure 

rate of the relief valve is, again, controlled by the governor and this 

is generally undertaken at a relatively slow rate. This is made possible 



Figure 5.27 : Turbine boundary condition including relief valve. 

X Qrv x 
(tailrace) (penstock) 
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due to the turbine being isolated and free from potential damage. A slow 

rate of closure for the relief valve is chosen so as to restrict the 

pressure rises in-the system to within acceptable limits. 

A turbine boundary condition including a relief valve is shown in 

Figure 5.27. The total flow through section s and s' is the sum of the 

flow through the turbine and the relief valve. The total flow then separates, 

between that through the relief. -valve and that through the turbine, the 

latter discharging through the draft tube outlet. The discharge through 

the relief valve can be expressed as : - 

Qrv = kd Arv [2g(HsI - zrv)]0.5 .............. (5.5.24) 

in which 

= discharge through the relief valve rv 
Hsi = head at section s' 

Arv = full-bore cross-sectional area of the 

relief valve 

kd = relief valve discharge coefficient 

zrv = elevation of the relief valve 

or 

Qrß cl = Hs1 - zrv .............. 
(5.5.25) 

where 

1 
C1 

2g kd 2 
Ar2 

Sections s and s' share a common energy head, that is : - 

vs2v 
sý 

2 

H+=H.............. (5.5.26) 
s 2g s 2g 

In terms of the flow through sections s and s', Q+ Qrv, equation 5.5.26 

becomes :-r 
(Q Ad 2 

Hs, = Hs + (5.5.27) 
2g I AS AS2 
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or 

Hs, = HS + c2(Q - Qrv) 2 

where 

111 
c2 = 2g 

AS2 
- 

AS2 

Combining equations 5.5.25 and 5.5.28 gives :- 

Q cl =H +c 2(Q 
2 

+ Qrv) -z rv s rv 

.............. (5.5.28) 

044.00 6 
(5.5.29) 

The characteristic equation at the spiral inlet gives :- 

t+ot t-t +ot HS = al(Q +Qt)+ a2 .............. (5.5.30) 

Taking equation 5.5.29 for time t+1t and substituting for Hs gives : - 

t+Ot2 t+At t+At Qrv c3 + Qrv c4 + c5 =0= f(Qrv ) 
.... 

(5.5.31) 

in which 

c3 = c1 - c2 

c4 = -[2c 2 Qt+Ot +a 1 

t+ßt2 t+At c5 = zrv-c2Q -a1Q -a2 

The function of relief valve discharge, equation 5.5.31, can be solved 

using a Newton-Raphson technique provided that the constants c3, c4 and c5 

are known. This requires the machine discharge, Q, to be known at time 

t+Ot. An estimate of this discharge; linearly extrapolated from the known 

discharges at the previous two time intervals is given by :- 

Qt+ot =2 Qt - Qt-ot .............. 
(5.5.32) 

Substituting the extrapolated machine discharge, Q, into the constants, c3, 

c4 and c5, leads to the solution of the relief valve discharge, Q 
rv' 

at 

time t+Et. 
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The characteristic equation at the tailrace implies :- 

t+At t+&t Hd = a3 Qd + a4 .............. (5.5.33) 

The discharge through the draft tude exit is equal to minus the discharge 

through the turbine, therefore, equation 5.5.33 can be rewritten in terms 

of the turbine discharge, Q, to give :- 

t+At 
_ -a3 Qt+'ýt + a4 .............. (5.5.34) 

The net head across the turbine, equation 5.3.14, is given by :- 

Ht+At = Ht+Lt - Ht+At + AVHt .............. (5.5.35) 

Substituting for Hs and Hd from the characteristic equations 5.5.30 and 

5.5.34 leads to :- 

t+At 
= t+At t+At t+At t H al(Q + Qrv )+ a2 + a3 Q- a4 + ýVH (5.5.36) 

which is in the form :- 

Ht+At = a5 Qt+At +a 6 .............. (5.5.37) 

where 

a5 = al+a3 

t+ýt 
a6 = a1 Qt+ + a2 - a4 + AVHt 

The turbine net head is in the same form as that given by equation 5.5.3 

and the solution of the net-head follows that given. in Section 5.5.2. 

Substituting the net head, H, into equation 5.5.37 leads to the turbine 

discharge, Q, at time t+1t, and the heads at sections s and d follow from 

equations 5.5.30 and 5.5.34, respectively. Should there be a contraction 

or expansion at the the spiral inlet or draft tube exit joints the heads 

at sections s' and d' are calculated from equations 5.5.17 and 5.5.18, 

respectively. 



4rv X 

(penstock) 

Figure 5.28 : Turbine boundary condition including relief valve for 

hydraulic system with no tailrace. 
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When a tailrace section is not present in the hydraulic system only 

one characteristic equation, for the penstock, is available, Figure 5.28 . 

The penstock characteristic equation implies :- 

t+Ot QS +a s=a1s2 .............. (5.5.38) 

The discharge through the spiral entry, Qs, is the sum of the discharges 

through the turbine and the relief valve, Q and Qrv, therefore :- 

t+At 
= al(Qt+At + Qt t) + a2 .............. (5.5.39) 

Substituting for the spiral head, Hs, in equation 5.5.20 the net head 

across the turbine is given by :- 

t+, t t+At t+ot t H= al(Q +Qrv ) +a2-Hres+AVH ... 

or 

t+At t+At H= a5 Q+ a6 .............. 

in which 

a5 = al 

a6 =a 2- Hres + a1 Q t+tt 
rv + AVH t 

(5.5.40) 

(5.5.41) 

Having established the constants a5 and a6 the solution of the turbine 

boundary, including a relief valve but without a tailrace section, follows 

that given in Section 5.5.2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

A computer program was developed to analyse the hydraulic transient 

response of hydro-power stations. The program incorporated the turbine 

performance characteristic representation recommended in Section 5.5 

together with its solution algorithm. In order to demonstrate the operation 

of the computer program a number of hydraulic transient simulations were 

undertaken. Two hydro-power stations were selected for analysis which 

are referred to as Station A and Station B. 

Station A is a pumped storage scheme incorporating 4x45 megawatt, 

Francis-type, pump-turbines. This scheme was selected for a number of 

reasons. The full hydraulic data was available for the hydraulic layout 

as were the pump-turbine performance characteristics. Therefore, all the 

necessary data input for a computer analysis were readily at hand. The 

pump-turbine performance characteristics also displayed re-entrants in 

their guide vane curves and this enabled the turbine boundary solution 

algorithm to be fully verified. In addition to the input data a trace 

taken during a full load rejection of all four pump-turbines, whilst 

operating in a turbining mode, was available. The results of the computer 

simulations could therefore be checked against these traces. 

Station B is a 5x2.5 megawatt hydro-power station equipped with five 

Francis turbines. This station was selected to demonstrate the 

alternative mode of operation the computer program is able to handle 

and also to verify its use with a standard turbine installation. The 

simulation presented is typical of an early study needed to be carried 
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out during the feasibility stages of a hydro-power stations conception. 

The full hydraulic layout data was available for the analysis but no 

model test studies had been made on which to base the prototype 

performance characteristics. The turbine performance characteristics for 

the simulation,: -therefore, were obtained from the BUREC Publication, as 

described in Section 4.4. Although Station B has not been completed to 

date, hence there are no site recordings available for comparison, the 

simulation demonstrates the use of the relief valve option. 

The computer program was developed with versatility being a prime 

factor-. Hydro-power station layouts vary greatly and care was taken to 

enable these to be-simulated. In view of this, a study of the many 

variations in the layouts was undertaken to identify the requirements of 

a generalised hydraulic transients computer program. As a direct result 

of these investigations a novel method of representing. the hydraulic 

layouts of a hydro-power station was developed. A simple code defines 

each pipe element and node, or boundary condition, in the system. The 

coded elements are manipulated into a matrix form, within the computer 

program, and this is used to order the calculation procedures during the 

steady state and transient analyses. The individual boundary condition 

solution algorithms incorporated in the computer program are summarised 

and presented in Section 6.4. 

A listing of the program for the analysis of hydraulic transients 

in hydro-power plants, ''TRANSEX', is given in Appendix I. 
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6.2 MESH GENERATION ALGORITHM 

In general, turbine and pump-turbine manufacturers present their 

performance characteristics on the unit parameter plane; unit speed 

versus unit discharge and unit speed versus unit torque. A typical set of 

performance characteristics from a reversible pump-turbine is shown in 

Figure 4.4 . For use in the hydraulic transients computer program these 

must undergo a number of modifications. The preparation of the performance 

characteristics requires :- 

(a) digitisation of the manufacturer's unit 

parameter curves, 

(b) transformation of the digitised points on to 

the exploded unit parameter plane, 

(c) superimposing a curvilinear mesh on the 

transformed performance characteristics, and 

(d) creation of a data file containing the points 

generated by the mesh. 

The manufacturer's performance characteristics are given for a range 

of discrete guide vane openings. Each guide vane curve is digitised 

individually. A selection of points, along each curve, is chosen such 

that linear approximation between adjacent points gives a good correlation 

to the true curve. Simple, slow varying, curves require relatively few 

points, as for a standard turbine, where as a greater number of points 

are required for the more complex curves of a reversible pump-turbine. 

The number of points selected along each curve, however, is independent- 

the number of points selected along the remaining curves. 

The digitised unit performance characteristics are stored in a data 

array for use in the transformation on to the exploded unit parameter 

plane. The data array is given in a generalised form on the x-y plane. This 
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avoids the need to repeat the following procedures for the two cases of 

the unit speed versus unit discharge curves and the unit speed versus 

unit torque curves. In this generalised form the data array takes the 

form :- 

x11 , x12 , ...... , xlj , ...... x1J 
1 

yli Y12 , ...... , ylj , ...... Y1J 
1 

xil , xi2 , ...... , xis , ...... . xii 

yil , yi2 , ...... , yid , ...... . YiJ 
1 

xIl , x12 , ...... , xIj , ...... 9 xIJ 
I 

yII y12 , ...... , yIj , ...... , yIJI 

in which 

x.. =x co-ordinate of the jth point on 

the ith guide vane curve 

y.. =y co-ordinate of the jth point on 

the ith guide vane curve 

I= total number of guide vane curves 

J. = total number of points on the 

ith guide vane curve 

Having established the data array the digitised points are transformed 

from the unit parameter plane to the exploded unit parameter plane. by 

introducing a normalised guide vane factor. The planes of representation, 

from Section 5.4.4 , are given by :- 

Zz 

Q11 versus - nil and M11 versus - n11 
Zf Zf 



Q data points through which 
mesh lengths pass 

gvoi 

gvoi+l 

1/ 

X, 

Pi k-1 

original data points 
converted onto the 
exploded plane 

Pi+1j 

/ Bý / i+l k 

i+l j+l 

A 

Pi k+l 

Figure 6.1 : Construction of mesh length A-B. 
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The transformed data array, on the generalised x-y plane, takes the 

form :- 

xil x12 , ...... xli ...... xjjl 

yll ' y12 , ...... , ylj , ...... º Yjj 

1ff1 
xil , 12 ...... , X. , ...... . xij 

i 
yil , yi2 ...... yid ...... , yiJ 

i 

xIý xIJI xIl , x12 , ...... ,1,...... 
1 

y11 ' YI2 . ...... ' yIj , ...... , yIJI 

in which 

JI ith guide vane opening 
x'. = .. iý lý 1st guide vane opening 

As described in Section 5.4.4 this transformation opens out the unit 

parameter guide vane curves on to the exploded unit parameter plane and 

it is on these curves that the curvilinear mesh is superimposed. 

Consider the construction of a section of the mesh, A-B, as shown 

in Figure 6.1 
. The mesh length A-B lies between the ith and i+lth guide 

vane curves. The mesh length passes through point A, whose co-ordinates 

are given by (xik, yik), which is a known data point and the point B, 

whose co-ordinates are given by (xi+1k'yi+lk), is to be found such that 

the mesh length A-B forms an approximate curvilinear mesh with the ith 

and i+1th guide vane curves. Let the data points on the ith guide vane 

curve, either side of point A, be given by (xi k-1'yi k-l and (x' 
k+l'yi k+l 

The data points in close proximity to point B, on the i+1th guide vane 

curve are given by (xi+1j, Yi+1j) and (xi+l 
j+l'Yi+l j+l). 
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The data points on the ith guide vane curve are calculated data points 
th th through which the k-l. k and k+l mesh lengths nass. The data nnints 

on the i+lth guide vane curve are the original data points transformed 

onto the exploded unit parameter plane. Let the mid points along the 

guide vane sections either side of point A be given by points C and D 

where :- 

r x - r x 
x = 

k-l i k (6.2.1) 
c 2 ............. 

Yi k-1- Yi k 
Yc = .............. (6.2.2) 

2 
r x - r x i k+1 i k 

x' d - .............. (6.2.3) 
2 

Yi k+1- Yi k 
- Yd 

2 

The perpendicular bisectors of the guide vane sections, passing through 

points C and D, are given by : - 

Y= ml x'+ cl .............. 
(6.2.5) 

and 

I y= m2x+c2 
.............. (6.2.6) 

in which 

xik-l-x 
m 

ik 
1- 

yik-1-yik 

m2 __-x1k+l-xir 
k 

yik+1-yik 

cl = yc-ml xc 

c2 = yd - m2 xd 
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The perpendicular bisectors intersect at point E where :- 

cl 2 
xe = .............. (6.2.7) 

m2-ml 

Ye = ml xe +C l= m2 xe + c2 .............. (6.2.8) 

The mesh length lies along A-E which is given by the linear equation : - 

y= m3 2+C 
3 .............. 

(6.2.9) 

in which 

yik -ye 
1ß3 - 

xik-xe 

c3 = Yik-m3xik = Ye-mixe 

and this intersects the guide vane section along the i+1th guide vane 

curve at point B, The linear equation of the guide vane section is : - 

Y= m4 x'+-c4 .............. (6.2.10) 

in which 

m_ 
yi+1 j+l - yi+l i 

Xi+l j+l - Xi+1 j 

c4 = yi+l j+l - m4 Xi+l j+l - yi+l j -1°4 Xi+l j 

The co-ordinates of point B, therefore, are given by :- 

XI = 
3- 

3 m 4- m .............. 
(6.2.11) 

Yb = m3 xb + c3 = m4 xb + c4 .............. 
(6.2.12) 

This procedure is repeated for each data point along the ith guide vane 

curve to establish the full set of data points through which the mesh 

lengths pass on the i+lth guide vane curve; The calculated co-ordinates at 

point B are stored as (Xi+l 
k'yi+l k)at the intersection of the i+1th guide 

vane curve with the kth mesh line. The calculat_Pd points on the i+lth Quide 

vane curve are then used to calculate the data points on the i+2th guide 

vane curve through which the mesh lengths will pass. 
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This routine is repeated for each pair of adjacent guide vane curves and 

will conclude with the fully closed guide vane curve. The final data 

array becomes :- 

xx 12 ...... , xik ...... ' X1K 

yll , Y12 , ...... , ylk , ...... ' Y1K 

xii , xi2 , ...... 

yil yi2 , ...... 

x1 i x12 , ...... 

' Xik '.. " ' XiK 

Yik ' ...... ' YiK 

' XIk '".. "' XIK 

yIl , Y12 , ...... , yIk , ...... . YIK 

in which 

K= total number of points along each 

guide vane curve 

The total number of data points along each guide vane curve, K, is by 

default the number of data points along the first, or maximum, guide vane 

curve, J1. These are taken as the initialising data points from which the 

mesh lengths eminate. It is particularly important, therefore, that an 

evenly distributed range of data points are taken during the initial 

tabulation of the guide vanes, from the unit parameter plane, along the 

maximum guide vane opening. It should also be noted that these data points 

remain unaltered on conversion to the exploded unit parameter plane as the 

normalising factor is the maximum guide vane opening itself. The spacing 

of the data points on the unit parameter plane, therefore, remains 

unaltered when converted onto the exploded unit parameter plane. 

A listing of the mesh generation program 'SMESHJ', including the 

conversion from the unit parameter plane, is given in Appendix IV and 



Turbining Qua rant 
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Pumping 

t 

Figure 6.2 : Curvilinear mesh superimposed on the turbining and 

reverse pumping quadrants. 
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an example of its use with performance characteristics is shown in 

Figure 6.2. The curvilinear mesh is superimposed on the turbining and 

reverse pumping quadrants of a typical set of reversible, Francis-type, 

pump-turbine characteristics. 



TAILRACE turbine or PENSTOCK 
pump-turbine 

Figure 6.3 : Schematic layouts of a number of hydro-power plants 
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6.3 HYDRO-POWER PLANT LAYOUTS AND THEIR REPRESENTATION 

6.3.1 Hydro-power Plant Layouts 

A prime feature of hydro-power plants is their individuality, 

no two installations having identical hydraulic layouts or mechanical 

equipment. The development of a computer-program for the analysis of 

hydraulic transients, therefore, requires an appraisal of the many varied 

layouts and the associated mechanical components, or boundary conditions. 

This research was funded by the Science and Engineering Research 

Council (SERC) under a Collaborate Award in Science and Engineering (CASE) 

scheme. The collaborating body were Ewbank Preece Consultants of Brighton. 

Under this scheme a total of six months ofýthe three year research period 

were undertaken whilst at Ewbank Preece's main Hydro Department offices. 

Advantage was taken during one of these study periods to carry out a study 

of hydro-power plant layouts. The aim of the study was to assess the needs 

of a generalised hydraulic transients computer program and to develop a 

a means of representing the various layouts within the program. 

A number of sections from the layouts of hydro-power plants are shown 

schematically in Figure 6.3 
. The principal feature of these layouts is 

that whilst a number of the layouts are symmetrical a large proportion 

are asymmetrical. A generalised hydraulic transients program must 

therefore be able to handle both classifications of layouts. The typical 

layouts also demonstrate some of the basic boundary conditions to be found 

in any layout; turbines or pump-turbines, pipe junctions and pipe branches. 

Fora given laycut*some*of the following boundary conditions may also be 

included in the system ; reservoirs -, main inlet valves, tailrace valves, 

and surge tanks. The algorithms for the solution of these boundary 

conditions and a method of simulating the many varied hydraulic layouts 

are presented in Section 6.3 and 6.4. 
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6.3.2 Sign Convention 

Hydro-power stations can be divided into two separate hydraulic 

systems with the turbine or pump-turbine serving as a common boundary. 

The upstream, or penstock, system comprises of the pipe elements and. 

mechanical components between the upper reservoir and the machine 

boundary and the downstream, or tailrace, system is that from the lower 

reservoir to the machine boundary. The sub-division of the hydraulic 

layout is shown schematically in Figure 6.4 . The sign conventions for 

the two systems are also shown in Figure 6.4 .A positive x direction is 

that from the reservoir to the machine boundary, whether considering the 

penstock or tailrace. Positive flow in the two systems is also taken along 

these directions. However, when considering the turbine or pump-turbine 

boundary the machine discharge is defined as that when they operate in a 

turbining mode. This results in a positive flow in the positive x direction 

for the penstock and a positive flow in the negative x direction for the 

tailrace. 

The advantage of using this sign convention is that the two systems 

can be analysed using the same solution algorithms. Generalised solution 

algorithms can be developed which do not need to distinguish between 

the tailrace and penstock systems. Within the hydraulic transient analysis 

program, 'TRANSEX', the generalised boundary conditions form subroutines. 

When a'subroutineiis'called the relevant data is input into the subroutine, 

whether for the penstock or the tailrace, and output results are sent to 

directly into the result arrays, which are stored separately for the two 

systems. The calculation procedure performed in the subroutine, however, 

remains the same for both the tailrace and penstock systems. 
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6.3.3 System Identification 

In Section 6.3.2 the sign convention adopted for the hydraulic 

transient studies was described. The hydraulic system is subdivided into 

two separate systems, the penstock system and the tailrace system. Each 

of these consists of a number of pipe reaches and their adjoining 

boundary elements. The arrangement of these elements within a hydro-power 

station varies from one station to another. In analysing their transient 

response it is therefore desirable to be able to identify the individual 

arrangements in a completely general manner. An original method, referred 

to as the System Identification Matrix or SIM, was developed as part of 

this research for representing'hydro-power station layouts. 

The SIM is generated during the during the initial input of data 

to the transients program and once established remains unchanged throughout 

the computational procedure. In the hydraulic transients analysis program, 

'TRANSEX', the SIM is utilised during the steady state analysis and 

during the subsequent transient analysis. The SIM is used to order the 

calculation procedures in both cases and selects the subroutines needed 

for the solution of the boundary conditions and the internal nodes 

within the pipe reaches. 
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6.3.4 System Identification Matrix (SIM) 

The initial labelling of the hydraulic system is undertaken in the 

standard manner, as given in the principal texts [14]. To each pipe-length 

within the system a pipe number is assigned and, similarly, to each 

boundary condition a node number is assigned. Figure 6.5 shows a typical 

hydraulic system, schematically, to which the pipe numbers and node 

numbers have been allocated. The system shown includes some typical hydro- 

power plant boundary conditions such as turbines, main inlet valves, surge 

tanks, pipe branches, pipe junctions and reservoirs. Although a tailrace 

system is not included the formation of the SIM for the penstock system 

is identical to that for the tailrace system. In cases where a tailrace is 

included, therefore, a SIM is formed for both the penstock and tailrace 

systems. 

The SIM allows the labelling of the pipe and node numbers, provided 

they are monotonically increasing, to be selected randomly except at the 

turbine boundary. At the turbine boundary the pipe and node numbers must 

correspond to the turbine number. Hence, turbine number one is connected 

to pipe number one and this junction occurs at node number one, as shown 

in Figure 6.5 . Likewise, turbine number two is connected to pipe number 

two at node number two, and so forth for each turbine in the hydraulic 

system. This restriction in the labelling of the pipe'and node numbers is 

also applicable to the tailrace system, if one is present. In these cases 

pipe number one and node number one, in the tailrace, form the connecting 

pipe and junction with turbine number one respectively. Again, this is repeated 

for each turbine in the hydraulic system. The subsequent labelling of the 

pipe and node numbers, however, is arbitary. provided the numbering is 

consecutive and follows from the highest pipe and node number to be found 

at a turbine boundary. 

I 
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In addition to the node number of a boundary condition the SIM 

requires a node identification number. This identifies the type of 

boundary condition that is present at a particular node and specifies. - 

precisely. which boundary condition of that type is being referenced. A 

numerical code is adopted for the node identification number which gives 

the necessary information. 

The node identification number takes the form of a two digit number 

which in a generalised form is given by : - 

XY 

where 

X represents the type of boundary 

Y represents the ith boundary of this type 

The code adopted for the type of boundary is as follows : - 

X=0, turbine or pump-turbine 

=1, main inlet, or in-line, valve 

=2, surge tank 

=3,1-n pipe branch 

=4,1-1 pipe junction 

=5, reservoir 

A node identification number given as '13' therefore indicates the third 

main inlet valve in the hydraulic system and, similarly, one given as '01', 

which is abreviated to '1', indicates turbine number one. This method of 

coding permits a maximum of ten boundaries of the same type to be 

represented in both the penstock and tailrace systems. The one exception 

to this limitation is the 1-1 pipe junction. Due to the form the SIM takes 

it is unnecessary to identify each 1-1 pipe junction individually. The SIM 

itself indicates the pipes entering and leaving a junction and therefore 

only the type of boundary coding becomes relevant. This is important 
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as the number of 1-1 pipe junctions, particularly in a complex hydraulic 

system, will be greater than ten, the limit imposed on the remaining 

boundary conditions. However, the possibility of encountering more than 

ten of the latter boundary conditions in a penstock or tailrace system is 

extremely remote. 

The SIM arranges the pipe numbers and node numbers, together with 

their node identification numbers, in a two dimensional array to give a 

numerical representation of the hydraulic system. This is then decoded 

in the computer program in order to identify the necessary elements which 

are needed to solve each boundary condition. The SIM is stored in an array 

given by : - 

SYSP(I, J) for the penstock 

and 

SYST(I, J) for the tailrace 

in which 

I= lor2 

J= total number of elements in the array 

The coded elements are introduced in to the array as given below. 

Pipe elements require only-their pipe number to distinquish them 

and these are entered into the SIM as :- 

J 

1=1 0 
..... ..... 

i=2 5 

to represent pipe number five. In general, if SYSP(1, j) equals zero this 

indicates a pipe element and SYSP(2, j) gives the pipe number. Alternatively, 

a node, or boundary condition, requires its node number and node 

identification number to distinquish it. These are entered into the SIM 
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as follows :- 

J 

i=1 S 
..... ..... 

i=2 11 

where this represents node 5 at which there is main inlet valve and this 

is valve number one. In general, SYSP(1, j) gives the node number and 

SYSP(2, j) gives the node identification number. 

The SIM elements are entered into the array in the order they occur 

in the hydraulic system if one travels from the turbine to the reservoir. 

The array is is initialised from turbine number one and proceeds until a 

1-n pipe branch or reservoir is encountered. The initial elements of the 

hydraulic system given in Figure 6.5 are given by :- 

10305 

11 11 3 1311 

upto the bifurcation. When a bifurcation is encountered the next element 

in the SIM is taken as the next turbine. The procedure is then repeated, 

travelling form the turbine towards the reservoir, until a 1-n pipe branch 

or a reservoir is encountered. In this example the SIM becomes :- 

11101310151210141015 ..... I111111 3 31 22 12 4 31 

When each branching pipe has been included in the SIM the 1-n pipe branch 

is taken as the starting element and one travels from this towards the 

reservoir, inserting the elements in the SIM as they are encountered. When 

a reservoir boundary is entered into the SIM two courses of action can be 

taken. If all the turbines in the hydraulic system have been entered into 

the SIM the SIM is now complete, however, if not, the next turbine is 

entered and the above procedure repeated until all the elements have been 

included. The completed SIM for this hydraulic system, therefore, is given 

by :- 

1101 3052040550607 10 8 
11 11 3 1311 22 112 

4 1311311 5 12116 1401 7 51 
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If the hydraulic layout of a hydro-power plant includes a tailrace 

system a second SIM needs to be established. The procedure followed to 

form the SIM is identical to that given for the example layout shown in 

Figure 6.5 but the coded. elements are stored in a separate array as : - 

SYST(I, Jt) 

in which 

I=2 

Jt = total number of elements in the array 

for the tailrace 
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6.4 BOUNDARY CONDITION SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 

6.4.1 Introduction 

The most important boundary condition to be found in a hydro-power 

plant is the turbine or pump-turbine boundary. An algorithm for the 

solution of this boundary condition was developed in Section 5.5.2. which 

included an option of having a relief valve connected to the spiral 

casing. In addition to the turbine or pump-turbine boundary, the-analysis 

of. -hydraulic transients in hydro-power plants requires solution algorithms 

for the remaining boundary conditions. 

Solution algorithms for the following boundary conditions are 

presented in this Section ; main inlet valves, surge tanks, 1-n pipe 

branches, reservoirs and 1-1 pipe junctions. In addition the solution 

of an internal node in a pipe reach is given. These solution algorithms 

correspond to subroutines in the transient analysis program, 'TRANSEX', 

as given below :- 

main inlet valve 

surge tank 

1-n pipe branch 

reservoir 

1-1 pipe junction 

SUBROUTINE TRMV 

SUBROUTINE TRST 

SUBROUTINE TRBR 

SUBROUTINE TRRES 

SUBROUTINE TRJN 

The solution of the internal nodes within a pipe reach are solved for all 

the pipes in the hydraulic system, that is :- 

internal nodes SUBROUTINE NODE 

The solution of the turbine or pump-turbine boundary condition in 'TRANSEX' 

precedes the solutions of the other boundary conditions, being calculated 

immediately-after a new calculation time step has been initiated. 



Figure 6.6 : Main inlet valve boundary condition 

valve 4 
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6.4.2 Main Inlet Valve 

The characteristic equations either side of the main inlet valve, 

Figure 6.6 , give : - 

+ t+At t+At C vi = al H. + a2 .............. (6.4.1) 

and 

C. vt+At a Ht+At +a.............. (6.4.2) 
03o4 

in which 

vi = velocity at end of pipe in 

Hi = head at end of pipe in 

vo = velocity at start of pipe out 

Ho = head at start of pipe out 

and al, a2, a3 and a4 are known constants. From continuity of flow, through 

the valve it follows that : - 

Qt+At = 
t+1t 

- 
t+At (6.4.3) Ai vi A0 v0 ........ ..... 

in which 

Q= discharge through the valve 

Ai = cross-sectional area of pipe in 

A0 = cross-sectional area of pipe out 

The discharge through the valve can also be written in terms of the energy 

heads across the valve to give : - 

Q=kA2g(H-Ho)+(vQ20.5 2 ..... 
(6.4.4) 

dv i- 
A 

v 

in which 

kd = valve discharge coefficient 

Av = cross-sectional area of the valve 



pipe out 0i pipe in 

Figure 6.7 : Surge tank boundary condition. 
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Taking equation 6.4.4 at: a time t+At and combining this with characteristic 

and continuity equations, equations 6.4.1,6.4.2 and 6.4.3 respectively, 

to eliminate the head terms, H. and Ho, gives a quadratic function of the 

discharge through the valve, Q, of the form : - 

f(Qt+At) = b1 Qt+At 
2+ 

b2 Qt+At + b3 _0... ..... (6.4.5) 

in which 

j1 1 
b1 

kd2 
12g 

A2 

11 
b2 =- 

Ao a3 Ai a1 

b3 = 
a2 a4 

AVHt 
a1 a3 - 

The velocity head, EVH, is given as that for time t in the constant b3. 

and this replaces the true velocity head which should be that at time t+At. 

The validity of this approximation has been previously discussed in 

Section 5.3.4. 

The quadratic function, equation 6.4.5, is solved using a standard 

Newton-Raphson technique with the discharge through the valve at time t, 

Qt , used as the initial estimate of the discharge. The velocities and 

heads at the valve inlet and outlet follow from the solution of equation 

6.4.5 being substituted in eqvations 6.4.3,6.4.1 and 6.4.2. 

6.4.3 Surge Tank 

The characteristic equations either side of the surge tank, Figure 6.7 

give :- 

C+V. =a Ht+At i1i +a2 .............. 
(6.4.6) 

and 

t+At %+ +At 
0= a3 v a4 .............. 

(6.4.7) 
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Continuity of flow implies :- 

i+tt 
_ 

t+Lt et Q. Qo Q 
St .............. 

(6.4.8) 

where 

Qi = discharge through-. the pipe-'-in 

Q0 = discharge through the pipe out 

Qst = discharge into the surge tank 

The discharge into the surge tank varies only slightly between time steps 

and an estimate of this discharge is given by 

Q 

: - 

.............. 
(6.4.9) sent 

=2 Qst -Q 
t-At 

e 

where QSt and Qt-At are the known discharges at the previous two time 

intervals. The corresponding head loss within the surge tank riser is 

given by :- 

Ht+Ot _K 
t+Ot1Qt+Atl 

"""" "" 
(6.4.10) 

st loss 
Qst 

st 

in which 

Hst 
loss 

= riser head loss 

K= riser head loss coefficient 

An estimate of the surge tank water elevation at time t+At based on the 

estimated discharge in to the surge tank is given by : - 

Zt+Ot _ Zt + At+&t 
At 

"""""""""""""" ste st ste A 
(6.4.11) 

st 
in which 

zst = estimated surge tank water elevation 
e 

zst = calculated surge tank water elevation 

Ast = surge tank cross-sectional area 

At = time step interval 



n pipes 
out 

in 

-a---"i x 

Figure 6.8 : 1-n pipe boundary condition. 
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The heads either side of the surge tank boundary are therefore given by : - 

Ht+Lt = Zt+At +H 
t+At 

.............. (6.4.12) i ste st loss 

and 2 

Ht+At - Zt+At - 
vo 

............. (6.4.13) 
o ste 2' g 

Substituting the calculated heads from equations 6.4.12 and 6.4.13 in to 

the charcteristic equations, equations 6.4.6 and 6.4.7, gives the respective 

flow velocities At the pipe junctions indicated by nodes i and o. The 

actual discharge in to the surge tank and its water elevation can then be 

calculated from : - 

Qt+ot _ Qt+1t - Qt+At o .............. (6.4.14) 

and 

t+At t t+tt 
At 

Zst = Zst + Qst 
Ast .............. (6.4.15) 

respectively. 

6.4.4'_1-n Pipe Branch 

The characteristic equation for-the pipe in at the branch, Figure 6.8 

gives :- 

C+: vt+At = a1 Hinft + a2 .............. (6.4.16) 

and each of the characteristic equations of the branch pipes are given 

by :- 

C. vý+At = a3j Ht+At + a4j for j=1, n .... 
(6.4.17) 

Continuity of flow at the branch requires that 

t+At t+1t t+Ot Qin = Q1 + Q2 + .... ++""""+Q. +.... + Qn+ýt (6.4.18) 



pipe out 

Figure 6.9 : Reservoir boundary condition. 
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At the branch there is also a common energy head, therefore :- 

Hint t+At 
+ OVHý+Ot for J- =1 n ....... (6.4.19) 

in which 

iVH = velocity head across the pipe in and 

the jth pipe out, at time t+tt 

This velocity head term only varies slightly from one time step to the 

next and equation 6.4.19 can be re-written in terms of the known velocity 

head at time t, to give :- 

Ht t= Hý+At + AVHý for j=1, nv ....... (6: 4.20) 

Combining equations 6.4.16,6.4.17,6.4.18 and 6.4.20 leads to the solution 

of the head at the end of the pipe in, where : - 
n 

Ain a2 - (Aj a3j AVHt. + Ai a4-) 

ut+At 
3- 

"in 

in which 

n 
- Ain a1 + 

Jý1(Aj 
a3j) 

..... (6.4.21) 

Ain = cross-sectional area of pipe in 

A. = cross-sectional area of jth pipe out 

The corresponding value of vt+At is found by substituting the solution of in 

equation 6.4.21 in equation 6.4.16. The head and velocity terms of the 

pipes out, Hý+At and vý+At for j=1, n , follow from equations 6.4.20 and 

6.4.17 respectively. 

6.4.5 Reservoir 

The single characteristic equation, Figure 6.9 
, for the reservoir 

boundary is given by :- 

C- vt+Lt _a Ht+tt 030+ a4 .............. (6.4.21) 



pipe out 

Figure 6.10 : 1-1 pipe junction boundary condition 

pipe in 
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The reservoir level is assumed to be constant and the head at the start 

of the pipe out is related to this by : - 

t+At 
2 

Ht+At _H+L 
vo 

o res .............. (6.4.22) 
2g 

in which 

Hres = reservoir level 

L=0; for flow into the reservoir 

L= -1; for flow out of the reservoir 

This is further simplified, assuming the flow velocity varies only slightly 

between time steps, to give :- 

t2 
t+ot Ho = Hres +L.............. (6.4.23) 

2g 

The solution of equation 6.4.23 leads directly to the head at the start of 

the pipe out and substituting this in to equation 6.4.21 gives the 

corresponding velocity, vo, at time t+it. 

6.4.6 1-1 Pipe Junction-- 

The characteristic equations, Figure 6.10, either side of the pipe 

to pipe junction are given by : - 

C+: vi+At = a1 Hi+At + a2 .............. 
(6.4.24) 

and 

vt+At a Ht+At 
030+ a4 .............. 

Continuity of flow at the pipe to pipe junction gives :- 

Qt+ot Qt+ot 1_O.............. 

or 

A. t+At A t+At 
ii0v0.............. 

where 

(6.4.25) 

(6.4.26) 

(6.4.27) 

A1= cross-sectional area of the pipe in 

A0= cross-sectional area of the pipe out 



Figure 6.11 : Internal node solution 

j_1 j j+l 
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A common energy head is shared at the junction, giving : - 

Hi= t+Ot ,H0 t+Ot + AVHt+At .............. (6.4.28) 

which is simplified to be given as 

Hi t+1t 
=Ho 

t+At 
+ AVHt .............. (6.4.29) 

Combining equations 6.4.24,6.4.25,6.4.27 and 6.4.29,. eliminating vi, Hi 

and Ho, each at time t+Ot, leads to :- 

ýa 
i- 

a4 

a+ 
AVHt 

t+At 
=3 v o .............. (6.4.30) 

A1 
0 

Al al- a 

The solutions to Ho, vi and Hi, each at time t+At, follow directly from 

equations 6.4.25,6.4.27 and 6.4.24, respectively. 

6.4.7 Internal Node 

The characteristic equations at an internal node, Figure 6.11, are 

given by :- 

and 

C+: vý 
t+At 

=a1Hý 
t+At 

+a2............... (6.4.31) 

C: vt+At _ a3 Ht+At + a4 .............. 
(6.4.32) 

The solution of the head and velocity at node j are, therefore, given by :- 

Ht+At _ 
a3 

a2 

-- al . 
a4 

(6.4.33) 
............. 

and 

t+Ot t+At ýý = al Hý + a2 = a3 Ht+At + a4 ....... 
(6.4.34) 
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6.5 COMPUTER PROGRAM ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS 

6.5.1 Station A: Comparison with Site Recordings 

Hydro-power station A is a typical pumped-storage scheme equipped 

with four reversible, Francis-type, pump-turbines. The hydraulic layout 

of the station is shown schematically in Figure 6.12. The upper reservoir 

leads into a 850 metre low pressure tunnel which is connected to 750 metre 

high pressure tunnel and penstock via the surge shaft. Upstream of the 

power house the penstock bifurcates into two sections. Each of these 

bifurcates again to supply the four pump-turbines. Immediately downstream 

of the power the 50 metre tailraces from each pump-turbine feed directly 

into the lower reservoir. Situated at the head of the surge shaft is a 

purpose built surge tank. There is also an access adit along the low 

pressure tunnel which acts as a second surge tank. -The 
four pump-turbines 

are rated at 45 megawatts, turbining output, when operating under a 

288 metre design. head. At these-conditions the discharge through each 

pump-turbine is approximately 19 cubic metres per second. Upstream of the 

power house the four pump-turbines are each equipped with their own main 

inlet valves. 

The full hydraulic layout data for the scheme and the necessary data 

for each component in the scheme were available during this research. 

This included the pump-turbine performance characteristics which were 

given by the manufacturer in the unit speed versus unit discharge and unit 

speed versus unit torque form. In addition to this data a set of on-site 

recordings were also-available. The hydraulic data is given in Appendix II. 

The on-site recordings were taken during a simultaneous full load 

rejection of the four pump-turbines whilst operating in the turbining 

mode. These recordings were taken from pump-turbine number four and are 
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shown, to full scale, in Figure 6.13. The variables recorded during the 

load rejection are :- 

(a) spiral pressure head, 

(b) main inlet valve closing law, 

(c) guide vane closing law, 

(d) draft tube pressure, 

(e) rotational speed, 

(f) penstock pressure, and 

(g) vibration velocity. 

Of these seven traces the four which are significant for the hydraulic 

transient analysis of the scheme are; spiral pressure head, main inlet 

valve closing law, guide vane closing law and the rotational speed rise. 

The main inlet valve and guide vane closing laws are used as input data 

for the analysis whereas the spiral pressure and speed rise traces are 

what the analysis predicts. The latter two traces can therefore. be used 

to assess the veracity of the transient analysis. 

One of the problems in utilising the site recordings is in the 

accuracy to which they can be read. Figure 6.13 is shown to full scale 

and this only allows the spiral pressure and speed rise traces to be read 

within an accuracy of 2.5 metres and 5.0 r. p. m., respectively. Therefore, 

in the assessment of the hydraulic analysis results this must be taken 

in to consideration. The traces also indicate the possibility of a time 

delay between the rejection of the load and the subsequent action taken 

by the governor to initiate the closure of the guide vanes. The time delay 

indicated, shown by the lateral shift between the start of the speed rise 

trace and that of the guide vane closure, is of the order of 0.5 seconds. 

However, although this discrepancy may be due to a non-alignment of the 

tracer pens a time.. delay_in the response of the governor often occurs 

in practice and therefore it was incorporated in the transient analysis. 
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The spiral pressure head trace, trace number three in Figure 6.13, 

displays a considerable fluctuation of the pressure head over the majority 

of the trace. These fluctuations lie within upper and lower bounds. For 

practical purposes these bounds were tabulated and these are the two 

traces indicated for the site recording spiral pressure head in Figure 6.14. 

The spiral pressure heads have also been converted to give the percent 

rise in spiral pressure. The percent speed rise and percent guide vane 

opening traces from the site recordings are shown in Figure 6-., 15. 

Immediately after the load has been rejected the site recordings 

show a rapid increase in the spiral pressure. Between four and eight 

seconds after the rejection the spiral head levels off, reaching a maximum, 

around six seconds after the rejection, with a pressure rise in the order 

of thirty six percent. Eight to ten seconds after the rejection the spiral 

pressure head falls off rapidly to below the initial-pressure head. This 

is followed immediately by a secondary rise in the pressure head which peaks 

between eleven and twelve seconds after the rejection. Following the 

secondary peak the pressure head levels off before rising steadily over 

the final closing stages of the guide vanes, complete closure coming twenty 

four seconds after the load rejection.. Following the guide vane closure 

the spiral head trace indicates little variation in the pressure head. 

The speed rise trace from the site recordings is reproduced in 

Figure 6.15 Following the load rejection the speed rises sharply and 

peaks at about a forty percent rise after six seconds. Subsequently the 

pump-turbine begins to decelerate and the speed rise is reduced. This 

initial reduction in the speed rise is a rapid one but becomes less marked 

over the final stages of the guide vane closure. Upon the full closure of 

the guide vanes the pump-turbine is rotating ten percent below the rated 

speed. 
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The spiral-pressure head results from the hydraulic transient 

simulation are shown in Figure 6.14 together with the site recordings. 

During the initial six seconds the calculated spiral pressure head shows 

a very good correlation with the site recordings. The maximum pressure 

rise is depicted to within one percent and the results follow closely to 

those of the upper limit--of the pressure head. Between six and ten seconds 

the results lie within the upper and lower limit traces and the marked 

fall off of the pressure head has been picked up. The results have also 

picked up the secondary pressure head peak although the peak value is 

slightly over estimated. by three to four percent. Subsequent to the 

secondary peak the results give the general trend of the site recordings, 

a steady increase in the pressure head to around ten percent above the 

steady state conditions. However, during the final closure of the guide 

vanes the pressure head continues to rise and then falls after the guide 

vanes have closed. In fact the spiral pressure is moving in to a period of 

oscillatory motion. This would generally be the expected case following 

the closure of the guide vanes. Once closed the pressure waves continue 

to propagate through the hydraulic system, between the spiral inlet and 

the upper reservoir.. or the spiral inlet and the main inlet valve should 

this also be closed. These oscillations would continue for many minutes 

before being fully damped by the friction in the system. It remains 

unclear why such oscillations are not shown on the site recordings. 

The corresponding results for the speed rise are shown in Figure 6.15 

Throughout the period of the simulation the results for the speed rise 

have been over estimated. The results over the initial six seconds closely 

follow those from the site recordings and the peak speed rise is depicted 

to within four percent. Over the subsequent six seconds the results once 

again give a good correlation with those from the site recordings. The results 
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Figure 6.16 : Locus of operating point through the exploded unit speed 

versus unit discharge performance characteristics. 
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after twelve seconds lie within two percent of the site recordings. After 

twelve seconds the speed rise gives the general trend of those from the 

site recordings but with the speed rise being calculated approximately 

eight percent higher. The simulation results indicate a less marked 

deceleration. of the pump-turbine than that given in the site recordings. 

during the period between twelve and twenty seconds and this accounts for 

the discrepancy in the speed rise over the final closure of the guide 

vanes. 

The computer simulation results show a satisfactory correlation 

with the site recordings and have served as a verification of the program's 

operation. The results were able to depict the maximum spiral pressure 

head and rotational speed rises to within one and four percent, respectively. 

These results are particularly important as the design of a hydro-power 

plant is dependent on withstanding these maximum pressure and speed rises. 

Simulations must be able to predict these accurately and the degree of 

accuracy found in the simulation of station A has=proved': itself to be 

acceptable. 

The locus of the operating point for the hydraulic transient analysis 

is shown in Figure 6.16 on the exploded unit speed versus unit discharge 

plane. It is clear that the operating point passes in to the reverse 

pumping quadrant and that a reversal of flow occurred during the full 

load rejection. Whilst passing through the reverse pumping quadrant the 

operating point is within the re-entrant region of the guide vane curves. 

There are no discontinuities in the locus in this region and this shows 

that the handling routines for the location of the guide vane sections in 

the re-entrant region were successful. 
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6.5.2 Station B: Alternative Mode of Operation 

Station B is a typical hydro-power plant equipped with five Francis 

turbines each rated at 2.5 megawatts. The-. schematic layout of Station B 

is shown in Figure 6.17. The upper reservoir leads into a single penstock 

which is 470 metres long. The penstock branches 34 metres upstream of the 

power house, with a seperate branch for each of-the five turbines. The 

turbine draft tubes are not connected to a tailrace system but feed 

directly into the lower reservoir. The turbines are designed to operate 

under a net head of 32 metres at 500 r. p. m. which delivers a discharge in 

the order of 8.7 cubic metres per second. The full hydraulic data for 

Station B is given in Appendix III. 

The five Francis turbines have relief valves connected. to their 

spiral casings. Following the full load rejection of the turbines the 

relief valves are designed to open in the same time as the guide vanes 

close. The relief valve opening is a two stage opening, over a period of 

8'seconds, and their.. subsequent closure is a single stage closure. The 

full closure of the relief valve is achieved 32 seconds after the rejection 

of the load. The guide vane and relief valve opening laws are shown in 

Figure 6.18. 

The hydraulic transient analysis of Station B simulates a full load 

rejection. The load is rejected from all five turbine simultaneously and 

the subsequent guide vane and relief valve movements are identical for 

each turbine. The hydraulic layout for Station B is symmetrical. This 

together with the identical operation of each turbine produces the same 

simulation results for each turbine. The results from a single turbine, 

therefore, only need to be discussed. 
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Figure 6.18 : Guide vane and relief valve opening laws for Station B. 
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The simulation results for Station B are shown in Figure 6.19. 

The traces of prime importance are the spiral head rise and the speed 

rise. In addition to these traces Figure 6.19 indicates the guide vane 

closure law, the turbine discharge and the relief valve discharge. The 

relief valve discharge is given as a percentage of initial turbine 

discharge. The spiral head and speed rises are given as percentages of 

their initial values, at time zero. The load rejection occurs at time 

zero and the abscissa indicates the time after the load rejection. 

In the first second after the load rejection the spiral head falls 

slightly before rising to an initial peak of 9.3 percent after 5 seconds. 

The final closing stages of the guide vanes initiate a second rise in the 

spiral head which rises steadily throughout the subsequent closure of the 

relief valve. The spiral head rises to maximum of 16.0 percent upon the 

complete closure of the relief valve, 32 seconds after the rejection of 

the load. Following the closure of the relief valve the spiral head shows 

an oscillatory motion as the pressure waves continue to propagate between 

the spiral inlet and the upper reservoir. The oscillatory motion will 

continue until the friction in the system damps out the pressure waves. 

The speed rises sharply following the load rejection and reaches a 

a peak value of 34.1 percent after 4.0 seconds. After the peak speed rise 

the turbine decelerates and the speed rise falls to 19.5 percent as the 

guide vanes close, 8 seconds after the load rejection. The speed rise 

continues to fall throughout the subsequent closure of the relief valve, 

falling below the initial speed, at 4, ime zero, after 15.6 seconds. It 

should be noted that the speed rise results given here are-those for a 

retardation of the turbine without the aid of mechanical breaking. 
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The relief valve operation is indicated in Figure 6.19 by the relief 

valve discharge results. The relief valve discharge rises throughout the 

closure of the guide vanes. The initial fall off of the spiral head, in 

the first second, indicates that the sum of the turbine and relief valve 

dicharges during this period is slightly greater than the initial turbine 

discharge at time zero. Subsequently the combination of guide vane closure 

and relief valve opening results in an overall reduction in the discharge 

through the penstock. At the fülliguide vane closure the relief valve 

discharge reaches a maximum, 87.5 percent of the initial turbine discharge. 

As the relief valve closes the discharge is: reduced, approximately linearly, 

and falls to zero on the final closure of the relief valve, 32 seconds 

after the load rejection. 

The hydraulic transient simulation presented in this Section is for 

a relief valve of a fixed full bore cross-sectional area operating under 

a predetermined open and closure rate. By repeating the simulations for a 

range of cross-sectional areas and movement rates an optimisation of the 

required characteristics of the relief valve can be made. The characteristics 

of the relief valve will be dependent on the limitations imposed on the 

spiral head and speed rises. 

Although no site recordings are available for comparison with the 

simulation results the results themselves suggest that the turbine 

boundary with-relief valve is functioning properly. This is indicated by 

the smooth change of flow from the turbine to the relief valve and the 

steady rise in pressure as the relief valve is closed. 
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CTAPTPR 7 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The development of prototype performance characteristics from 

alternative sources, as opposed to model testing, provides opportunities 

for further research. Some of the areas that can be pursued are :- 

(i) the comparison of'prototype performance characteristics, 

obtained from model test studies on a hydraulically similar 

turbine, with those obtained from the alternative sources. 

(ii) the comparison with prototype performance characteristics, 

as above, but covering a wide range of specific speeds 

in order to assess their eligibility over a range of different 

specific speeds. 

(iii) the hydraulic transient analysis of a hydro-power station 

using actual prototype performance characteristics and 

correlating the results with those using the alternative 

sources of turbine performance characteristics. 

The algorithm for the solution of the turbine or pump-turbine 

boundary can be developed further :- 

(iv) to include operation under governor control for the analysis 

of response to changes in load and utilising the linear 

relationships between the unit parameters which results 

from the method of guide vane curve representation. 

(v) to include an optimisation procedure for the relief valve, 

with the relief valve characteristics being determined by 

limits imposed on the speed or spiral head rises. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

(i) Two methods of obtaining turbine performance characteristics from 

alternative sources, other than from the testing of a hydraulically 

similar model turbine, have been developed. The first is based on 

the published performance characteristics of typical reaction 

turbines and the second method is based on the performance 

characteristics of a turbine with a similar specific speed. 

(ii) Investigations of the problems associated with the use of unit 

parameter, four quadrant, reversible pump-turbine performance 

characteristics in hydraulic transient analyses led to the development 

of a solution algorithm based on a modified unit parameter plane. 

The solution algorithm reduces the multi-variable boundary problem 

to one in a single variable. 

(iii) A computer program for the analysis of hydraulic., transients in 

hydro-power stations, incorporating the machine boundary solution 

algorithm,. was developed. Simnlationxesults were compared with. 

a set of on-site recordings and the operation of the program 

verified. 

(iv) In conjunction with the transient analysis program an automatic mesh 

generation program, to facilitate the interpolation of intermediate 

guide vane curves in turbine or pump-turbine performance characteristics, 

was verified by the comparison of the simulation results with the 

on-site recordings. 
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(v) The machine boundary solution algorithm was extended to incorporate 

a relief valve option. Despite a lack of on-site recordings for 

purposes of comparison the simulation results suggest that the 

algorithm was successful. 
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, C; t s;: : :a]'. : s; C :,:; t Y;: s: ' :; i :s.; .;: i, i : 's ]:: J, t :;: 1t tý zf :;: : S;::;! s, ̀2 c, r; t :; t ý, "'z 3, :; t [, - _r>,: I .. -. s.: t; c ; 
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t :. ffli31 fit of .. c 
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TT =ý.. 
ITT ý 
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-AL: 
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T. 

Ir(II'11ýI).. t. _; ) . ', LL 

IP(1.1). 'ýE. ý)C, ýLL `ATý.;; JI', v P6, 
; T? (irl) 

rc(ISTp(l, I).: ý_"`)C. aLL )ATST(I ýTSTr') ""(1r`: ')IJR (1, l) 
TFIZ1 P( 1- ý" 

C1L! : TT.? IT-3, r: T. )r II T'; 11Ti1, ý", 'ý. '. ýý 
EA (1, j) IIT( 1,1) 

: -'LL :: ATP'(IIT,. ). jT, JT ) 
ILI 

I VTt1,1). ^c. ý)1C LL DAT V(I°°VT, iVTI 
'. :) (1 r" ') ITT (1,1) 

iF(I TT(1º1). 'ýE. C)C.: LL : )ATST{ISTTTI 
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1C L'_ YET l' = ý! t S P, 'YSI IP, I; 'VP ., r T'r I 

1F( I: T(ItI).: 4E- .:; )C; LL :Y TL'1(ý)YýTr. 4ýY. TºI'. TtI;! VI,:: Tf, , 1,:, 
_) C 

C t'i ; 
.. 

"1 :; i l;:: ' = :: -i,;: 1r{3; 2 7; ;ti; a;::;. ['t . :; i ,!:;: "; 1 :; t ,; t,;::;: 1;: :;. :;::;: 1;: t: t::;::;: ;[t;: ItI: 7,: .;:::: ,;. ;::;:: ý:.. i ,;: ,;: 1,.: t'": ,; f ý;:: ":: i t;: S;.., 

C 
C C. ýLCJLATE ST-;. ý)Y C 
CS;: _:; __ :.;. z -- -�� 
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Ir2i .T 
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49 CALL ,, ]FLY:, 'P. SY.; r', IPP, 1; 'P"IT T: 3I 
JJ="; Sy O2 

i^^ I, (JJ. L. =.: ) T0 13, Cl 
ISY3ý(I, JJ l .ý:. SY ;. ý(1, JJ-111 JJ=JJ-1 

TY' ITI (CYr(2, JJ)Ty 
=SY? (2, JJ)+1ý3-vTYOC°: 1C 

T1 1 St 1: 391 . t, i, 591Jb). `iTYr 
101 JJ=JJ-1 

T� 1"' 
102 : \LL SS 

. V(iý`! VP, ': "')c, Z- , Ir P, SY', r9JJ9. iatVP9-1) 

1J3 CALL 33'iT, 3)T?,: it1 P9CY: SP , JJ, r? p, V'rr-1) 
2T_ 100 

1. ̂ . 4 CAL: SS32(I_r. P, ý. 'ý II'r P, SYSP, JJtHP, VF1 
0T, - 10) 

CALL SS?. 
_ý( = P9., -3 I Ir'", JJ, pI, VP 

SJT 100 
:: SELL SSJ": (: IP, 3YJP, JJ,: i? r'Jp, -1 ) 

ACT' 10J 
CC': T1'IUC 

CALL SS FL2, (SYST, ýSYST, IIT, T, VTTTIT, C) 
JJ=. Y; T 

(JJ. L="1)).: TL 23' 
: Y', T(1. JJ)"ý;. 3YCT(L, JJ-1))JJ=JJ-1 

TY? ==i T-YSTL9JJ+y4 IJ 
4J E ; YT(ý. J +1-; - JYU 

201 "JJ=JJ-1 

202 CALL SSL'VT, UIIT, J T, SYT, JJT, VTi , )) 
3" ýT 
C, -1LL SSST( : STTt'. U fSY ; TJJ, T`JT, J1 

? 24 CALL S3 T. 'JIITT, Y; T, JJ, "-iT, VTI t,; 1 
ýC. ICJ 

r _MLL S3 SXLi, 
-iýT, 

JY iTrJJ t iTt'JT, 
T' ? CJ 

CALL SSJ i: Tf _T, SY: iT, JJ, HT, VTt3) 
T_ 2 

' 
L3ý : I. ': T: UL 

2 =ý+C I=1, IT. (1,: ) 
IF(lIT(1,1) "2.. 0)riT(1,1)=%, L 
11IIT(1.1)"_:. )VT (1,1)=7..:. (VP(I, 1)='_: ^(i, ol1/ 

1 (3.1, x' 
! 1=1? (1,1)-, 7T(1,1)+(VP(1,1):. -VT (1,1) 

T I, I=-, TI, 1) ; 1. To (I, 11)/S. ý: T(H) 

_ý 11=; T (: r ) -1T (2i'+Itl)/i C (irl) 
i)1 T... (I, ))=; T 2l/(i: Tý(I, 11) TI, LI4 T 

CALL F1 119: ov):: c: '. ý+ftl), IT 
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7 (, T 1T11Tl:. ) 

CT is 
2 5: 

, T. >( 'TA I, 11)/3; RT (r) 
1=: \T (I, ;) Tr: rIL )i3V0(1,1) 

CA LL FL .2r. ý11, iiv3Sr": ýV; i"T 
1 LLT. ' 11T'. (I, L 

T 
2T_, tI, 4)=iT. (I, 10) RT1,3) 

. 
T3(I, 11TT'(1p11) 

TI+1JTc> I, )/( 3.14.2: RT 
RT.; ( I+10, )=". T_'ý(I+10, ', )/(2" t. =ý. 6)4-HP(1,1) 

T(I+1Or5)=ýTý(I+10.7)+Vý(Iri)'"°L/(L'. tY9. -'J3) 
RT_(I+1Jr3)=-(4J="`nTtý(IrC1/(314T (irSl: t°C11'' 

T: +LOrý) TJ's1+10ro)/('. Oay. ýJS1+riT I1 
nT+T', ( I+1 l, b)+VT(i, 11°" 
I=i1T11T 1+I"D XL 

Lv 
3`1 

1I Vl.. 

f,, ':: "., t:,:, $. 'I:.: 3t:: t.. .: I :. "I :, t :, 
"1,:. 11,: 1,., 

,: 
J4:, t :,,: ), f :;::, t t,::: i 1; [ : :j : "1 : : 

"t 
: 

.. 
t,: [. ... 

-. ::, ", t :, 

C 

C. 

ý` ""t t""'z '" i:, 
,: 

's : 't 1, 
,.:. 

t 3;: [, : {: ýi :; t 1;: ýt :,:, i :, : l:,: t; i:, I". t', t:, 31;: '. t l,. ': f Sý": t', t i::,: J,: is :; : ýt 3:: 't :, [[: f :IJ;: "t týt: t tt 
_ 

:, 1 

C 
:'... 31 )JTrTL T 

'rII 3T. _ß A1 
'TI'"1E LI. 1IT FU C LCULArIý',; S', T35, '=', , F``"J+/' 

1 'TI )L 
.; 

TLP =] k, :: 'UTPUT''3`. '='r: '; "``'. Zr///i 
332-, ' J ý_SrXL-ý=S 

? Cý J ! +T(//'iX, 'RE5ý; 2Vi)I: y AT 
. 

't/ý'ý, ' .tt: .: rr., ::, .' f//i 
1 'i P? 'l ESE 'vül L=V_L', T. ý 

L ",., 4 -.,, 1_ -V31 L V-L', T- 
4& 

'_' X, FS. lr////) 
1TE13,333) 

30 (//'ý T,, 
r-1-is 3 IA" //,: i:; i z, tii: z' "/ i/i- 

IF(1I=(1r1).. ' E. G)-ALL 3UTPN(II?, PrliP, v'P) 
IF(I'V°l1,1)". JE. J)CALL . 2UT'1V(I: 'Vrrn''V(P) 
IF(iST? (191). `. 0)CALL CJTST(Iý '"r: ýT 
IF1). ývE. C)CALL 2UT_3: t(l. 

. 4R11=(3, ýßü1 
Ito ý-- _R IAI (/ /'"%;, f/. tf'-, zri/'.,. "t., //, 1 

CALL 3UTT. (ITür T) 

,4 1TE(3" 5C) 

IF(. IT(1"1 ). _ ". 2)ýCr2 ? 
LL CUTFP (I I I,.,;; T, HT, vT ) 

Ir(VT (I , I) ": c. )CALL .2UTV (I -, v v1 . -. ; IF(ISTT(l, lLL : 'JT2T(:; >TTT7 i 

T. ' 37 J. ý 
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T 
77 _". T: 

LL I 1TTýýIýTt', TI i,.. 
ý. ,.. r 1, 'f. 

_T r 

LL T T1 
_T. _ f 

T_, TT} 
't '. -t- 

.--I:;..: 
:-il: 1; '. tit :. :ý_:: :;: _,: i;: 

- 
:,:, i 

,i 
="L J:: J.. , -. i 

C. ; 'tý:,: :. 
" 

'"t:. : ttai: J ti ". . i'ý ". i :t :t-. C CL : 
"i 

:. 
. 
`t. "-. 

. 
'1'ii'" 

._ 
:i :I : ý: Jr: ': t J:: 'iI: t : i:: i ileiIt 

4J T'=TT+:; T 
I`! "TC4.0 
7.. tl I=1, IT}(1,1) 

., _= . Tc (I, 11)ii. (_ (I, 11) 
)3=; ýi: T 

I T. 1 I TI 
P, 7 =Q: T (5: I 1-, ) 
CALL C? LU:: (I, J: P, 2T, A 

64 J=1, IT.; ( t, I) 
Fx(J)=riT. 3(4U-t- I, J) 
FY(J)=MT, (5ü+I, J) 

ALL I.: T : PFh, TTý.: T_. f, i 
_) .:?. - 

(".: ) ) 
50+I. 13) 

týT-, ( 50+1 1 12 
iT3 : )1 

c11. J/( J. : c. 6 KD"10f 
C31 1It2 T. "(:, ý, IY TdI5 
Cý=(1. J/(L 

Iý ý'J'iT= ! 
'. 72 `: 'J. 

I --iNT=IC0U-; T+1 
1F( IC. JU\T. LT"L0 470 

4Ca RT(5 +112 
.1T '-J 7I 

C'JTJ r7: 
4ý1 CALL CPLJJ (i 

I: =(II. T(I, 1). =. TLi 
CALL CFLU_ (I, --T, DT,,, AJ, -. ') 

. 1=I. 2/(? _, PC I, ý1 : =15)+1. ? /(.. T (1,, ).:; ) 

r, ='T. 41D 

114 
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J==T I1TI+1'J"1 

=CX"_(ý`i-. cT3Ill)-r; T::; 1r4 
T IºV)- Tr3( 1+1J" 

F X11=2. J=ýT_i{I"i3)-r: Tý(I-13,13) 

2 11 
3 

421 r 
YýN1`. 

"y J. =. 
y+A2 

+A3 

Ir= iF LT. r1 S(=, i/1JJ0 . J) SJTC 422 

G'J T3 Lt 21 - 

RT +lC"1)=; ýTIrI 
RT (I+10.2) =; ýT3(I, 2 ) 

TaI-1 r4)=.: ýT3{: "`t) 

RTI+1'Cr1'J)= T3(I91J) 
ß`i11cTý(I. 1: )/S�i-Tt H) 

ýJ 4 J=1"IT'(3, I) 
FX(J)=; ZT-, (3 +I. J 
FY(J)=ir3(201-I 91 

4Zn CJýTI' OF 
CALL I'. TE: ýP(FX"=Y"TT"%T (I+10.7)"IT3(3, I)) 
CALL YYFI.: J( . 11. x': 11, : S'J0, üS+Jv'O"IrRT3( I+1 "7), E. i1r 

1 riT_3I3 AAX"AAY". ý)X"ýEY 

SL1=(AAY- 3Y)/(AAX-5 X) 
CC1=ü'Y-S' L1 5X 
CALL YYFI.. J( T11"T'; 11"': GVU". ̀ ýSr Or I. RTi( I*1ý-'rý1 "C Cllr 

1 tT3 I8AA XA4Y'3 : ýX" Y 

I =( AX. ý Y 3ýX) TJ 455 
SL 2= (AAY--33Y) /tA: AX-ß: 3X l 
C 32=: 33Y-SL_" 3 
ITý.. =J 
Al=3L1/(J`.; ': =D3) 
A Z: lI T:. ( I, 11 ) 
A3--tSLI%EE /(JJ: T1J3 

(I. 1RT1t4))'SLZ/(C4 
4 FN=(A1=: =HH+A2: =Sýýi +, a3)''=(ZZSY(ZTCHH 4-A 

iF( -' 3 S(F"-I). LT. 0. UC11 TJ 460 
GFH: (Ai+AZ/(2'ATt;,; ±)) 1 (ZZ°. '3T(hral+,; 4) 
)Fu=3 F"+(A1-"=HH+A 2,: S- ZT('ýH)+A3)=Y(ýZ/(2.0= ""rrZT(HH)) ) 

CFH 0F-+Z7 A5 
r7,1= 1r1-ß /" Fi 

IT=R=ITEh+1 
IFTý't. ýT. CJ) JTo 455 

4cß FT:; (I, 3)=iH 
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T')=(ZT Iº3)--7 c)/JD 
T (It1)=(AI T, 3(I, 3)+A3-ýS. RTI T_(I. 3+A31/? Z 

T +c 

TI"Z)==. 
RTI, 3) D::: E: +-E 
E'4' 1I=TI, 1Tß(I, 1T(r3(I, 3)) rZZ 
C.; L'- r=i; CT I T, II Jr V-" Ir ;T , (I+: 7) 

c'ý11ºý=`'ll"rAX tAA f3L) 3"Y 
C3iý. ZTIr31/(2C 

l=-, T-, ( 1+10,1 
46 hT (I: 4)=3. Cý'" C3I"1)-ýTI+1'Jº1))-RT3( I+1Cº41 

RT; =tI, 3)=ýT-(Iº1) Ti(I, 11)/5 TT: '(I, 3")1 
RT,. I I"? 1=? TJI2)/l'JZ4=S, ýRTtc: T, 2, t; )) 
RT? (I, 0 =0.5: -(= T.; (I r +1+RTýt I+1ý, 4) )/ 

3) ) 
Vý : "11=(RT 3(I"2)+tT50+I. 12) PI"o1 
I. = (IIT(1,1). NE. 0) T(I, 1)=-tT3C I, 2)/ ýT(I"6) 
1F(IIICI, I). c' . ý)VT(IRT 
HP(, "I)=VP(1,1)/NS-"S/, S 
IF(IIT(1,1).: 4! c.. 1HT(I, 1)='11(I, 1 
IF{I IT ( 1.11 . ý,. )HT ( I, 1) ='CLRLS 
RTý(I+1J, 5)=-(4. :; -(TL; ( ºZ)+RT t`;:; +II. "' 

Iro1ý';. ýJ 

t 3.14Z IRT j (I 
T I+10 , ý)=RT. -, (I+111: )/(2 C*# . `I. +HP(11 

QT3(I+1C, 5)=KT-(I+10, x)+vP: rl 2'J=4>., )6) 
"RTI+1,0)=-(Y. =: =ýT_ I, 2)Lý T (I. 6) : )); °°2 
:T I+1C, o)=ýtTI+1Cl , )/(2. J*4. ýý51+hT(1,1) 
RT 2(I+10.6)= T-(I+10,6+VT"1)= 2 
IF(iIT(1.10 )RT3(1+1C, 6)=xL:: ES 

SALZ TRJt( IIP, 0 iP,,: T", -i? IVP) 
JJ=: 

ACC JJ=JJ+1 
IFJAGC) 700 
IF(; Y'0P(1, JJ). t. ý. SYSP(2, JJ). AD. 'ýYSP"JJ). L:. I01-J1J 
1Fl YSP 1JJc";. C)IS, T`J 100 ` 

tFl Y,: PrJJ). C2.31.: +YSP(2, JJ). LL. t7)GJT, 51' 
, CT. 52J 

510 IF(0YSP(2, JJ). ýý . SYSP(2"JJ-1)l. 0T0 500 
520 VTYFE I JT((: YSP( 2, JJ)-L)/I0) 

E =3YSPt _tJJ )-'TYPE 1C. 
TJ1,5J23"J49J5) TYP_ 

öCl I". ='ýYSa( JJ+Ll 
ýIUTY0'(2, JJ-1) 
CALL Tk 'V'r'I9P : JT". J'_ IVPVPTTIIPPfJfrrýPV; 
JCTJ 

1i C1 

602 =SYS'(J9JJ+11 
ýnJT=3Yý^(2, JJ-1) 
CALL T: 'ýT(? I'i, P: JT, U; uFrý"iJTPý: >fP, II? "i: 3P"_'T, ;ý "d? ) 

T 
6C3 ý'I': =JYS? ' ( 2, JJ+11 

SELL T r'I'. "',: i3F; "IPrIIP, c. P"CT, `! ', VP 1 

634 P: JT=:, Y,? (2, JJ-1l 
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ALL TR: _ (?:. UT"Jt: _S) , IIP, c3P, JT"- , VP, -1) 
nTT C1C C 

1l 

605 ' I': = YCr (_'rJJ+l ) 

CALL TJP: '. "PJUTIir" Pr3Tt4P9V? 
T, ] 50 

7L0, lrl1ýT(11)". ý. JJUT ýý 0 
ALL V 

JJ=ü 
71C JJ=JJ+1 

IF(JJ., T. i3Y3T) 3OT: ? 0C 
IFSYTirJJYST( JJCSYST2 JJL_. 13)S T2 71 
I7(: Y: T(1, JJ).: W. 0)',; 'jTC 710 
IF( )Y:; T('"JJ1. üc. 31. A'ýJ. iY T(ý"JJ1. Lc. 4r));, T) 72 

J0T 3 73, E 
720 ? F(. CYST(2, JJ). vý. SYST(2, JJ-1))'ý,: TJ 710 
730 ": TY =I': T l (CY)T(ýtJJ)-i)/10) 

"1 U" ý=S YT (2, JJ)-14 TYPC4°10 
SCTg; 1 _72rß 3ß j 4t 5TYP 

'C1 `: Y3T(ZJJ+1 

-JTY3T"JJ-Il 
ALL Tn. ̀ "VIPIL \; rP.; 'JT"'ý. ); 1E 1"I'"'VT, R VT, TT, IIT T, JT! A T, V 
]T 

0713 

'C2 IYST , JJ +'1 
aCUT=JY3T(2"JJ-1) 
CALL TR.; TPI'., P,; UT, . J'`. ?, ITT, TTfIITr('E TtTTVT 

ýIT1v 

8C3 I': =3YSTJJ+l J 
C +LL Thal(Pi: ýº: rU: ', ýýý: fI. KTtIIT"33T, DT"r'T, VT) 

3TJ 71C 
ßC4 I a, T=SYSTI , JJ-il 

CALL TRRES(P.; UT, XLr. ES, IIT, 3 T, -IT , fýTb'TJ) 
0TH 71C 

fC5 I'd=CYCTJJ+I 
°`JT=)YJT(ýrJJ-I 
C, \LL TRJ\(PI'4? P_, UT"IIT "` =_, T, LITHT9'vT 
1. ,1 

9C0 E: 11 
I(=TI"E. =y. 1TI''5);, HLL UJT ST(IT3, RTv, TT) 
IT 
CALL CPD `TE(IIn'P, 1V? ) 
IF(IiT(1"1).;. ý. J)-CALL 'JP*-)ATz( IIT, EET".! T, VT) 
:: TJ 400 

2CCO STC' 
tJ 

C 
C TITL3 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Jý? UUTI' TITLE 

C 
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I 

IT=(391') 
\, Tr L, /:,: ýs i,: "ý lei :; i :... : ýt t,: i; i t;:: 

"ý 
'. 

.: 
I; i :: ": 'i .i l'. ... t. ý 

.. 
t, i t, t ;i: "`: ý :; t t; ";: i"i;:: 'i [;: ': _;::,: [, i "; " i, t : 

.1 

1 Tr1, ' 
? TctI � 

. AR1C'< 1EE\I :Gf PT. 
tT4111 .ß :r 
1 T41, ' 
1 T't1 f' 'E C. ALl, 

. ýLA1I '2 N,; ": ' 

1 TY1f"'= 
1 T41 
1 T9-1, ' . ,;. TtI IL 4L',. LEY 
1 T41,1i. 
1T It I, 'i:: is =ý[ -, 

.[:; i :2 ;1:;: 
,_, 

;i ='= I;: ;i :a;: ". " 
. =; _ ]. c 

.--. 
:: i :-O; t a; f ,:: 

a ". " ". 
.:: 

4 i; = :;: i:: ;tý: : ,;: ,a[; [ 1ý : _,: 
, 

TI vom 
Tj 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

CTI i1ý vli T 
l: IT3,13 

1 .(/ :4i; 1; [: ": "//T4jý "'cý)ULT rA Tý H: it i"ýR CAL ULHTIJ, 15' 

i12"1 L: 3.2) 
2C 2''' 'AT (' Ii E', TI: u, ' 'riý T 

1 Tu \' Li II vT? C, ' T'JR-ý 1 : ß', T4 ,' TU-\ 3I"ýý", TS0 , 1' _JIJ` VE_", Tý), ' u. 4IT', T7C, I UN IT", Ti Jo, ' UNIT' ,T 1'S? IRAL" , TICJ, ' J/TU ' ,/ 1T11"r.. ... r- 

C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
C 

C 

vr' tliJ ': ýýLt, %IFIL.;, ' SPE ', TJ, ' DI CHARSE', T' i, 
I''! LT HEAJ', TýC, ' ÜFý; ýI TöJ, ' SP__r. ', T7C, 

DISCH ARG L "T TL; R `", T ,' Ha D, TIGi', ' 
'(3C3)', TýC, "(:. P.?.. )'rT3C, '(CU ECS , T40, 

I'( l)'"T90, ' 00, ' 

: ATPP 

. 's :. 

SU2, ýýU T IN 3ATP? (I1, 
ýý, )T) 

2IIýv II(1D, 3: ), _. _(3C, 2') 
JO 1J I=1, II(1,1) 



20 : cAD(Lr'ý1.3 (1,1)r (Ire)tý.. (1 3 1r'=ý(I, 1 r71lr 

irýl=3.1+Z=`: tIrý1' ý(I12 /4 
7)=+: ýiii((ýý(Ir41-; ß(I, 2))/' (I, 1)l 

IIC? "I)=IT . T(( CT'3 ( I, 3)))+'J. 5) 
II(7,1)=I (2, I) I 

(Ifý)=_', t 1, I)/tLr': II(=r I 1 
T jßä T i. -1ý. IU IV'. T 

C 
C AT 
C 

C 
C 

:i 'U ? -' JTI:. _ DAT'-! V( IIV ,. tMV) 
C 

I`! V(3r1: ) r V(3C, I1) 
I1fi'V(1r1) 

R_AJ (1 ,; t) -1, Vv'( 191.1 ) 
F: E- A_) (Ir'. ) I-'V(3, I) 
D7 J=1, I IV(3, I) 

;. EA"Jilr'=)tt'lV(I, J),. t, d(1C+IrJ)r'n^V(2O+I"J) 
C', TI . JE 

1ý r TIuE 

C 
C J,: TST 
C 

C 
C 

2.2JTI: I JATST(ISTT) 
C 

IT(3r1J) " T('Oriv) 
IT(1,1) 

=ýýI lr:; ) 3T( 1,11) r? 3T(Ir1 
ýýi: %(lr'=) IST(3,1) 

=: J=19I: T(; 9I) 
ýýAJ(1r =)'. 3 T(Ili) r ýT(1t+IrJ) 

1'0 TI 

C 

C 



C 
C 

I-frr 

C 

7: ý Iý J=1"IJ (1.1) 

Rýýý(1, '" 11I-.: (' s J)"I=:, I. R(L, J) 1 
I ýý( 15 , J)=J 

"C 

C 
C Y3T , 
C 
c: t"::::. ": "II t-t2 ;.: :; f ;: 

C 
C 

,' TI'1= SYST = (; Yýý ýýYSr iIt I'1v, IST9 I-Rt IT->) 

C 
,T ER I1(1"">; )"I V(iI LC)rI T(311")" 

I: 1(I ,I )ºITý(4,10)ý..: I3,17)r 
SY31CJ), T 

1C) .' . T+1 

1l ((II(ý, I)). ; 0.. 1); är.; 1 

S2T3 2'J 

Zý T'C 3ü I=1, II(1,1) 
I. = lII (t ý i) .ý.. 1 3ý= } 'JTC 3J 

Y31t'ý)=ii(4ýI1 
Y0(4vK)=Ii CJ II 

K 4- 

I (1 i (5 Il. '4~. iTJ 4'J 
K=C}1 
SYý(1, ) =11(3,1) 

Ir=( T. c.: r_(1,1) 1GC 
3T.; 5, i 

K=ýK+1 
SY. '(Ivý\)=II(3, I) 
S'0(3, J=I115, i) 
,, '. ) I J=1.1? -Z(IgI) 

: r(: _ý(ýºJ). :. II(3rL)). JýT '; 
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C 
I_ýt1ý, J)=": (1, J+i 

15r 1. _;. I <(., J))ýýT 

t0 N3D =Ti(13"I) 
GJTJ 

20 CTI U 
<. C ;: TL C 

DJ Lý I SY. 
I+=( Y (1rI1. _,. 0)G, 1TJ 200 

TY? Ei'ýT((iYI)+-3 ", ) 
üTJlOr 20 92 340TYP 

21 J GOT: 
_'00 2: 0 CALL "JSG 

DT 3 20C 
Cal L ''' TST) 
GJT3 ? 0J 

2400 '4? K: C=1r3 
,, J ý'4* JJ=1 I. ýt1r11 

VJRIrCý, JJILr r"JJ 244 üTI". U'-: 
ýý' Cý'1T1'i'JE 

CALL Ji 0cri6 (3YSr1 
71 

' 'jl 7' U 
ý. ýT 

Ct:. ...:.::. ... 
C 
C 1G t .. ý 
C- 
c 
C 
C 

J.. ýIiTI.; E ITYr 
C 

I'; T:; N SYS( 2 100)rLTYPE(3r1J) 
13 J=1, ITYPO(1,1) 

IF(ITYp 2rJ)*, *E SYS(lri. 7 10 
SYIS (2, I)=SYj(2, I)-I0+J 

1C C7 : TI', UE 
ET'JZ; N 

C' r 
C 
C 
CT 
C 

C 

C 
Uý . CUTI': r J TF IT 11, T11,. ýý VJ 

C 
70.14), 

1 i1I(10, u: i, 1ý)r 111(10, C� 15ir. ii''. 2)r: 11RC ), 
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1 T'. 11(1J, oJr17), TI1'3, C, 15), 11x. (13), 
13 C 

,D IC I=1, IT: ''(I, I) 
T_(Ir:; <T (I, c) 

2AJ(1, " ) T-(1,11) 

1IT. ý(3r1 
Jý "? J=19IT_-'(3,1) 

%LA-: -): TLý (20+ItJ) t,, T_; (_1`+1, J) 
2C Cc--TI. J 

r 
,, 

_D (1, =", ) IT: 4, I1 

vJ 3U J=1, IT 
SE aJ(1 r' )-. T - (40+1 9J ), ýT'il ('JC+I, J) tKTc(: ý O+I rJ ) 

"v 

1r3 "u 
ýý YV 1-I, I7 

2AJ(2, '"°) ; 1.1 . (I),. 11t(I), 11SCI) 
"Y L; 

ýý\J(', =)(3VC(IK-1, GVJ(i)) 
Jý J J1, NS (1 ) 

ýEhJ( , lt:: ': 11(i, JrK)rK=1, VJ(I) 
REAG(ý, '=)( 11(I"Jt! ýl, '{=1r: DVJ(I)1 

TI. Uý 

SE. 1 ý(2, °'') ( T', 11 ( I, J, i; l C I) 
SEAJ(2r =)CT11(I, J, K)r\=Ir'.; Vc(IM 

EC TI': U 
40 .. ý'. T 

C 

C 

C 
C 

U GUT: SSrLý': i{SYSr: vSY_rIIr rVr1T r'. T3 , IL 
C 

JI. '- :; I. 3.. II(1J. 3J)rý.:. (3J, 2J I , `J(3'JJ) , 
I, 14,1 Ir 

.T(?. Jrl+)rI(1 r1 1 
I'; T23_7i=. SYS(2r 13)) ,? IP Er?: JUT 
3.3 isI=II. Sy; ; 

I-: (3YS(191). =;. JY J(29I). A:: J. SYS(I, I). L-. i'j' ). 2T :U 
it=l Y 19 1 TJ 1 

I. =(JY1YS(19I-2- 1 )JJT: 39 
PI7YJ (', 1) 

J i, IT3 I' 
:. =: T (3Y; ( , 1)rý) 



3L 

4 `. 

1 ý' 

f 
ýn 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 

r 

C, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 

C 

OJT. ) Z` J 

VJ 
,1)1JL 

'I(r'I? _, i1= ._ =(1 . _+ý.; l-tý). 
r `- 1 

J(I, J)=', '(I, 1) 

JJ1 

ý't :;:: -, t :t*:., 1:: '1. .: 1 !;: 3: 1 ." 

ýli., ýouT: 'ý= Sj, ýiV(. ý'1V. ', r;: "ý �Y' rJJ"arl'9L) 

S`: '4 ^'! (3J. 111,: i(10,30)r_. 1(3oo,: )". 1(32"'3)" 1 v3J"ýýJ 

YO(: '"JJ+11 

J=I: ('r? JjT) 
'(r )JT, J)=-(" (? 

-3'_lT"ý) J(' C, "1) ='-J) 1 

rJ)=f( P il'TrJ)/( 
-).; ' ?.: i.; ýj.., Y. "U'(':: ir111'. ý, ýý. i`if 

(?. ýJTJ1=iý(iýýlTrJ)+ý(PI 
ßr1)+V(rl: ýf1); ý: <</(=. J: ý7ý fib) 

ý(? TJHfýýUTrJI-1(ý JTr11=::::: i/(2 
S: LL SS`s 1i (:: rJ , H9Jr, JJT9L) 
JJ=J�-2 
'. ýT; 1 ; "; 

SSST 

,: q Is ,ý!:. .., . 1: .:: ý: c :t": I. g ý:; 

ýUý: ýUTI`ý. = ý>ýT(. -::. Tr . ýr:: rýýr:: Y.; rJJr '. r'ýirý) 
1ýTtýýr1ý1. Ii(Io J, t: (3 

; Yý(_r1JýlrýI. 
rPýJT 

- l. 



C 
t. 
C 
C 

C. 
C 

I- 

C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

I 
C 
I 
C 
C 
C 
I 

' UT=ýYJ(_rJJ-1) 
J=I'1T) 

T, J)=-('i , 1)r(. (? 1'41'1)'. ="'2-'v(P3CTr1). `? 
J, 13)=: "1(Pl ., I) 

', CT( : w+11114)=< T(,. IT) 
AL'L S3iý : ý(I If ;"r� ºr' :; T"L ) 

JJ=JJ- 

J. ,: i1 

,: I '"t er:: { ;e:: t .;: -. f :;::,: 

T 

: J: ý. ýUTI'1 Ss 
ýJYS rJJ, d, vv L) 

? I'1ý"ýSIJ'v I-;: (1:, LJ), II(10,30)t (30, '^), (31, ), (33 2 
SYJ) 

: J=)Y; )Cý JJ)-iv 

1(º =: fl 'I;,, 1)+(i(ý I',, 1)l =" POUT, ]. ) i ý2)/tom. °y. übl 
CALL S3HDI: I". ýý,; i"'�PCiT 
JJ=JJ-2 

ET 
. 

'Iv 

J r. 
C, 

) 

_'t :t:, :: f :,:: i 
,: 

1,: '. i " 

S'; I: JUTI'v. 3; S(ýýZcJ, I1v2,3"SY. >, JJ, H, 'v, L) 

1IV'1SIA 11 ( 1C, 33), ' 30,23), H( 3(x, 20) vV(3J, 'W) 

'W'=�YS(2, JJ-1) 

. 1=:: (T,? JT) 
1(PýJT, J)='i-.. =; +(L°"V(P JUT, 1)'" ýf/(ý. 'r 1.. L5) 

_ALL 
', r', ý"ý3(__, 

_ , rt, V, ý. JJT, LI 
JJ=JJ-: 

výJ , 

-*ý 3,4 ;:. :'A:. T:. zý -. 4. -'. ., i 
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., 
ý.; BUT :-3', J-, ( : ýrý ýº'ýY:, i, JJ0 v . '+L 

r_ 

; YI ? CUT 
?i= Y+i) 
P'. i7:. Y (2, JJ-1 ) 
J_ (7, ' 1l, T ) 

P. -jt, J)=n(rt' 91)+(VI',. 1 "_ý°2-"ý'(? UT, lll'": /('"ýi'ý">_ ý) 
,H'1, V. r' 1'JT, L ) +1_ L 

JJ=JJ- 
TJ. 

C 

C 
C 
C 

3UTI L2 SSHED( I:, ýºH, V, I, L) 
C 

JI. i2i2 Ii(IJ, 33(3v"''), V(33, CJ) 

{;. ý=( ? ii"3)'=('1(I. 11='3 (I, ä)) 
K=ý, 1 171 ) 
KK: 1(7,1)+i-K 

1 

ý"T 
IT 

D 

C 

C 

C, 
r 

Jý'. CUTI'; C CUTPI I"ýJ" V 
r_ 

, ýJ) f'. '(3'J.? U) i. =IýiIi(1Ct31 33.2 º,, 32 
i; ir: (ýºIý) 

1 : z. "': ETA' "/_ ýr'::.,;:.:,::;:.;:,, ..:::.:::.::. .ý "///1 
7- 3,2 J) 

7-;; `( ? IP2', T13, ' ýT";. T", r J, ' ri: lIý: )', ý / 

I LLVAT1J; TIOC, ' A% LT11=. ' `RICTI'ý i'º/ 

' LTo'J, ' JIA'^. iTL. ý'ºT7 ,' CITY', TcO, 

1 I: 
- /' 

Tý Z. ' , TI I ,' ýT 

(`i., \. 2. )'ºTJO. ' (. ^.. ,:. . )'. TIC" 

-, i u i= i 
t. 

i( 11i1 

, 'ý1T=( t+ ) ,. I(S"I)ºII(`_,: 1,.: (ý'I).: '(ý,: )" 
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I -(I71),: i1( I7') 9 *2(I9 >) r 

AT(I T C7; T_J"; ý. T3JITI 
I T= 1. - T7 F3. -I7T:, il`, F.. 7 

C 

i: T2ýf" 
1r ' 

., 
. L".. --. I ... ' 7 ". 7 

Ul 

_ \T HEAý'ý" F ICTI '4' 
c: '7T1. ,"V L'JCITy ', Týý, ' =", T? " 7 

TYU, 
1' T' 7T:: ), 'F:.; Iýiý"TC JEFF. ' f/ 

(+". /S)'7TDI1lI3J"vST30, " VLLý: ITi YTr"Jf 
1 T5, rf (".,. i,. ý. )', Tb), ' (F; C)'f/11 

I=17i1(iri) 
ITE(ý77_)i7'i(i, 1)rII(ý,? )rý': (1, ý1, h(I, II(7, Il)fr(I7I)7 

7ý =. 1A T16 T: TZýI5T3F .?, TtGrF3,4T5.? r 
IT7, ý "? 1 

tC 1T 
'7 f7 T' D 

C 
Cv 
r 

C- 
IIV(. 3,131 " V"'V 

itil. J(3,1 ) 

,C Ti (//_x. " A I'. VA LV _ ATA". /., i, ' _-::..::. ... "r/; ) 

. 
JR1T_(3.2J ) 

2C , AT(' a. I"V. "tTl:; t" ; Gýý", fý°J, " V. LV_', T32, " 2ý ,Iý: ", 
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APPENDIX II: Hydraulic Data for Station A 
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APPENDIX III: Hydraulic Data for Station B 
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APPENDIX IV: Listing of Program 'SMESIIJ' for the Automatic Generation 
of a Curvilinear Mesh 

15 
10 

50 

DIMENSION 
k PX(60r15)'F'1'(60r15)rNS(1. ý) 

NF:. AL. iýt)riýlr'c ýriý. 4ril <rM 

IN'(EGER Pfri: GVUrUSrUSJ"1rL0(JNTsMF'"fSrPPTErNF''f t 
01=EN(UN: (l 1rFXLF='MC'i TA') 
UFF N (UiN I T-2. rF7. t. E: =' : 4f i. 1RS ') 
RF: )1(1r*)XX1"kr'('(R 
f'EA1)(1r*)NGV0 
FiEAU(1r*)C(iV(1<1)'X 1ýNUVU) 
[D0 10 J= tri: i4V0 

READ(1y4)MS(J) J) 
NF' 1S-NS (J ) 
DO 15 1-=1'NP1S 

REG1)i(lr )XX(IrJ)rl'V(lrJ) 
XX(): r, 1)=: XX('ir i)/X F*GV(t( J)/(IVO(1) 
YY(I, J)-YY(1, J)/YYR 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Nr'151. " NS(1) 
DO 50 1 =1 r UF'TSI 

F'X(I, 1)-XX (lr1) 
r (: 1,1) -VV(: (r1 ) 

CONTINUE 
NGV01 -11äV0-1 
110 60 1= 1 ±s`1(iV(. 11 

NF'fS-NS<1)-1 
IDO 20 K--<'±NPTS 

IF'<F'X(I: r. l). E(;. PX(K-i, J))PX(1<-1r. ß)=F'Y(K 1r. 1)-0. O0OOa 

IF (PX(iC,. l) . E: u : 5X( +t,. 1))F'X(i<+1. r, J) =F'X(iC41 rJ)- ). 00001 

ANU -AYANC (F' CK-1r. J)-PYCK' J))/(f''XCK-1.5J)-"F'): (K, J)) ) 

AN(i6. -(11'AN((P'((iýr, l)-F'Y(iý+tr, l))/(PX(i: rJ)-PX(iý+1". l)) ) 

S5-SIN(AH65)/C0S(ANG5) 
IFC55 E: tý. 0 ))55..: 55 . Op00001 
S6-5INCANG6)/CUS((. U(ý6) 
IF (S6 . E: L) . t) .U . 00001 
A1-"(F'X(K-1 rJ)+F'X(K, J))/2. C) 
L"t1 =lF''l(iý-1.,. 1)+F''((i<". 1) )i . '.. 0 

S2ß-1. U/56 
A2 (F'X(K, J)+F'X(K+1'. J))/Y. 0 
B2r: (P'((i<' )+i'Y(K+1 r. l) )/2'. 0 
C1-": } 1-S1'<A1 
C2:: ) 2-S? *A2 
IF(S1 . EU, 52)S1nti1-0.00001 
A3= -((: 1-(: 2)/(51-`i2) 
F? =S1*A3-f(; 1 
IF(Cý; 4. L: 0"p: <<isýJ))(1; 4: A -t). 00001 
BEET: =(1 3-FV(K, J))/(A3-PY(I: r, O ) 
CON8: -F''(CK7, l)-(Sl. P8*Px(K, "1) ) 
RMIN"1000000. 
PF'1S-MS(i+1)-1 

00 80 PT- 1r F'F' TS 
X1-; <; <(P1'y. if1) 
Y1-YY(PT J+1 ) 
X: '": C< (Pl+1. , , J+t ) 
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Y).: 7'( (F'T+l i.. J+1 ) 
IF(X1 «k'U. X2.. AN): i, Vi. E(:, V2)(it)7O 80 
IF (X1 . EU. X2)X2 . X2-0.0001 
SLF'1=(Yl-Y2)/(Yl -X2) 
CC 1:.: Y1"-(S1. F'1*X1 ) 
IF(SLP1. EU SL. F'$)S(_F'1 SLFF'1-0«(ý( 001 
CF: OX ( (': Gilt "-(: (iN8 / (sLi.: 8_. $(. F' 1) 
CR0Y=SLF'1NCF 0X J CONi 
1 F(i- 1 . E: (: l «i'F'18)UUTt: ) !5 

IF(Xl. GE. X2)XNAX_: X1J"0,0001 
IF (X1 «l. l'«X2)XMAX_ X2+0«0001 
IF (Xl . GF «X2) XM fN--X2"-0.0001 
IF' (XI L. T"X2)XMXN=: Xt-U«ý)U<)1 
IF(CR0X. (3T. XHAX)ß(1TU 80 
TF lt: ktlX Li . XTilý1)t3(1T(1 80 
IF(Y1*liE: "12)V1AX-vi 1.0.0001. 
IF ('(1 «L. l'. 72 )'(M'1X=: Y24-0 000 1 
IF(11. GF:. 12)1'i1aP ='i ''-U. ( 001 
IF('(a. l. l'«'(2 )'(N1N:: Y1-c), 0001 
IF(CRO1'. (Sr. YMAX)(i(ITU 80 
IF( CRt1Y . 1.1 «'(MI N) (GUl 0 (50 

75 kF; =(F'X(1`PJ)-t. 'hOX)**2 
RR=Rh F (PY WF , J) --CR(1'() f*2 
IF"(RR«G'1 . I-dl: iN)GOTis 80 
F: MIN-RR 
PX(I\, J-fi )-CRUX 
F''((K; , J+1) -CR0Y 

80 CONTINUE 
IF'(Px(iý--1. J)«F: t. l. N: <(i<; -1. '. 1+1))F': <(iý-1'. 1)'=F'XU-1s". 1)-0.0001 
SLF'_`- (F'Y(K-]'J)-"F'V(K-1, J+l ))/(F'X(K-1,, J)-F'X(K-1s, J+I)) 
I F'' SL. F'' 1 «E U. SLF 2) St. F 1.: Sl. F' 1. - o. 00001 
CON2"PY(K-1 rJ)-SL. F'2*: F'X((: -1,. J) 
CRUX 1 "'- (t. 0N2--CON 1) / (St. F' 1- Sl. F'2 ) 
CR0Yl=SLP1MCRUXI +CoN1 
RRl"(F'X(K-1,. 1)-( R0Xj)**2 
RR1-f'R1-f(FY(K-1rJ)-CRo 1)%'N: ' 
IF-(RR1 "(ST «F: NIN)UUTtl 70 
F'X(1<, J-f1)-1-'X(K-1., J41 ) 
F'Y(K' 9,1+1)::: F'Y(K - I!, 1J+ 1) 

70 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 

NF'("41-.! 5(1 ) 
DO 200 : '. z 2pNF'151"-1 

WRX fE( , 100) (F'X(I, 5J), J-1, WUVO) 
WRLTE(2; 100) (F'((I, "i)'j : i'NGV(1) 

200 CONTINUE 
100 E(lki'iAl(1X, 10(F6. `S, X), Fb. 3) 

ST OF' 
EN It 
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: \PPENDIX V: Published Papers 

r-- 
IANi 

IRH 

Operating Problems of Pump Stations 
and Power Plants 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF REVERSIBLE 
DIIFAD TIIDRTrdrC 

CARACTERISTIQUES DU RENDEMENT DES TURBINES 

DE POMPE REVERSIBLES 

DR. A. P. BOLDY 
R. N. WALMSLEY 

LECTURER UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK, COVENTRY, ENGLAND. 
RESEARCH STUDENT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK, COVENTRY, ENGLAND. 

Sl. N"4RY 

The paper presents a method of representation of the four quadrant performance 

: haracteristics of reversible pump turbines such that acceptable interpolations are 

btainod between adjacent guide vane curves. 

Problems associated with the performance characteristics used in the 

Aimulation of the transient performance of a Pumped Storage Scheme are discussed. 

1 revised calculation procedure designed to alleviate the problems is presented 

tnd the simulated results compared with prototype site recordings. 

RE St idE 

Cutte communication presente une methode pour representer les car. -ictoristiques 

due -endement des qu. itre secteurs des turbines de pompe revorsibles qui permet des 

interpolations entre les courbes de palettes-guides idjacentcs. 

Des problemes relevant des caracteristiques du rendement utilisres dann la 

Amulltion du rendsment cransitoire d'un projet d'emmagasincment sont discutcs. 

"ne mithndo dc calcul modi£ice pour rcduire les problrmrs est prrsentie, et las 

ris., lt. its simulcs sont compares ä des enres; istrements directs lu protOt". pe. 

60 
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T-vnm? rTrtnti 

During the last 10 years the principal author has developed a suite of 

ccmputer programs to analyse the transient response of hydroelectric installations. 

The calculations are based on the well known explicit finite difference method of 

characteristics to solve the governing quasi-linear hyperbolic partial differential 

equations of momentum and continuity [1,2,1,4J. The variant of the method used is 
"specified time intervals", which produces values of piezometric head and 
vo!.: ýetric mean v1 ; ity 

, at : lar, specific. l, : a1. i s of position end time. The 

programs have been i: sed extensively in connection w"i: h a number of hydroelectric 
installations (e. g. Cruachan, Foyers, Planicie Banderita, El Chocon, Steenbras, 
Dinorwic, Victoria and Lunega). The results produced by the programs have been 

validatod against site recordings taken curirtý cnr: ̂ . issioning of 
ations, notably Cruachan, Foyers and Steenbras. 

A schematic layout of a typical pumped storage scheme is Shown ir. Figure I. 
The boundary conditions normally encountered are; (a) constant head reservoir. 
(b) surge tank, (c) pipe branch, id) main inlet valve, and (e) reversible 
pump turbine. Various methods for simulating the boundary conditions (a). (b). 
(c) and (d) above are in common use and adequately documented I1, " 5, h'. Conventii-r. 1l 
Francis and Kaplan hydroelectric turbine performance characteristics are so shaped 
as to present no major difficulties for computer simulation, Chaudbry L51 exPlai:: ' 
such a method although the authors question Chaudbry's philosophy of extravolatin 
the net head across the turbine. The authors suggest it is more accurate to 
extrapolate the turbine discharge and combine this with the upstream and dot. nstre"1T" 
characteristic equations in order to obtain an estimation of the turbine net head 
for the given time interval. 

The predominant boundary condition which must be considered when simulating 
the transient behaviour of a reversible puma storage installation is the four 

quadrant performance characteristics of the pump turbine. In this paper the 
problems associated with the representation and interpolation (between . aide vane 
curves) of the performance characteristics are discussed. The limitations of a 
technique developed by the principal author D] are explained followed by 
suggestions, which are under investigation by the second author, for overcoming 
these limitations. The site recordings taken during the load rejection 
crmsissicning tests of a pumped storage scheme are used as a basis for evaluation 
of the various techniques. 

Fir,. 1. Schematic livcut of a ru^intd storage Scheme 

Und R..., vo., 
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FOL'R 0I'. 'DS: \E"' CFL\R\CTERISTICS OF REVERSIBLE PU fF Ti'RBINES 

Definitions 
Figure 2 shows the general shape of the performance characteristics of a 

typical reversible pump turbine. These curves show the variation of unit discharge 

against unit speed and the variation of unit torque against unit speed, both for 

the ranee of guide vane openings. These unit parameters are defined as follows: 

unit speed n, 1 = 
nD 

unit . fischarge 
1D- 

unit torque M11 = 
IM 

D3H 

H 

Cr 

1 

Unit Speed 

Unit Speed 

Fi:;. 2. F,, ur-a, i: idr. lnr n rfc, rmanct, ehar. icr risticcs of rý'., t, r1j -i, 

60 
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era n is the puma turbine speed 

Q is the pump turbine discharge 

D is the turbine runner throat diameter 

H is the net head across the machine 

M is the pump turbine torque 

Reoresen. t: ation and 7nterrotation 

It is convenient to represent (and store in a computer data bank) the above 
characteristics by a series of points such that a given guide value relationship 
may be assumed to be a series of straight lines connecting adjacent points. The 

problem is then to obtain accurate interpolation between successive guide vine 

curves, over the whole domain of the curves. Consider, For example, the turbining 

quadrant of the unit discharge against unit speed relationship, linear interpol- 

ation between successive guide vane curves produces an intermediate guide vane 
curve as shown in Pinure 3. The interpolation is satisfactory in the region where 
the guide vane curves are predominately parallel to the unit speed axis but 

produces unsatisfactory results when the curve becomes predominately parallel to 
the unit discharee axis. A technique for overcoming this problem, developed by 

the principal another Y, is based on the principle of a curvilinear mesh obtained 
by drawing a series of 'S' curves through points of corresponding gradient on each 
guide vane curve. This produces acceptable interpolations as shown in Fi, u-_ ". 

'v 
-+ ö_ 

D 

c 

Visual 

of \1ý-ý', 
ý- Inleýoolalýon 

O1 

Unit Speed Unit Speed "'C"ý; 

0 Tibulated Points -linear Inlerooial ed Po, ors 

Fig. 3. Linear interpolation for intermrclinte sZtiide vine curve h: ý on 

c :r "si .7 nr s, "ntatLon of nerIor^;: in, t, ch: 1r"lrtr*t "_-- _ 

1 s. 

s, cT" 

it -, - s, 

L5Ji: 
z 

ýi 
= =tea= 

unit $oeedý--' 

0 Tabulated Polnli   LInaat Intefoolatao Ports 

Fig,. .. Lino. ir intorrolatior. for intorm<"iii. ltr ,; ui, ic, : nnc curvn h. r'. "d ,n rt: _1 
c"; r^i'. ino. ir re nroa,. nt, 1_. cn ; "t nrrfnrrvinre" char i; to ri st :. -s 
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Fig. 5. Ccmnorison of computer simulation and site reccrdines for load rejection 

I'icure 5 shows the results of a computer simulation, incorporatin, the above 
interpolation procedure, of a load rejection test taken duriru the cor issi. onint: 
of a Pumped Stora, e Scheme. Overall the simulation results are satisfactory. 
The depiction of the maximum values of turbine speed and spiral piezometric head 

are particularly good, especially considering the accuracy with which values may 
be obtained from the site recordings. A typical example is reproduced in 

Figure 6. It is questionable whether the value of the spiral head can he read 
to within 5m and the speed to within 7.5 rpm. The area which gives most concern 
in the comparison shown in Figure 5 is the lack of correlation in the piezometric 
head in the time interval between approximately 9 and 1' seconds after the load 

rejection. For this simulation the pump turbine performance characteristics were 
represented by a series of points such that for a specified value of unit speed a 
unique value of unit discharge (or unit torque) was obtained : or a given value of 
guide vane opening. In general this is not true in the region where the guise 
vane curvos are predominately parallel to the unit discharge (or torque) axis in 

a cj 

N 

71 

U 
Q, 

N 

10 20 30 40 

Time (s) 
-i-, f fvt i^. ýI_tii[ rrclin, l.: ioi, r. 

5 60 
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both the purrpink and turbininn quadrants. The 'true' shape of the characteristic 
in these areas involves 're-entrants' as shown schematically in Figure 7 where 

three values of unit discharge (or torque) are possible for a given value of unit 

speed and guide vane opening. 

GVO 

Fig. 7. 'True' shave cif numn 

turbine ner: ormince character- 
isticc 

_^ciI .Z re-k-trants 

o 

i. i 

U nI I so. .0 

"Th r.. Po+8IDIt V a! u at 

co".. DOno-g to 

SD. c 01 ad Value of 

Unit Speed . n0 GVO 

incornoration of 're-entrant' sections of characteristics 
The multivalued nature of the characteristics occurring in the region where 

the curves are predominately parallel to the unit discharce (or unit torque) axis, 
as shown in Ficure 7, creates problems in defining the appropriate value of unit 
discharge (or unit torque) corresponding to given values of unit speed and guide 
vane opening. By extrapolating calculated values of turbine discharge and speed 
from previous tins intervals and combining the pipe characteristic equations 
upstream and downstream of the turbine it is possible to identify the appropriate 
operating point on the turbine performance characteristic. If this point does not 
satisfy the turbine boundary condition a revised estimate of unit speed is required. 
Sight variations in the value of snit speed are accentuated in this region when 
interpolatin; the value of unit discharge (or torque) and this caused instabilities 
in the calculations. In order to overcome these problems a new al:; nrithm has been 
devised by the second author. 

Revised Alcorithm 

For the purposes of the turbine trip simulations considered in this paper the 

pump turbine characteristic may be reduced to the turbining revion where the guide 

vane curves are predominately parallel to the unit discharge (or unit torque) axis 
and the reversed pumping quadrant. In this region of the characteristic the 

selection of the appropriate mesh square is simplified and the naltivalued problem 
eli-. inated by reversing the roles of the unit speed and unit discharge (or unit 
torque). Full use may also be made of the curvilinear mesh system. the 
interpolated guide vane 'curve' is represented by a straight line within the 
'mesh square' and defined by the following relationships. 

Rtl a Q11 +b (1) 

and nll =c Mil +d (2) 

Combining the pipe characteristic equation upstream and downstr. nm of the turbine 
pr,;, i, rs tbie followin:; relationship between the turbine net he. la . 11-i 

H=eQ+= (31 

6 
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Since there are tour variables (net head, turbine discharge, speed and to 
to be evaluated a fourth equation is required. This is provided by equating tt 
-'oan out of balance torque to the rate of change of turbine speed 

M=-I 
dew ("'+) 

where I is the moment of inertia of the rotating masses. 

In the above equations (1) to (4) a, b, c, d, e and f are constants for 

given time interval and the equations may be combined to produce a function of ne 
variable which can be solved using a standard Newton-Raphson technique. Rapid 

convergence is obtained since a 'good' first estimate of the variable is available 
from the extrapolation procedure. 

The algorithm described above was incorporated into the program and Figure S 

shows the results of the turbine trip simulation compared with the site results 
aý. '. ... c s i-u. it icn shown in Figure 5. 

-Sýiý 11 ý<s ". a" 

ý'O, 
/ý` ... girl noryý "nl 

"ýnýýnrý 

_ 

,0 .Z 30 
Tim " IS. i, 1 

: off 

ro. 

o. 

ri m" is. e. i 

Fiz. ý. Cýý°. a: arisnQ o` computer simulations and site rocordincý for load reiecrin 

DISCUSSION 

The sensitivity of the simulated results upon the shape of the pump turbine 
performance characteristics is shown in Fig. 9. 

The calculated values of unit discharve and unit speed are plotted on the 
appropriate region of the turbine characteristic which includes the 're-entrant' 
shaped clido vane relationships. This shows the considornhle effect caused by 
sli. cht variations in the shape of the turbine characteristics. Such a variation 
probably exists between the model and prototype puns turbine characteristics and 
this should he considered when comoarinc; simulated and site results. The authors 
are of the opinion that the 're-entrant' part of the pump turbine characteristics 
is in fact a mean curve 'drawn through a hysteresis loop similar to that observed 
by Yamahe ý7]. This area requires further research during the model testing; of 
pump turbines in order to provide more 'accurate' performance characteristics. 
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Summary 

PAPER G1 

An increasing number of pumped storage schemes are being commissioned to handle 
the problems of frequency control and peak-load power generation of large electrical 
networks. Computer simulations of waterhamm er phenomenon are nowadays accepted as 
an integral part of the design of these installations and are used as a "tool" to aid 
the Engineer when making decisions concerning optimum operation, construction and 
protection measures. It is essential, therefore, that the simulations are accurate 
and reliable. 

The theory behind waterhammer simulations is well established and most of the 
boundary conditions encountered are well documented, along with their handling 
routines. However, the boundary condition which is often ignored is that of the 
reversible pump turbine. In order to simulate this boundary it is necessary to 
represent the machine characteristics in a form suitable for computer storage. The 

paper describes the merits and drawbacks of various representations of the performance 
characteristics with particular reference to the multivalued, instability regions and 
their associated interpolation problems. 

A method of manipulating the basic data obtained from performance model tests of 
the pump turbine into a suitable form for transient analysis is presented in the 
paper. 

Held at the University of Bath, England. 
Organised and sponsored by BHRA, The Fluid Engineering Centre. 
©BHRA Fluid Engineering 1983. 
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D rmý = diameter of impeller 

h = pressure he ad across pump turbine 

gut of bala nce torque 

n rr. p. m. ý = rotational speed 

rm3; s; = discharge 

z F", 
L, "-. = guide vane opening (qvo) 

. 

ýF = maximum gui de vane opening 

Di: ensionless ratios 

pý= n 
- normalised speed 
nß 

normalised torque ý1 R 

h= 
.i normalised pressure head 

'1= normalised discharge 
a 

where suffix R refers to rated conditions. 
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ROD'TCTICN 

Transient simulation of hydro-electric installations are based upon the 
simultaneous consideration of the dynamic equilibrium and continuity equations 
describing the fluid motion within the system together with the governing equations or- 
performance characteristics of each boundary condition. This paper is denoted to the 
four quadrant performance characteristics of a reversible pump turbine describing the 
machine boundary of a pumped storage scheme. Due to the complexity of this machine, 
the number of variables involved and the diverse modes of operation, empirical formul: c 
cannot adequately describe the performance of the machine. Instead, information T_. 
be collected from scale model tests and presented in the form of performance 
characteristics, which relate the rotational speed (n), dischar^e (0). Gs=re 
across the : machine (ü) and the out of balance torque (`f) for a range of guide vane 
openings, over the range of operating conditions. then considering a pumped storacce 
scheme, employing a reversible Francis-type pump turbine, the operatic:; .... __ 

:: r. 
cover the full four quadrants which may be defined as follows; 

1'uad 1n- ve Q- ve (pumping) 
Quad 2n- ve Q+ ve (braking! 
Quad 3n+ ve Q+ ve (tu-.. ý.. 
Quad n+ ve Q- ve (reverse pumping) 

A review of various co-ordinate systems used to represent the u., 
: er=ormance c aracteristics is presented and their advantages and disadvant: -... _;. 
use in transient simulations, are discussed. Recormtendations of the most appropri.; t 
forms to use are made and an algorithm presented which will superimpose a curvilic0.11 
mesh upon the performance c'haractoristics, in ordor to f cilitate ir. t'rr . ̀ i, r. f: r 
the intermediate guide va.. ý, ... .. __c`. 

n'ýrP T'_'RBI\E :. -.? . 

The scale model test results are n 
co-ordinate systems used mav vary from one turbine manufacturer to another. They r,... 

need to be transformed when adapting them gor use in transient simulations where 
problems relating to computer storage, interpolation of intermediate guide vane cure, 
and the handling routines must be taken into account. It was demonstrated by Boldv 
(Ref 1) that interpolation of the intermediate guide vane curves was only valid if t� 
interpolation was perfor-. ed within a curvilinear mesh system. This mesh is gener.. rccctl 
by superimposing a series of 'S' curves onto the guide vane curves. It has been 

assumed, therefore, that this mesh system is required for each of the co-ordinate 
systems described later and that linear interpolation along sections of the 'S' curves 
should be used where possible in locating the position of an intermediate guide vane 
curve. A further consideration is the form in which the instability regions (Ref 2) 

take in the co-ordinate system as this may complicate the handling routines. Fig 1 

shows part of the performance characteristics plotted as discharge against pressure 
head, with the speed constant. For a certain range of values of the pressure head 

there may be as many as three possible values for the corresponding discharge. 
Correct location of the operating point in these regions is difficult and has been 
discussed elsewhere, (Ref 3). 

In order to save space only the speed, discharge and pressure head relationships 
will be discussed in this paper. The same arguments are equally applicable to the 
speed, torque and pressure head relationships. 

?. 1 REPRiT ; TATIO% 1 

A natural choice for the co-ordinate system to be used for the performance 
c:: ra`teristics would be the dimensionless homologous relationships 

". ersus 
- 

and )a versus 
- 

-A 
oC 

or versus and versus -B V 
IjR 

1r 

2S9 
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Because the full four quadrants are to be considered both V and of. can be 

equal to zero forcing the dimensionless ratios to tend to infinity. This is highly 

undesirable and in order to allieviate this problem DeFazio (Ref 5) recommended a 
combination of the two co-ordinate systems, A and B. System A is used for 

-1 `ý/pk +1 and system B for the range -1+1. Limits of +1 and -I are 
imposed on the absisca corresponding to the points where the switching of the 

coordinate system occurs. ig 2 shows the form of this representation for a singe, 
(the fully open) guide vane curve. It is always an advantage to have the quadrants 
individually defined but it is clear from Fig 2 that this is not the case. Up to 
three ordinate values are possible for a given absisca value, two of which raper to a 
single quadrant. Problems will be found in locating the correct operating point 
particularly in the region of the extremities, +1 and - 1. Furthermore, Fig 2 only 

shows a single guide vane curve. The full range of guide vane openings is shown in 

Fig 3. Note how the ordinate values become at least one order of magnitude larger 
for the lower guide vane openings compared with the fully open position. This is due 

to Y and of -becoming small with respect to h and creates difficulties when inter- 

polating intermediate guide vane curves, linear interpolation becoming unsuitable. 
Also, the curves do not lend themselves easily to a curvilinear mesh and the authors 
consider that this representation is inappropriate for the full four quadrants of a 

reversible pump turbine. 

2.2 :. EPRE SE: T. \TION 2 

Perhaps the most widely adopted representation of machine performance 
characteristics used by pump-turbine manufacturers is based on the unit parameters. 
The information is presented by two sets of complementary curves with the following 

co-ordi lLte systems 

Q. versus n,, 
MIS versus r1U 

Dar'3; ^. eters are (IC ined 3ýz; 

unit speed, 

unit discharr, e 

unit torque 

nu= n D/Jf 
(: ), = Q/DJi 
Mu= M/D3H 

Fig =4 shows a typical set of curves for the Q11a? ainst f,, rolationshin. Because the 
curves are smooth and continuous they are easily approximated by a series of points 
joined by straight lines, as shown, providing a sufficient number of points are taken. 
Superimposing a series of 'S' curves to form a curvilinear presents no problems 
providing care is taken where the curves intersect and overlap. Fig 5 shows such a 
mesh, the 'S' curves being overlayed by hand but employing the algorithm described 
later, greater accuracy and a greater number of 'S' curves, producing a finer grid, 
is possible. One of the drawbacks of the representation is the form in which the 
instability region occur. In the unit plane they appear as re-entrants, Fig 6, causing 
the curves to become multivalued. The general handling routine of a machine boundary 
involves estimating the operating point on the performance characteristics before 

using an iterative process to find the true operating point, which must satisfy the 
conditions imposed by the hydraulic system. If the operating point lies within the 
multivalued region an incorrect solution will develop unless great care is taken to 
identily the correct operating point. Representations which are single valued, there- 
fore, have a distinct advantage over representations which include re-entrants. 

2.3 REPRESENTATION 3 

A method of avoiding, some of the problems associated with Representation 1 was 
Marchal et al (Ref 4) where the following planes were suggested; 

+ 
versus 

tar 1 (t/0 

and 
V 

zp i' `r 
d` + \( versus tart (/pd 
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These are commonly known as a form of the Suter representation. Introducing the 
tan function considerably collapses the data. However, in order to individually 
define each of the four quadrants it is necessary to define the ranee o' t`lo tan-' 
function as follows: 

Quad 1 iT tan (ý) C3 
(1"ýý 

Quad 'ýI2 L tall ý(J) L 

Quad 3QG tQ n, 

tam 

ýaý LQ 

Quad 4 
Cot. 

Fie 7 slows the 
h/(vz_,. =)acainst tan-1(/ý, reproticr. ý motion. The main 

representation arise from the range of values the ordinate takes for various gui. e 
vane opening. For the smaller guide vane openings it is possible for h >i(Jttokz) 

resulting in ordinate values which are at least one order of magnitude greater than 
those for the fully open guide vane position. Linear interpolation would lead to 
incorrect positioning of the intermediate guide vane curves and therefore to errors in 

the location of the operating point. Although this representation renders the curves 
single valued, even in the instability regions, it is not recommended for use when the 
full four quadrants are required, as for a pump-turbine. 

2 ,a REPRESENTATION 4 

In the discussion of DeFazio`s paper (Ref 5) Waznaik proposed a method of 
opening out the unit parameter performance characteristics by the introduction of a 
normalised guide vane opening factor leading to 

Q�"; ersus 
(z/ 

z, 
) n. 

Mu versus 
CZ/Z, 

p, Cju 

where Z3actual guide vane opening. 
Z,. maxinum guide vane openin,. 

The effect of introducing this factor can be seen in Fig 8, showing the performance 
characteristics on the Qu against (Z/ ) flu plane. The individual guide Jane curves 
become easily distinguishable and would present no problems in superimposing a series 
of 'S' curves to form a curvilinear mesh. The regularity of the spacing of the 
curves suggest linear interpolation within the mesh squares would be quite adequate 
and would lead to very good approximations of the intermediate guide vane curves. The 

main disadvantage of this system is that, as with Representation 2, the instability 

regions occur in the form of re-entrants. But, providing care is taken when the 
locus of the operating point passes through these regions in order to define the 
correct operating point, this representation is acceptable. The smooth, continuous 
shape of the curves reduces the number of points required to depict the true shape, a 
curvilinear mesh is easily envisaged and presents no problems whether superimposed by 
hand or by the algorithm described later and linear interpolation is acceptable. 

2.5 REPRESENTATION 5 

The final representation was proposed by Martin (Ref 6) and involves a 
combination of opening out the performance characteristics by introducing a normalised 
guide vane opening factor and transforming this to a modified Suter plane, leading to 

L 2} +2Ryl2versus 

t\(: 
r 

O/ 

/J 

and versus 
tan ZF 1CZ 

Off) 
o11+ 

Z1ZrVt 

co-ordinate systems. A typical set of curves is sh(, ".: n in Fig 9. reýIese^tatien 
suffers because the zero guide vane opening curve is undefined and an additional 
handling routine is therefore required for the final closure of the guide vanes. Such 
a routine can be found in Ref 6. The representation essentially opens out the 
individual guide vane curves, whilst collapsing the numerical ranges between maximum 
and minimum guide vane openings, but creates much overlapping in some areas. However, 
-)reviding a curvilinear mesh can be superimposed then linear interpolation of the 
intermediate guide vane curves can be carried out accurately. As the curves are 
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single valued throughout there are no problems when finding the operating point in the 
instability regions and it is felt this advantage outweighs the disadvantages. 

3. SUPERI'. POSI:: G A CURVILINEAR `1ESH 

Preparation of the performance characteristics into the form use in transient 
sir. u'lations will normally require transforming the manufacturers' data into 

co-ordinate system chosen : then superimposing a curvilinear mesh and, finally, 

creating a data file containing the co-ordinates of the intersections of guide vane 
curves and 'S' curves. This is a very tedious and time consuming process if done by 
hand so an algorithm has been developed to carry out this process automatically. 

Consider the construction of a section of an 'S' curve, as shown in Fig 10, 

which passes : 
_cn the Lu' to the (Ltj)th guide vane opening through points R, 

and PL*i, j 
Let PL 

ýý_ý , 
Pý and R he three adiacent data points on the 

vane curve and PLC 
,k and Pý, K. ý be three adjacent points ýn the 

(i+J)" guide vane curve. Each of the above points has a corresponding (= 
IJ) co- 

ordinate. The two sections of guide vane curves may be approximated by two quadratic 
functions, say 

A-24-6%- tG along lth curve 

y 0. ZG2t b=t C along 
(6t I, curve 

A true curvilinear mesh requires that the angle subtended between the guide vane 
curve and the 'S' curve s is a right angle but this is not possible if the 'S' curve 
is approximated by a ser ies of straight lines. 

The best approxima tion to a true curvilinear mesh occurs when 

or IT -(6. +8t0- (9. + 63) -2 
where 8ý = tan-, ý6 - t"ýý I -3 

th but a1on5 
(Li-1) 

guide 
OCZI, - xt, ý, J vane curve 

t 

+bxý,, =axZ,, +C y ", ,; ,; , 
-ý i tan yý ý- (ux«ý + bx;., +c) , ,ý ,ý _- 

(' J- x1.. 
11 

, 

Di:: erer. tiation of the quadratic app roximations leads to 

ex = t0. n {2Axoz,, B] -S 83 = to n-' [2axL+I, ý + b] -- ö 
Combining equations 2,4,5 and 6 produces a function of one variable, 
which may be solved using a standard Newton-Raphson technique. Knowing; D[i. j,; J is found by simply substituting back into ys axt t bx tG " 

This procedure is repeated for each point along the lt"' guide vane curve before 
repeating between the (L+I)th 

and 1.3.21u` guide vane curves, noting that the new 
set of data points, through which the 'S' curves pass, has been created along the 
(htI)th guide vane opening. A complete array of data points which form a curvi linear 
mesh can be built up by merely repeating the above process. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Although all the representations of the performance characteristics have certain 
drawbacks, when used in transient simulations, it is clear that some are better suited 
than others. 
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Representation 4 is ideally suited to the curvilinear mesh system and to linear 
interpolation of the intermediate guide vane curves within the mesh. The only drawback 
is the multivalued nature of the curves in the instability regions but this problem can 
be overcome. 

Representation 5, whilst overcoming the multivalued problem suffers slightly 
from the fully closed guide vane opening being undefined in this plane. A separate 
handling routine is required for the final closing stages of the guide vanes but a 
method of achieving this is described by Martin (Ref 6). Superinoosine a curvilinear 
mesh would prove difficult by a hand method in this plane but introducing the 
algorithm described herein this problem is alleviated. 

The algorithm also ensures that an accurate mesh system will be attained, 
independent of the co-ordinate system chosen, resulting in better interpolation of the 
intermediate guide vane curves and greater accuracy in locating the operating point, 
which will, therefore, lead to greater accuracy in the final results. 
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Fig. 1 Typical instability region represented in the discharge 
against pressure head plane. 
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Fig. 2 Dimensionless homologous representation of machine character- 
istic for a single guide vane opening 

or 

Fig. 3 Dimensionless homologous representation of machine character- 
istics. 
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Fig. 4 Unit parameter representation of machine characteristics. 
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Fig. 5 Curvilinear mesh superimposed on the unit parameter 
representation of Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6 Multivalved instability region represented in the unit parameter 
plane. 
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Fig. 7 Suter plane representation of machine characteristics. 
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Fig. 8 Exploded unit parameter representation of machine character- 
istics. 
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Fig. 9 Modified suter plane representation of machine characteristics. 
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Fig. 10 Approximation of the curvilinear mesh superimposed on the 

machine characteristics. 
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